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Introduction by compiling editor Michael Knight/Startrekka...
What we have here is the far-reaching work of an individual whose user name on the Project
Camelot/Project Avalon forum is “Astralwalker,” plus posts by other forum members.
(Caveat: The views and opinions expressed are those of the individuals concerned).
Project Camelot is one of the few Internet forum sites dedicated to freedom of information
(which does not imply that they personally agree with everything written on their forums). But
in regard to this discussion, they have said:
• Astralwalker Thread: MUST READ: We have a major and interesting new thread
materializing on the Project Camelot section of our Avalon Forum. It's freely
available to non-subscribers on a read-only basis. This researcher is laying out in
great detail the potential astronomical dynamics behind our move into alignment
with the galactic plane and the effects on our solar system.Highly recommended.-Kerry (Project Camelot).
Editor MK Note: In my opinion, despite the fact that English is not his first language (so let's
not get picky about grammar and spelling) ASTRALWALKER has done a remarkable job of
presenting information about
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•
•

Earth Changes
2012
Crop Circles
The Mayan Long Count calendar
Astral travel (with instructions on how to)
Remote viewing (with instructions)
Seeing while blindfolded (with instructions for the student)
Hollow Earth (and hollow planets – with multiple pictures)
Consciousness and its effect on the planet
The Illuminati or “Elite” and their control agenda
Possible safe places during Earth Changes
How we can influence and change the future – for the better.

•

Please Note that this is NOT a fully researched and edited “book.” It is raw material and
information, presented almost exactly as you would see it “open to the public” on the forum
itself. It is not a Project Camelot production – and it is your personal choice and
responsibility as to how you perceive, accept or reject this material which is presented for
informational purposes only.
Michael Knight – www.buycontacthasbegun.com
Editor Earth Change Report (a free International Newsletter about Abrupt earth changes)
Director “Contact Has Begun” (an eye-opening and mind-expanding High Def DVD).
Author of the ebook “Earth Changes – Mind Matters”
Author of the ebook “How To Survive Earth Changes, Economic Depression and Martial
Law.”

Astralwalker begins: Hello
everyone!
I would like to share few thoughts
and conclusions with all of you who
want to listen about my research on
the 2012 scenario. They will be
simplified to the point where some
scholars and scientists could argue
about a part of which will be
presented, but the main facts are
true.
I will start with the ancient Maya
knowledge…
Deep in the center of the Milky Way there is a Black Hole which scientific community called
Sgr.A. (Sagittarius A).

The Mayans called it The tree of life and it was passed to them that in the center of the
galaxy a point known as “Hunab Ku” exist and it’s a location from where consciousness
comes.
According to Ancient Maya records, it’s a place from which “The Supreme Creator” crates
and destroys, and that most of all that is created in this region of Space comes from it.

However, in the Mayan culture there
are no images about “Hunab Ku –
Supreme Creator” because it was
considered as Ultimate Force of
Creation which in fact does not
truly posses visible form and
cyclically influences the life in the
Galaxy through galactic core.
There is a high possibility that
the black hole in the center of the
Milky Way represents a portal
into a higher Universe which
possesses completely different
reality.
From the cosmic aspect, the black
holes are commonly located in the
centers of the galaxies and from the latest research are in fact penetration points in and out
of this Universe.
And they are all connected as grid of cosmic portals. Inside them there are Points of
Singularity, where all known laws of physics fall apart and does not work anymore.
The “Ones” that left the knowledge to Mayas, insisted that “Hunab Ku” is the
Consciousness that organizes all mater and antimatter.
In fact, fallowing the same logic, all black holes in the centers of the Galaxies can be
referred as Hunab Ku – a places from where the Will of the Ultimate Creator is manifested.
Hunab Ku is so called “Mother Womb” which constantly gives birth of new stars and which
also gave birth to our Sun and our planetary system.
The “ancients” insisted that we understand the message that the Hunab Ku runs everything
that happens in the Galaxies and acts through periodical extreme powerful explosions of
Consciousness Energy from the galactic center.
Today, the astronomers confirms that the center of the Galaxy which we call “Milky Way” has
form of flatten disk with the black hole in the middle which swallows stars that exists and in
the same time it gives birth to new ones.
However, the major part of the “mainstream science”, are still considering the Time as
Linear and that it flows in just one direction.
On the other hand, the “Ones” that left the knowledge to the Mayas clearly pointed out that
the Time actually flows in a circular manner or in cycles.
“They” clearly showed that there is a “beginning and an end” of all things, but also a restart
after the end of every Time Cycle.

The data that was left indicate the importance of
understanding the “periodical nature” of all
manifested phenomena on which the Mayan Long
Count Calendar is actually based.
Those highly sophisticated teachers left high
knowledge about the Extreme Time measurements
and instructed the Mayas that the Time itself originates
from Hunab Ku and it is controlled by it in the same
time.
In fact if we draw a parallel to all other “Ancient
Cultures” like Egypt, a culture that supposedly
worshiped the Sun this picture comes forward:
“They didn’t worship the Sun as a Sun, but as the intelligent Creative Force behind it
which brings life”.

“Ahau” is term which refers the Sun and “Ajpu” is the term which refers the Light from
which we all had came and where we all will return. Both terms are used in abundance to
show us “The End” of our familiar physical existence in 2012 and “The Beginning of new
awareness” or existence in a higher dimension of our Universe.
The “thing” which is very important for all of us, currently present on Earth in this time which
according to Gregorian Calendar is November 2008, is that the “ancients” had delivered a
message through the Mayan Long Count Calendar that on a date in the future which
matches the Gregorian Calendar on 21 Dec 2012 there will be a cosmic alignment
between the Earth, Sun, The star cluster Pleiades and the center of the Milky Way Galaxy –
Hunab Ku.
On this day, according to ancient Maya and the later Meso-American Civilizations will
happen the return of Quetzalcoatl. Is this is going to take place, its still unknown.
So, from the astronomical point of view, in 2012 our star will be in alignment with the center
galactic point. This was very, very significant to the ancient people. Besides that, we hear
about the hidden Astrology and the various aspects of the 12 signs of Zodiac, than about the
effect which comes from the alignment of the Pole of our planet and the galactic center and
etc.
On 21 Dec 2012, 11:11 AM Universal Time (also known as Zero Time Point), our Sun and
our planet will be at perfect alignment with the Galactic center.
On the same day, if we consider that everything stays “by default” or on the same track, our
Sun will be at its solar maximum, and the ecliptic of our solar system will intersect with the
Galactic plane, which also is called the "Galactic Equator" of the Milky Way!
Here is a link to a interesting website which has lots of important data:
http://www.viewzone.com/endtime.html
Let’s go on.
This also is called the planetary alignment and by the Ancients was considered to be from a
highest importance for the life on this planet. According to Carlos Barrios and some other
Mayan Day-Keeper’s, the “Ancients” considered the date 21 Dec 2012 as a date of rebirth…
beginning of a New Era which is result of crossing the solar meridian through the galactic
equator and the alignment of Earth with the center of the Milky Way.
This Cosmic Cross is considered as embodiment of the Sacred Tree, (The Tree of Life), a
tree which is remembered in most of the ancient spiritual traditions as alignment with the
cosmic heart of the Galaxy, when some kind of opening or a channel of cosmic energy
occurs and passes though Earth, in the same time cleaning the whole dirt of the life forms
that live on this planet, and lifting them on higher level of vibrational existence.
Even the greatest sceptics (low consciousness evolution beings) are having difficult time
rejecting the so called “Mayan Cosmology” because those time keepers has left such Time
Keeping Methodologies that are so precise that makes you spin in your head, because

they are more accurate then the ones we use today.
Their pyramids like the one in Chichen-Itza in Mexico are so precise build, that are
accurately showing the precise moments of Solstices and Equinoxes during the year,
which are caused by the Earth’s precession (known as very slow wobble or movement of
the planet around its axis).
I have to mention the other pyramids in (Teotihuacan) Mexico, where we see an extremely
precise depiction of all the orbits of the planets in our solar system. They have a Sun
pyramid, Mercury pyramid, Venus pyramid…a pyramid for all planets. The mathematics
used in the construction and correlation with each other is so precise that blows one’s mind.
This extreme precision could not come from primitive people. This extreme precision could
come only from a society which had acquired knowledge that is far beyond the one we have
today, at least in the public arena.
The evidence that such civilizations had exist before are all over the world. For example in
Lebanon there is a location 44 miles from Beirut with fascination ruins. This place is
called Baalbek and it is also mentioned in the Old Testament Book of Kings.
Those stones called Trilithon are officially the most massive stones in the world used for
construction purposes. Despite the fact that some of the scientists consider that they
weight around 800 tons, the truth is that no one with 100% certainty can not say how
much actually they weight. It could be double or at least much more then 800 tons.

They are simply so big that we do not know for sure how much they weight. Those stones
were somehow cut, shaped, and moved to Baalbek from a location some five miles away.
Then they were lifted in the air, perfectly erected and connect that you can not put a
paper or riser in between.

How in the world, they managed to do that, it’s still unclear. Besides there some rumours
about the use of antigravity technology, there is a legend that speaks about a race of
giants who were here immediately after the great Flood and that those giants had actually
build the Baalbek.

In any case, one thing is for sure – today “officially” we do not posses a crane which is
capable of lifting those weights. Not even close.
Even for weights few times smaller then the Trilithon stone weights, we have to use few
cranes with combination of helicopters. If we today can not lift those stones, how was this
achieved by the builders of Baalbek thousands of years ago?
And not to mention “again” that they were transported 5 miles. There is no tree that we know
of, that can hold such weights, and even the trees with the hardest wood are very fast
smashed by the weight of the heavy Trilithon stone so the Discovery Channel lies for
building Pyramids in Giza, does not work here.
The official stories presented by leading media about how the Giza Pyramids were build are
ridicules and absurd. Not to mention Yonaguni, the ancient underwater structure that
probably is older then 12,000 years.
http://www.altarcheologie.nl/index.h...troduction.htm

I can go on and on, but let’s summarize this for a moment:
-Despite our impotence do admit that we are far away from the peak of Evolution of the life
that once existed on this planet, there is huge amount of evidence all around the world. First
there were, so called “Men in Black” who were responsible for retrieving, hiding or
destroying if necessary everything that can serve as evidence of what exactly happened
here on Earth.
If you do not know what happened before, you do not understand why the things are like
they are; you do not have a clue what you are and why you have only this double helix
awareness. Today after they destroyed this “Men in Black enigma” with movies which
reflects SF comic nonsense and with absolutely not even close story to the real events that
happened, it’s probably a group with a different name but with a same purpose.
Anyway, that is why we must not be so ignorant about the knowledge and messages that
ancients had left for us. That is why it’s extremely important that we study that ancient
knowledge which is speaking about the beginning and an end of cycles that are from crucial
importance for the life on this planet.
The people, who do not know their history, are lost and can be easily manipulated. While
few ones from so called “Elite”, are in possession of the real information what exactly
happened here in the past, are in great advantage that gives them a huge space for easy
ruling.
However, the ancients were clear that all this is only a part of a cycly, and every cycle has a
beginning and an end.
This time the cycle ends on 21 Dec 2012, the last step in the dollar pyramid, so it seems that
they will not enjoy in their luxury and wealth gained on the misery of billions other hungry,
not educated, false guided on purpose though the mainstream media, political agendas, so
called masters, gurus, and spiritual teachers.
In any case, lets start to analize from astronomical aspect what will possibly happen around
the date that Mayas determined as a last in their Long Count Calendar.

Despite the fact that are 1845 days left, our world is starting to experience unseen, extreme
and rapid climate changes.
The number and intensity of those “natural” catastrophes increases rapidly. The scientists
had recorded extreme unusual behaviour of our Sun which directly influences all the planets
in our solar system. Did you notice the extreme brightness on the all the planets in our solar
system?

Does strange energetic emanations from the center of the Milky Way detected from the
Dr. Scott Hyman are the cause of so visible changes occurring in our system?
-The Mayas would clearly say: Yes!
They will also say that colossal emissions of “unknown form of energy” will arrive from the
center of the Milky Way, which will change the fundamentals of the physics of our world, new
material and immaterial conditions for life which will last till the end of the next cycle.
On 21.12.2012 according to the ancient Maya records the humanity will enter into New Era
of Higher Consciousness. It is interesting that at this moment all that are present on the
planet are experiencing more or less a Shift in Consciousness.
More and more human individuals are starting to awake, asking who are they, what life is
really about, can not eat flesh anymore and simply experience a clear disability to live in old
ways.
In 2012 we all have a chance to transcend the old ways and to learn to live in peace and
harmony with all the rest that exist in the Cosmos.
That process of the rebirth to half-etheric beings, according to the input that was generated
from the pictograms in the crops all over the world but mostly in UK, will start somewhere
between 13-21 Dec 2012 (The end of the Fifth Sun) and it will be complete on 28 March
2013 when in fact is the end of the Sun-Venus calendar and in the same time the start of
Sixth Sun.
During this process from the direction of the center of the Milky Way a cosmic rays will arrive
which will bring the final DNA reprogramming of life that exists in this solar system.
That is why it is extremely important that we all pay attention to the messages that are
coming in the crops.

Huge amount of input will come from there, and what has to be done about 2012 event.
- end of part one -

Part 2

EARTH BOMBARDED WITH
GAMMA RAYS
When this alignment happens our planet will be bombarded
with the most deadly gamma rays ever found emitting from the
Milky Way galaxy, 3.5 trillion electron volts.

From the data that arrived in the crop circles we will exposed on this gamma ray stream at
least few months when the reprogramming of our DNA will take place.
The other planets in our solar system are being affected by Global Warming too. Possibly
because our solar system is getting closer to the galactic equator where trillions of
electron volts are spewing out of the dark rift.
Wikipedia: The electron volt is a unit of energy, it is e times V, so it is written eV. It is the
amount of energy gained by a single unbound electron when it accelerates through an
electrostatic potential difference of one volt.
Physicists find evidence for highest energy photons ever detected from Milky Way’s
equator. Physicist at nearly a dozen research institution including New York University,
have discovered evidence for very high energy gamma rays emitting from the Milky Way
marking the highest energies ever detected from the galactic equator.
Previous satellite experiments have seen gamma-ray emissions along the galactic
equator reaching up to energies of only 30 billion electron-volts.
What does that mean?
Well imagine this, our suns particle energy is around 500 thousand electron volts.
What they found being emitting from the galactic core is up to 7 million times the
energy of our sun and travelling near the speed of light.
Wow, up to 7 million times the energy output of our Sun.
This is the reason the temperature on each planet in our solar system is increasing.
Conclusion:
We are going to align with the galactic equator and be able to view the galactic core
entirely through the dark rift opening on December 21, 2012 as astronomically
predicted by the Maya.
This alignment will indeed cause increased temperatures on every object in our solar system
including our sun.
That much radiation directly is believed to be extremely lethal and at that strength will
destroy all organic matter.

So yes, it is possible that when this energy engulfs our planet, we will all die December
2012.
Most of the Galaxies require a massive compact energy source of energy of enormous
straight to stabilize the orbits of stars within them.
The engine which drives the rotation and shape of each galaxy consist of what
astrophysicists refer to as a super massive black hole located in the direct center.
The black hole located in the center of Milky Way Galaxy contains an estimated mass of
over 1 trillion stars and it is believed to be over 2 trillion miles in diameter. Many leading
astro and quantum physicists also believe that super massive black holes are spinning in
unbelievable high rate due to their overwhelming mass.
At this high rate of spin the black holes projected gravitational field is no longer spherical but
rather flattens out to form a massive yet extremely thin spinning disk. Milky Way’s galactic
plane can easy be identified by even an untrained eye as one views the shape and the
characteristic of the galaxy.
From images provided by the Hubble telescope, and projected computer simulations we
can easily see that all mater moves and it is formed around this flatten gravitational
influence.
This also explains why almost all galaxies are flat and circular. If you look in Milky Way
galaxy you can see a dark bend which shows you where this gravitational plane is located. It
also shows you where galactic dust and mass is been collecting since the birth of the
galaxy.
This is where we can easily seen the location of the galactic plane, which is in fact what the
modern science calls a galactic equinox.
But what this has to do with humanity future?
-In the Milky Way which is an active galaxy, our solar system cyclically moves above
and bellow the galactic plane. As stars and planetary systems including our own,
approach this galactic plane, the gravitational influence increases, which disturbs the
stability of each planet including Earth.
The passage to the densest portion of the gravitational plane is the direct cause of the
devastating cycles and pole shifts that we see recorded throughout history. This cyclic
nature of our solar system as we move through the Milky Way is precisely how many ancient
civilizations based their calendar systems.
The Mayans themselves described what they referred to as “The Dark Rift” or the “The
Galactic Plane”.
The Mayans stated that on the end of each Age, which brings world wide devastations
is defined by world sitting on a Dark Rift.

Even that the Mayans don’t clearly present the science behind why the Galactic plane
causes severe implications upon Earth’s stability on modern terminology, it is very clear that
we are talking about the same event.

An event when Earth passes through the Galactic equinox, the Dark Rift or the Central
plane. It all refers to the cyclic and destructive gravitational influence created by the
super massive black hole at the center of the Milky Way.
Researchers and scientists agree that we are indeed approaching the end of what the
Mayans defines as the current Age.
Even that many scientist groups are still debating the full implications on what passing the
Galactic plane will have on Earth, we already began to see the early stages that the
increased gravitational influence is having upon our world and other planets in our Solar
system.
As we approach the gravitational plane we will continue to experience severe whether,
geological effects such as earthquakes, tsunamis, hurricanes and volcanic activity, with
increased frequency and intensity.
As we penetrate the densest portion of the galactic plane and experience the full
gravitational effects we may witness unprecedented solar flares, unexpected meteor
showers and unfortunately geographical Pole Shift.
Subsequently celestial objects may pass through the solar system as they too are influenced
by the gravitational plane.

This may count for the ancient records describing several world wide catastrophes
accompanied by passing bodies, comets or what some researchers refers to as Planet X.
Computer simulations utilizing the collection of knowledge, we have decades of galactic
models and satellite data, tells us that our solar system will definitely began passing through
the galactic plane in the very near future.
The most severe effect that will cause world wide devastations, a Pole Shift are most likely
to occur beginning some time between 2008 and 2014.
-end of part 2-

Part 3

SUPER WAVE
Dr.Paul LaViolette
Perhaps if we want to understand things that are coming, it
should be useful if we look at the work of scientific genius
Dr.Paul LaViolette.

He is the author of number of famous books as “The Talk of the Galaxy”, “Earth Under
Fire”, “Genesis of the Cosmos (Beyond the Big Bang)”, “Subquantum Kinetics” and
others.
Dr. Paul LaViolette has 9 degree in physics from Johns Hopkins, MBA from the
University of Chicago, and PhD from Portland State University.
He has also published many original papers in physics, astronomy, climatology, systems
theory, and psychology. He has served as a solar energy consultant for the UN, Greek
government, and Club of Rome Goals for Mankind Project and has also consulted Fortune
500 companies on ways of stimulating innovation.
Research he conducted at Harvard School of Public Health led him to invent an improved
pulsation dampener for air sampling pumps.
Related work led him to develop an improved life-support rebreather apparatus for
protection against hazardous environments and for which he received two patents.
Recognized in the Marquis Who's Who in Science and Engineering, Dr. LaViolette is the
first to predict that high intensity volleys of cosmic ray particles travel directly to our
planet from distant sources in our Galaxy, a phenomenon now is confirmed by scientific
data.
He is also the first to discover high concentrations of cosmic dust in Ice Age polar sheet,
indicating the occurrence of a global cosmic catastrophe in ancient times.

Based on this work, he made predictions about the entry of interstellar dust into the
solar system ten years before its confirmation in 1993 by data from the Ulysses
spacecraft and by radar observations from New Zealand.
He is currently president of the Starburst Foundation interdisciplinary scientific research
institute.

For him, people say that is a genius a brain sharp as a razor, and a unique person.
One key area of Starburst research is concerned with the investigation of Galactic
superwaves, intense cosmic ray particle barrages that travel to us from the center of the
Milky Way and last for periods of up to a few thousand years.
One thing which is relevant for the 2012-2013 Nexus Event is that the Starburst
Foundation discovered that at least two superwaves with the streinght to generate New
Ice Age are travelling our way from their place of origing distant around 26,000 Light Years
- Galactic Center of the Milky Way.
Attention: Some scientists have measured the distance between our Sun and the
galactic center as 24 Light years; others consider that, it is probably something closer then
26,000 years. I personally consider that the second distance is correct.
Starburst researcher Dr. Paul LaViolette began alerting the scientific community to the
existence of superwaves in 1983 through his published papers and scientific conference
presentations.
He also raised the public awareness about the superwave phenomenon through his book
Earth Under Fire as well as through various magazine articles.
Many aspects of Dr. LaViolette's superwave theory have since been verified by recent
observations.

The primary goal of Dr. Paul LaViolette’s research has to do with the galactic core
explosions - violent explosions occurring in the centre of the galaxies.
The research in early 80’s led him to ice samples from Greenland and Antarctica.
Particularly in Greenland he found high levels of cosmic dust in the Ice Age part of the
core. Which was confirming a hypothesis which was that there wood been an arrival of
cosmic rays from Galactic centre around that time.
That arrival had pushed a galactic dust into our solar system causing an extreme
climatic change on all the planets in our system. Those cosmic rays filed the area
with dust included the Sun and the radiation that reached the Earth was coming with
a different spectrum.
In the physical view, the doctor is speaking about more reddish and dusty sky, difficulty of
perceiving the stars in the night, but most of it, about the radiation in the infrared spectrum
and created what Paul LaViolette calls a interplanetary hot house effect.
Like Earth, our entire solar system has its own atmosphere, called the Heliopause. This
"bubble" surrounds the Sun and planets as it travels through galactic space.
Like our earth's magnetosphere, the movement of the heliopause creates a rounded
"head" and a narrowing "tail."

Actually, it's more egg shaped. Until recently, astronomers believed that our solar system
was a region relatively free from cosmic dust. The cosmic dust and frozen material of
space were kept outside this protective bubble.
This was confirmed when the IRAS and Ulysses spacecrafts showed infrared images of the
solar system, surrounded by whispy clouds of cosmic dust that increase in density just
beyond Saturn.
So if the cosmic dust is surrounding the heliopause, what would make it suddenly enter the
heliopause and how would this coincide with huge solar flares? LaViolette envisioned
something disrupting the heliopause from the outside, impacting it and drawing cosmic dust
inside with it and energizing the Sun.
The energy of such an impact would be immense. The most logical place to look for such
enormous energy was the Milky Way Galaxy.
Perhaps related to this is the puzzling fact that, even though we have witnessed no Galactic
explosions or "bursts", the measurements of cosmic dust streaming inside the heliopause
as been steadily increasing to almost three times since the last solar maximum in 2001.
During the solar maximum of each 11 year cycle, the polarity of the Sun shifts - North
becomes South and visa versa.
This brief period of magnetic instability allows some cosmic dust to enter the heliopause
because the Sun's "shields" are reduced.
But once the new polarity is established, the Sun usually quickly blocks the dust. This time
it didn't happen. Cosmic dust has been streaming in from the Glactic center and
astronomers are at a loss to explain why.
This is the first time something like that happens, at least in the time frame of our Sun
monitoring. Not to mention so many anomalies and new phenomena that appeared this year
together with climate change on all other planets. And those changes are far from over.
It's likely that our solar system is already experiencing the invasive energy from the
Galactic equator as we move into position and align with it on 2012.
The recent data shows that dramatic and potentially deadly effects can result from solar
flares and coronal mass ejections. Substantial data suggests that an event, similar to the
one anticipated in the 2012 "doomsday" scenario, occurred about 14,950 years ago and was
recorded by ancient humans.
This event appears to have lasted for several years in duration and was responsible for the
abrupt end of the last ice age as well as a substantial culling of the human population.
The surprising findings of LaViolette, supported by other research, suggests that the
extreme solar event corresponded to powerful radiation coming from the center of the Milky
Way Galaxy and was associated with gamma rays and cosmic dust.

Recent observations have shown a dramatic increase in gamma ray energy in the Glaxy's
equator which will be in maximum while the alignment with our solar system on December
12, 2012.
The past records in ice cores (strata from 13,880 to 13,785 BCE) suggest that intense
radiation from this last event could have lasted many years.
It seems highly likely that this alignment will cause another extreme solar event since other
factors precipitating a "solar maximum" (i.e. the opposition of major planetary barycenters)
also converge on this exact date.
The fact that galactic centers routinely radiate lethal gamma rays makes it unlikely that life,
at least as we understand it, can survive in the universe. Sooner or later it is destined to be
zapped.
A new genetic study of Y-chromosome variation by Dr. Marcus Feldman of Stanford
University shows that the population from which the world's present population is derived
consisted of about 2,000 individuals. Somehow, humans, flora and fauna did survive the
past doomsday and some may yet survive 2012.
Anyway, let’s get back on the findings of LaViolette:
I already mentioned that the primary goal of LaViolette’s expeditions was search for
evidence of increased levels of cosmic dust in the Ice Core Records which matches
the last Ice Age.
-How can you tell if there is a presence of cosmic dust in the ice? Is there a presence of a
particular elements that he searched?
Yap, he was looking for the examples of iridium and nickel which are present in high levels
in the cosmic dust but on Earth they are much lower.

Particularly the precious metal – Iridium is about one hundred times more abundant that the
rest cosmic materials in the cosmic dust. Gold was another one, and he also found the
presence of elevated levels of that element in the polar ice.
What about beryllium?
No, to do that, Dr. Paul points out that you need a different technique of analysis. Beryllium
can be found with mass spectrometers.
Paul was using neutrino activation which was when you bombarded your sample in reactor,
make it radioactive and than you measure gamma rays.
From that you can tell what is in the Ice.

With the Beryllium10 the radioactive isotope of Beryllium that’s created in the
atmosphere when the atmosphere is bombarded with cosmic rays and to separate that
particular isotope from the other Beryllium isotopes you need an accelerator.
It’s a totally different approach but other people had done that work. And they found high
levels of Beryllium10 in the ice.
So it did happen before.
Dr. Paul LaViolette testing was conducted from different depths or to be more precise - the
ice samples that match the periods between 12-16.000 years ago which was the end of the
last Ice Age. Also those samples were matching the times of most known animal extinction
on Earth. The time of dinosaur mass extinction.
It is my belief that at the end of the 2012 we can expect a hit of at lest five superwaves
with power to cause a New Ice Age and they are travelling this way with speed higher then
the speed of Light, from their starting point, distant 26,000 Light Years away – The Black
Hole in the center of the Milky Way Galaxy.

What is not clear, did the galactic core of the Milky Way exploded 26,000 years ago,
because if the beams are travelling with the speed of light it takes the same time period to
reach here, or sooner which suggest that they are travelling high above the speed of light.
What on the other hand is not imposible because our telescopes had recorded speeds of
galactic jets moving at least five times speed of light.
-end of part 3 -

Part 4

HOW DID DR.PAUL
CONNECT THE DOTS ?
The discovery of the Dr. Paul LaViolette had echoed deep in the
scientific community. Despite the fact that it causes huge
amount of controversy and disagreements, he succeed to reject
all the attacks to his claims because there were based on pure
scientific facts with a huge backup of material evidence.
To have different opinions from the one in the mainstream
science and in the same time to stay highly respected in the
scientific elite, can work only in one case – if it a case of a
genius who has courage and will to look and analyze where the
mainstream had stopped looking for a long time or that is
already researched thermally and no other scanning on
checking is necessary.
But the genius of this man is extraordinary and he often founds
more and more parts of the puzzle that are missing so he can
see the big picture.
When he was asked how he did it, he said that simple he knew
where to look.
When they asked him to explain that better, he responded that
in the same time he was conducting his scientific research he
also conducted a thermal and detail study and analysis of
ancient myths, traditions, manuscripts, maps, drawings and
coded messages on the walls of most ancient temples.

From the extract of useful and confirmed data that he made from the research, he had gain
a conclusion that on our planet there was once a very advance science. He found not
breakable evidence of the existence of Space Age Science advanced at least as our or
far more advance.
Vedas themselves were speaking about the technologies familiar and far advanced to ones
that we use today, so nothing that we see today around us is discovered for the first time but
everything in the process of rediscovery. This stands for every direction of science and
aspect of existence.
Everything we see today, existed before and much more.
While Dr.Paul LaViolette was searching for some extremely important lead in the ancient
records and myths, as I already stated, he also conducted complicated research and
measurements in the field of Astronomy, worked on new theories in astrophysics, and he
spend much time on studding Pulsars, Evolution Cosmology etc.
While doing this two parallel research, looking for some connection between them, one day
he noticed that in the Western Zoodiac, is Sagittarius pointing towards Scorpion and it
become clear to him that this is extremely important because it contains a hidden
message that is thousands years old.

Then he draw the trajectory and come to a point which is very close to the galactic center.
It is than that he discovered that the arrow of the Sagittarius is placed there to point directly
at the center of the Milky Way.
All the stars had moved since that time, thousands of years passed, and that was little
unclear to the Dr.Paul because there are several of Zodiacs.
We have Zodiac which is used in the western astrology; the Mesopotamians on other hand
had 18 constellations, while the Chinese had other number of constellations. But the
message that he is talking about can be found only in Western Zodiac.

In any case, whoever created this message he used certain cryptographic techniques. Also
in the message were included some constellations that are out of the ecliptic as Saggita
and Aquila.
Just for comparison, Aquila is the eagle that holds the arrow (Sagitta) and actually
represent a clear Illuminati symbol on the dollar bill.

On the other side (on the southern hemisphere) in the message are implemented other
constellations known as Centaurus Constelation and Crux.

Now, if we move our look for a distance of 1 radiant point we see directly into the Sagitta
Constellation.
On the other hand, if we simulate the same on the southern hemisphere and move our
look for a distance of 1 radiant point we are looking directly on Centaurus Constelation
and Southern Cross.
???
For everyone with little more knowledge of astrophysics and astronomy, it becomes clear in
an instant, that, this could not be left by chance or that is simply a coincidence.
If we take in the consideration the both sides we come up with a simple conclusion that in
the Western Zodiac there are two arrows.

One of the arrow is located in the northern hemisphere – Sagitta and points or shoots out
of the galactic center while the other one is located in the southern hemisphere –
Sagittarius and it points or is shooting directly into the galactic center!
Way…this is heavy information, if you are aware what is coming in 2012.
When you analyze what is illustrating you can clearly see that the arrow of the Sagittarius is
indicating an explosion day and the arrow of the Sagitta is the result of that explosion.
In other words, the cosmic rays.
Lets get back to the explosions itself.
Can core samples give as a solid evidence if similar explosion or explosion happened
before?
-Yes.
In the Beryllium10 graphs that indicate cosmic rays density, the strikes in the Earth’s
atmosphere we can clearly see peaks.
There is one major peak right at the time when the message is indicating that something
was happening and previous times.
There is one very large peak around 37000 ago which corresponds according to what we
know, to the extinction of the Neanderthals.
If you look in the ancient myths of Hopi Indians, Incas, Mayas, Vedas and others, you can
see that there talking about Ages and races which once existed and become extinct at
certain times.
So this could be for example reference to one of the species that once existed on the
planet, and they also they are talking about suns…forth sun, fifth sun and so on.
And when you look at the ice core records you see that the times of the beginning and the
termination of the Ice Ages, not only the previous Ice Age but the one before that,
corresponds with these huge peaks of cosmic rays.
So we can conclude that there was inner glacial period of something like 9000-11000
years between those two last Ice Ages.
And suddenly there was another peak of cosmic rays and glaciations began. So this
cosmic rays peak seems to be climate triggers even for Ice Age even for an extreme
wormer Age.

Dr. Paul LaViolette points out that this had to do with how long the superwave is lasting.
Anyway, today it is scientifically accepted that these galactic core explosions do happen
despite the fact that the galactic core is not directly visible to telescopes because its
heavenly secured by the interstellar dust.
We know that cosmic rays are released when such galactic event happens.
Also we are seeing it happening in other galaxies. Quasars for example are example for
very intense explosions.
From what is discovered, this happens in cycles.
In basic, the large explosions appear in every 13000 - 26000 years.
From the recording of similar events happening in other galaxies, we can calculate that
those cosmic rays are travelling around the speed of light, but this is questionable, the
speed could be faster in some major explosions.
That is why you have frozen mamuts and other animals with food in their mouth like
something unexpected happened on a global scale.
This is not impossible when we know that in the case of the Milky Way center there is
a Supper Massive Black Hole which with its extreme gravitational power is pulling a
huge amount of cosmic dust and gas towards the central point and when the process
reaches its culmination, boom…an explosion so powerful that releases a visible
beams “Jets” that consist mostly of ionized gas and plasma.
Cosmic rays that were travelling at such high speed can to a certain point explain the
phenomena of frozen mamuts and other animals with a food in their mouths just as
something unpredicted and suddenly happened on a global scale without any warning
and caused an Ice Age.
However, if we summarise this, the message in the Western Zodiac indicates that on this
trajectory date a galactic center energy creation event becomes visible!

In our case it will be right after the appearance of the New Moon on December 13th 2012,
what also can mean a start of extremely huge catastrophic effects for our planet.

Scientists found that the core of the active galaxy can shine brighter then the galaxy
itself. That is cosmic rays electrons braking away from the galactic core, close to the
speed of light produce a bluish bright light, so bright that it masks the life of galaxy
spiral arms and surrounding mass of stars.
Since our solar system is currently at the location of joining point between Sagittarius
Dwarf galaxy and the Milky Way it will certainly affect us. Somehow the ones who left the
knowledge to the Mayas and other cultures precisely knew about these events which are
happening in cycles.
Strangely, the ancient Hopi Prophecy says:
[b]There will come a time, when a blue star will appear in the sky...Its light will shatter the
darkness of the night... This blue light will bring a wind...A wind like that has not been seen
on Earth for a long time...The blue star will bring a fire...This fire will be so bright and hot that
will transform the matter of the Universe...The blue light from this star is a signal that forth
world is ending...The blue star will cause the oceans to rise and top up towards the land,
flooding the world...Almost all living things will physically perish in this great
catastrophe

Strangely, but this ancient “Hopi Prophecy” does not look so ridicules any more, but in
contrary.
As we were saying earlier, since we ca not see the galactic core because its intervening
dust clouds, most of the blue light from the galactic core explosion will come from the
cosmic ray electrons emitted from the core.
During that 26 000 light years journey to us, those powerful cosmic ray electrons would
continuously generate and beaming forward a bluish light.
Soon after they become visible for us on 13 Dec 2012, the superwave cosmic rays will
start to penetrate the protective magnetic field of our solar system.
This will cause a network to form, faintly luminous cob web like filaments stretching
out forth from the sky. Perhaps the most frightening phenomenon to occur in this
early stage will be the prompt arrival of the electromagnetic pulse and perhaps
shortly afterwards the arrival of a giant gravity wave.

It will impact our Sun and all the planets in our solar system, causing a severe bad
weather and natural disasters, a shift of the magnetic and geological Poles which we all
know where all that leads.
The gravity which holds the water in oceans in the moment of flip-over (Pole Shift) will
no longer able to sustain equilibrium (balance) and the water from them no longer
controlled by stable gravitation will escape on one side which means nothing else but a
New Global Flood!
That will trigger Tsunamis few mules high, tearing apart of the continents, ash from the
volcanoes and wind like no other seen so far.
This will happen when the precession of the Earth ends on 21.12.2012, (it takes 25,765
years to complete) the rotation will come to a stop and when that happens on the surface
the ones that survive till then will experience what ancient records describes as the
“heaven and the earth switch places and the next day the Sun raise on a different
side”.
If you consider how much scientific and esotheric data streams down to that exact day, it
makes you spin in you head, because different from everything else before all the rivers
are flowing to this date in space in time…zero time point.
The Maya Calendar is primary based on a point in Pleiades.
Is this spot will no longer be on the same location in the sky on Dec 21 2012, and
that is why their calendar does not function anymore?
Or they just run out of paper? – Common people. Think. It’s coming this way, and its
coming soon!
The ancients left clear warning about this event, thousands years ago. We have to
stop be ignorant!
But what about the Sun?
We are still not clear 100% what this exactly means for our Sun, but from the data that is
confirmed or passed through the pictograms in the crops our star will drastically increase
its mass.
The frendly “ETs” or the “Visitors”, if we can call them like that, despite the fact that there is
a high probability that they are here longer then our race, clearly had draw on 22 July
2008 in a huge crop field in Avebury Manor / UK that our Sun will go through expansion
in the mass and that will swallow the Mercury and Venus.
I’m aware that is sound outrages and fantastic, but you better wake up and see what they
are desperately trying to tell us, because the mainstream media is corrupted and the
property of Illuminati. Wake up!
Despite you are aware or not, we are in the middle of a Spiritual War!

There is not sitting on two chairs. Even you support what Shadow Government is doing by
the influence of negative ETs or other hand you risk all you have and stand on a side of
Light, to protect this planet and life that exist on it.
There is no two sides, you have to wake up, to choose a side, to understand that you are
spiritual being inside the body, that there is heavy manipulation going on here on Earth, to
understand your responsibilities and to act according what your heart tells you is right.
Look at this links and make up you own conclusions:
http://www.cropcircleconnector.com/2...anor2008a.html
http://www.cropcircleconnector.com/2...anor2008b.html
We know that extreme solar storm with unseen solar flares is coming before the end of
2012 and we know how all this will culminate and have affect on the life on this planet even
if we are lucky to have the most soft 2012 scenario…
-end of part 4-

Part 5

Basic Input About Solar Storms

It is well known that the surface of the Sun pumps up huge amounts of heat and light in
the space.
From time to time, those huge explosions become solar storms and travel to our planet.
When those solar storms hit into the Earth, in most cases they do not have fatal
effects on the living forms but the dense energetic grid which makes our lives and
our existence simpler, can easily serve as conductor or channel for the destructive
solar storm energy and it can completely neutralize our electrical systems.

Day or two without electrical power is torture but months or years is simple not
comprehendible. Despite the fact that the Shadow Government had foreseen this option
long time ago, there are high chances that this will happen on the surface around the end of
2012, even sooner.
We have to take in consideration that even before the 21 Dec 2012 when the planetary
alignment will happen, our Sun is already exposed on the influence of the strongest
gravitational force that exist in the center of the Milky Way.
That is why, you can not look for long at the Sun, because is starting to burn like never
before. There are huge changes on the Sun. People who meditate in the nature for at least
20-30 years waiting for the Sunrise knows what I’m talking about and that the Sun is not the
same as before.
Despite there is a data, that Shadow Government is using some kind of plasma weapons to
bombard the Sun, using HAARP and Tesla Technology, I personally think that it has to do
most with the alignment with the central galactic point with the strongest gravitational pull.
It’s like there is some king of increased Aether exchange going on, and in more intensive
and powerful way, that was not the case when we were little away from the central point of
the galactic equator.

As we start to understand this new dynamic of new astro-physics it becomes obvious that
the old model of our understanding of Universe is totally false in some areas, and not
complete in most areas.
So we have to change it. Importunely, NASA and Shadow Government are hiding
information from us, they have technologies centuries ahead, tested in secret underground
military bases around the world but we have go on with what we have and to try to
understand this before its too late.
Matter of fact, is were we are heading, even without 2012 in the next 10 years there will
NWO on this planet, and it will not be a nice place to be anymore...
Anyway, the thing will go worse and worse, the Sun will burn hotter and hotter like never
before, because the gravity from the central belt of the galaxy its already doing its “magic”.
This gravitational pull and exchange of energy is also coming through some minor cosmic
rays that are already hitting our solar system

But make no mistake, those minor cosmic rays are not comparable with the proportion of
the Nexus- A Storm of Superwaves that is coming. Those minor cosmic rays that are arriving
everyday are only overture for what is coming. But even minor they bring a change to whole
solar system, including to our Sun.
Also, make no mistake, the fact that our Sun was spotless for more then a month (it
happens first time like this (Not just in the Solar Cycle 24)- since we are monitoring the Sun)
and even now the Sun Spots are very rare.

Officially we did 400 years of tracking, but we all know that only in the last 50-60 years we
had devices and technology for advanced and more precise measurements and
observations.
Make no mistake – This is like a nasty silence before the storm comes.
Put in other words, when the right conditions will create inside the Sun at the end of 2012,
and we can see that they are slowly forming, the solar storm that hit Quebec will look like a
chilled game.

Please don’t understand all this I’m presenting one way or another.
The things that I’m presenting are just like that, parts of natural cycles and it is better that
they are understood in that way.
Without fear, without panic, and without prejudices. The Nature is not like this or like
that…Its simple is.
It must become clear to everyone that the Universe is bigger then us and our lives.
We are only transit phenomena, although a part of whole cosmic reality.
This is neither good, neither bad. Its simple is.
From what we know, the Sun is a magnetic variable star that passes through a magnetic
cycle that usually lasts 22 years, with the intense sun spots every 11 years. During the
time of the solar maximum there are higher chances that Sun can produce massive solar
storms.
During such a storm, the Earth would be under the influence of the Sun’s bombardment, and
the highest layer of the atmosphere would become such electrically dense that every
equipment or technology that orbits our planet would be exposed to danger.
This hitting of the Earth’s atmosphere will become bigger and bigger as those currents
circulate above our planet.
The hardware and the rest electronic equipment will be burned and they will start to fall
down. From bellow, they will be seen as meteors which burn on their way down through the
atmosphere, but some of them will pass and eventually will hit the ground cause more or
less damage.
That is why besides Hubble Telescope and other advanced telescopes in orbit, they started
to build Telescopes like the one close to the South Pole (btw…did you know that there is a
hole in the exact South Pole and our planet is hollow!) and elsewhere. The new ones are
new are built with cover over them or underground with the seal that is opening and closing.
This new Telescopes has many objectives, but few of them is tracking the Nexus or The
Superwave Event that is arriving from the galactic center, than tracking in infrared huge
object Planet X which will intercept our solar system close to Pluto.
They are changing their strategy because they know that all the Telescopes and Satellites
will be burn from the Sun, or destroyed by someone else…

Anyway, it does not look very nice for us, ordinary people, who in the eyes of the
Shadow Government are expendable.
But we are not expendable and we are going to prove it!
Let’s go further.
The normal Sun’s activity (if we can use that term because everything that we see around
us everything but normal) is hardly detected by the surface people, because the Earth
protect us with its magnetic fields called magnetosphere.

But this magnetic field has limits. During those intensive magnetic storms that comes
from the Sun, our planet is hit like hummer from the magnetic waves, which results with
magnetosphere stretchening and weakening of its defence.
The polarity of the solar wind is very important, and one polarity reflects from the
magnetosphere like from a mirror, but the other polarity penetrates directly through Earth’s
magnetic shield. This means trouble for us.
That lives us with low defence. As we drifting slowly to the point of alignment with the
central galactic point, we are clearly seeing that the conditions for this are developing inside
the Sun.
If this continues further with nominal space rhythm, the sun’s surface will release a billions
tons cloud of electrified gas known as Coronal Mass Ejection or CME.
In normal conditions, it takes 8-10 hours of travelling before the massive solar flare hits our
magnetosphere. But many things will not normal in space around the end of 2012. If the
conditions are changed than the strength and the speed of the CME are different according
to that change.
Today, we know that in a case where huge amounts of cosmic dust and gas start to fall into
the Sun’s surface, in the moment of impact produces conversion of the gained kinetic
energy into heat.
In the same manner, in case of penetration of huge amounts of cosmic dust and gas into
our solar system during a super wave passage, this cosmic dust and gas will certainly
reach our Sun, they will penetrate under its surface and cause irritation and make the Sun to
burn much hotter.

Besides that, cosmic dust cocoons will surely surround the Sun. That would generate
increasing of the Sun’s surface temperature as a result of the interception of sun’s
energetic flux output, and immediately after, a reflection of the same, back to the sun’s
surface.
Those two effects would surely produce extreme solar wind, appearance of extreme big
and dangerous solar flares for life on Earth.
In other words, the cosmic dust and gas that will arrive at the end of 2012 into our solar
system with the coming of the Nexus – Superwave Event, will cause our Sun to start to
behave like T Tauri Star.
T Tauri stars are stars that are surrounded by thin cloud of interstellar gas and dust which
induces that they become highly bright because of starting of continual coronal activity.
In the end they become strong emitters of cosmic rays!

In case of our Sun, where the solar flares (used to) occur 1-10 times in the year period, in
Superwave Event they will start to appear frequently on the Sun’s surface...
-end of part 5-

Part 6

MESSAGES FROM ABOVE

But let’s see what the friendly “ETs” have to say about the 2012 event through their
complex crop designs around the world.
The detail analysis that was conducted by “experts” clearly indicates that high number of
pictograms has “Mayan symbolism” and “Quetzalcoatl connection”.
Conclusion was made that the crop circle makers, are measuring the Time according to the
“Long Count Calendar” and “Sun-Venus Calendar” exactly the same as ancient Mayas
and Aztecs in Central America did long time ago.
Both Calendars are clearly depicted in the crop pictograms that appeared in UK, in Silbury
Hill in 2004 and in Woolstone Hill in 2005.
As we already know, The Long Count Calendar ends on December 21, 2012, which will
mark the End of the Fifth Sun which started exactly on 13 August 3114 BC.
Different from the first calendar, the Mayan Sun-Venus Calendar ends on 28 March 2013,
which marks the end of the current 52-year Venus cycle that began on April 10, 1961 and
more important it also mark the start of new 5000-year cycle of Sixth Sun.

The messages were perfectly clear, like in the pictogram that appeared 2006 in Wayland’s
Smithy. This pictogram clearly depicts that at the end of the Sun-Venus Calendar
periodically emitted cosmic rays from the galactic core will arrive on Earth.
The preliminary analysis of the pictogram that appeared on Wayland’s Smithy 2006, had
shown series of "astronomical rays" emerging from some central source in all three spatial
directions x ,y or z:

Those rays have been drawn as "square" along their lengths, because the intensity of any
astronomical wave or ray becomes weaker as it proceeds further from the source by a
factor of distance-squared.
What could be the central source of energies shown there?
The answer is completely clear – Ultra Massive Black Hole in the center of the Milky Way
known as Sgr A*.
A ring of 12 stars surrounds Sgr A* in space, just like a ring of 12 points surrounds the
empty centre of that crop picture.
http://www.cropcircleconnector.com/a...time2007m.html
Interesting is the every of the three longest rays seems to contain a 7 x 8 = 56 grid of minicircles within any open square end.
Could that be some kind of time code, telling us when the longest ray will reach
Earth?

For someone to understand what “they” are trying to tell us, it is better that we firstly
understand that every Sun-Venus conjunction lasts for 292 days, whether inferior (Venus
between Earth and Sun) or superior (Sun between Earth and Venus).

Ever since the pictogram appeared on July 8, 2006, two years ago, when there were still "9
left", they constantly remind us that the countdown to 2013 has continued!
Then on August 12, 2007, the Mayan number "six" appeared at Stanton St. Bernard. It was
intended to tell us that "only 6" Sun-Venus conjunctions remained until Venus transit on
June 6, 2012, or "only 7" until an end to their Sun-Venus calendar on March 28, 2013.

In summary, the crop pictograms clearly are showing astronomical event that will happen in
late 2012 or early 2013, close to the end of the current Sun-Venus calendar or between
the lines – the arrival of some kind of cosmic rays from the Galactic Center.
Yet one other pictogram from West Kennett (July 13, 1996) did seem to describe the same
near-future astronomical event in a slightly more precise way, so we will study that one next.

West Kennett 1996, suggests that a new Moon and comet will align in Earth's sky with the
galactic centre, when we first see rays emerging (possibly on December 13, 2012).

It is clear depiction of the Ancient Mayan symbol for the Center of the Milky Way with
“waves emerging in all directions” from it.
There is an ancient Mayan prophecy which says that "the Moon will be eight days old" on
December 21, 2012 when their Long Count calendar ends.
Indeed, December 13 plus eight days equals December 21.

??? – Do you see the connection? They transmitted everything loud and clear. What
more do we want?
Lets go further…
What about the comet?
Some scientists had determined to found out (at least closely) on which comet clearly
depicted in the crop design they refer to?
After a search for all known comets that will arrive at perihelion (the closest point to the
Sun) between 2008-2012, they come up with possible solution - Comet 152P HelinLawrence.

This comet was the closest candidate and it will be near the new Moon and in alignment with
the galactic center in the middle of December 2012.
However, what the comet is concern, we are not 100% sure that it is Comet 152P HelinLawrence. Perhaps they refer to some other comet!
But, one thing is for sure! – the people of Earth for the first time in a long time period will
have an opportunity to visually see in the sky the coming of cosmic rays from the galactic
center exactly on Dec 13th 2012 when New Moon and some Comet will be aligned with the
galactic center.

It becomes, obvious that those rays from the galactic center will arrive periodically according
to their size and strength. The last and the biggest cosmic ray of all from the “Nexus –
Superwave Event (Unknown Form of energy that travels our way)”, will finish the
reprogramming of the DNA of the organic life forms in this system.
It will arrive exactly on 28 March 2008, when as we mentioned earlier, officially is the “End
of the Sun-Venus Calendar”, and the beginning of the “Sixth Sun”!
What this means?
At the heart of the transformation of humans on Earth is an evolutionary movement brought
into play by galactic forces and celestial movement. This involves the bathing of our planet
and the biology upon it in gamma ray energies projected from the Galactic Center.
This bio-cosmic event has been anticipated throughout humanity’s presence on this Planet
and appears in the cultural records of many peoples as the Perennial Wisdom. The
perennial wisdom describes the triumph of compassion and intelligence over violence and
ignorance.

This is to be achieved by the actual transmutation of human genetic material, our DNA,
when it is bathed in galactic light emanating from our own Sun, acting as transducer of the
Galactic Centre itself, passing directly through the Earth and along the axis to the Pleiades
Star System.
This event has been foretold repeatedly in the cultures of Earth. It is the current emergence
and new information and its convergence with traditional wisdom that gives us the language
and tools to negotiate the extraordinary and unprecedented psychophysical metaphysical
adventure evolution is delivering up for humanity.
The emergence point of this event in time is recorded as December 2012.
Ultimately, it is love in its personal application as compassion and its universal manifestation
as creation, which both guides and characterizes the advent of the noosphere. The ordained
celestial movements are transforming homo sapiens DNA to the DNA of homonoosphericus. That is the desire of love and the intelligently designed outcome of biology.
Our collective success in Universe is assured by love’s intention for the success of humans its intended embodiment of divine intention in time- in all dimensions and universes!
But, what exactly, from geological aspect, this means, for our planetary system and our
Sun?
Hold your pants…you gona like it!
Let’s put some light to the pictogram that appeared in Avebury Manor on July 15, 2008.
The pictogram is clear depiction of our planetary system on 23-24 Dec 2012, two or three
days after the End of the Long Count Calendar – December 21, 2012.
It is a clear selection of two groups:
One group consist of thin circles and depicts the orbits of the Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars
and Pluto.

The other one with bold circles consists from Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptun.

“They” insist that we pay attention on two things:
First: the first anomaly is in the Pluto’s orbit, which clearly depicts that this heavenly body
will be influenced by outer gravitation from some passing body, planet or comet.
Second: the second anomaly is splitting on two groups. Can this be understood as
separation of our solar system on two groups, as result of extreme Sun’s activity in
combination with some extreme powerful gravitation of passing body or comet?
The message is perfectly clear – it’s our solar system on 23-24 Dec 2012.
All this would not be so significant if 7 days after, on 22 July an update didn’t appear.
And what was on it, says absolutely everything we need to know!
It indicates huge geological changes and movements in our solar system as a result of
Sun’s expansion in mass and strong gravitational pull from outside.
Have a look at the update and see for yourself:
The mass of the Sun is bigger for more then 25% and the planet Mercury and Venus are
completely burned.

Attention: The person who depicted this diagram had made an error in the orbits of the
Earth and Mars. They are both put in the same orbit, and its only a technical error.
Let’s proceed with the analysis:
The Earth with its companion (if the dot in it represents the Moon) together with the Mars
are staying in their orbits but dangerously close to the Sun.

It does not take to be a genius what this CME activity and Sun’s close gravity pull mean for
Earth’s balance, magnetic and geological Poles.
According to this, we are facing new extinction of the human kind!
This is enough, but let’s see what else reveals the update of the 15 July pictogram.
After short analysis, it becomes clear that the second pictogram (the update of the
first one) is not depicting our solar system on 23, 24 Dec 2012 (it was only used to
bring our attention to this time frame of 2012) but 8 days before the End of the Long
Count Calendar – 13 Dec 2012.
Everything becomes clear from this point…and there is no doubt anymore what they are
trying to say.

From the left side we see the approaching of huge object (number 10) that is probably
Planet X which has strong gravitation which is influencing the Pluto’s orbit and then a
New Moon and Bright Comet from the right side.
Expansion of the Sun is obvious, together with the swallowing of its two closes planets.
Mercury and Venus are completely burned by the Sun.
If this pictogram is correct, our solar system will never be the same!

What is not completely clear to me is the huge circle outside of the planetary orbits.
Mr. Harold Stryderight considers that they are depicting an expanded view of the lunar
orbit.

With that, that in the planetary depiction of the Earth there is a dot inside, and on the bold
circle outside the planetary orbits similar symbol is shown, there is a high possibility that it is
the zoomed orbit of the Moon around the Earth through the year.
About the other smaller figures close to the huge bold circle I can not comment because I
honestly don’t know what they are trying to say with them.
Maybe if everything stays as it is, and the Shadow Government does not implement NWO at
least on summer season, new input will come and people will surely decoded them.
Also surely there is someone overthere that probably has the answers but we have already
received the basic download.
I’m not sure about this but it is not bad if we see the pictures and the analysis of Mr. Harold
Stryderight.

However, this is a confirmation from the 1996 pictogram where it is clearly shown that
from the Earth for the first time some kind of cosmic rays from the galactic center will
become visible.

What effect they will have on our solar system and on the life forms that live here, we have
already explained.

We still need more input, but even from this little that we got, its 80% clear what is
coming in 2012…

Alignment that is very important for us and also was for the ancients is on 21 Dec 2012.
This pictogram depicts our Solar System on 23-24 Dec 2012.

Here is the link to Solar System Live:
http://www.fourmilab.ch/cgi-bin/Solar
Please type: 2012-12-21 11:11:11

Compare the pictogram of the 22 July 2008 and it becomes clear.

The final part

2012 Nexus Event –
Unknown Form of Energy
comes our way!

Useful Leads:
There are high indications that climate change will increase, to extreme, as we
approaching the point of the perfect alignment with the galactic center on 21 Dec 2012.
This will be a natural result from the exposure of the maxim gravitational pull which comes
from the Sgr A* and from the passing celestial body that is close to our solar system and
which as presented in the crop data, will intercept in 2012 in area close to Pluto.
If the galactic core which is in the center of the flatten disk has gravitational power to hold
stars and planetary systems distant to 50,000 light-years in each direction, you better
believe that has power to do much more.
The stellar disk of the Milky Way is around 100,000 light-years in diameter and to hold all
this together and to maintain the spin it takes extreme power. As we stated before, this
engine is the Super Massive Black Hole, and Hubble Telescope discovered that is the
case also with most of galaxies. In fact they are starting to find them everywhere but …
it’s a huge Space, everything is possible.
Anyway, it will soon become obvious that the climate is out of control and more and more
“surprises” will start to appear.
Tornados, Cyclones, earthquakes, volcanoes, shifting in the planetary magnetic
balance, tsunamis and you name it what else, that will eventually lead to Shift in the
Magnetic polarity of the Earths energetic grid and finally to a Shift in Geological
Poles.
It starts to become clear to more and more people what Pole Shift in the geological aspect
means.
It means new Global Flood, tearing apart of tectonic plates, sinking parts of
continents, rising of new land, deadly CMEs and etc.
Not to mention the Sun, which by “coincidence”, will go through Pole Shift again, which so
far, as far as we know, was doing after every 11 years.
The last Pole Shift was in 2001 the next one is in 2012.
Interesting, the more you dig, more and more it’s coming back to you, and its saying: “What
more do you want, are you stupid or something…”
In magnetism North rejects North, but attracts South and vice versa.
Imagine if the Sun comes as close as it is depicted in the pictogram, and switch its
polarity, in the moment of flip over its magnetic pull will certainly interfere our magnetic
and geological Poles.

There are already drastic changes in the magnetism of Poles and to mention changes in
geological Poles. It’s all connected with planetary spinning, then on outer influence from the
Sun, then directly Sgr A* and so on and on.
Imagine the Sun grow in mass! From our perspective it’s hard to comprehend all this and
it looks as SF, but somehow the creators of the crop formations are not laughing on this
possibility, not to mention that our Governments had build deep underground facilities.

So in reality, the only people that someone is laughing at, is us. They consider us stupid;
they give us Aspartame and Fluoride in everything we consume, because it affects the
function of the brain, so we can not think clearly.
If we can not think clearly, we don’t see clear and we don’t understand what is going on.
That’s how they rule.
But it has to stop. They are killing us one by one, and we are allowing all this to happen.
So it is time that we wake up from a long dream to stop consuming flesh and other poisons
and after a while and with the help of meditation and Dharma practice our consciousness
will become clear and we will be able to see what’s coming. It’s about time. In fact,
everything has its order and timing, so everything is happening in the rhythm and speed as it
should be.
Wow!
Small group of powerful people, that they proclaimed themselves as “Elite” with a strong
unmoral accent control the huge population through their world leading media, economic
agendas, political games, military structures and etc.
This self pronounced “Elite” had take advantage of the confusion and the habit of the human
kind to be comfortable with someone else thinking for it, has build vast underground world
before our sleepy eyes.

We all have to pay big Gratitude to this man Phil Schneider, for all his effort to bring what is
going on underground to the public. Your stay here in this physical plane of existence was
not for nothing and many people appreciate what you have done. Deepest respect my
friend…

This “Elite” knows what’s coming, but it will not inform people. The analysis from the world’s
political and military strategies has shown that vast chambers are built as well as huge
prison camps.

That means that there is a strategy that major parts of the human population to be wipe out
by the events that are coming. Also the actions of some ongoing programs in the
background are indicating that a selective part of 1/6 of the human population will be taken
to underground world.
If you fallow the same logic, many things becomes visible. There is a high probability that
there exist completed lists of names that will be taken down immediately after they
pronounce a Marshal Law. It has to do with genetic compatibility, slave and pleasure
purposes, flesh and organ supply and who knows what else.
There are many in the highest military and political world, that are fond off that they gained a
place in the underground world. Not to speak about the polluted rich people, businessmen,
doctors, lawyers, pharmacists, and the rest of “scum”… believed or not – going down is
huge mistake.
Everyone that will be taken down, even if it is by force or by free will, will have to go through
Microchipping.
By the Microchip injection, you have ended your choice. Once the Microchip is in the
body they can wirelessly control the subject, his health status, behaviour and eliminate him if
they consider nessesary.
Even those on the Top of the political world who think that they are going to be saved, are
also manipulated and they too will have to go through the process of Microchipping.
It comes to this: there is no bargain with the Dark Side. You always lose at the end!
So for all of you, who are among those groups that I mentioned, and I know you monitor
everything and that there is no privacy, please consider your actions. Choose wisely
because your superiors are laying to you.
This is a critical time for all of us and we all have to choose a side. Despite ridiculed by
whole world this 1977 Vrillon message is authentic. You can not expect the same Shadow
Government to announce the authenticy of the messages when it has been conducted
extreme cleaver Cover Up projects for at least 60 years.
The message is authentic, and its your choice to believe is it genuine or not. There are
many scientific and technical data that can be brought out to prove that hijacking five major
UK transmitters in fashion that was done, is extremely hard technological achievement in
1977 and that was not done by us but from beings that have multidimensional flying crafts.
It was real but they Cover it up very well using media.
Normally the people fall for it. They swallow everything, every time, so why should be this
time any different.
Anyway, here it is once more:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=axxa0wcMCnw

Full 1977 message transcript:
This is the voice of Vrillon, a representative of the Ashtar Galactic Command, speaking to
you.
For many years you have seen us as lights in the skies. We speak to you now in peace and
wisdom as we have done to your brothers and sisters all over this, your planet Earth.
We come to warn you of the destiny of your race and your world so that you may
communicate to your fellow beings the course you must take to avoid the disaster which
threatens your world, and the beings on our worlds around you.
This is in order that you may share in the great awakening, as the planet passes into the
New Age of Aquarius.
The New Age can be a time of great peace and evolution for your race, but only if your
rulers are made aware of the evil forces that can overshadow their judgments.
Be still now and listen, for your chance may not come again.
All your weapons of evil must be removed.
The time for conflict is now past and the race of which you are a part may proceed to
the higher stages of its evolution if you show yourselves worthy to do this.
You have but a short time to learn to live together in peace and goodwill.

Small groups all over the planet are learning this, and exist to pass on the light of the
dawning New Age to you all.
You are free to accept or reject their teachings, but only those who learn to live in
peace will pass to the higher realms of spiritual evolution.
Hear now the voice of Vrillon, a representative of the Ashtar Galactic Command, speaking to
you. Be aware also that there are many false prophets and guides operating in your world.
They will suck your energy from you - the energy you call money and will put it to evil
ends and give you worthless dross in return.
Your inner divine self will protect you from this.
You must learn to be sensitive to the voice within that can tell you what is truth, and what is
confusion, chaos and untruth.
Learn to listen to the voice of truth which is within you and you will lead yourselves onto
the path of evolution.
This is our message to our dear friends.
We have watched you growing for many years as you too have watched our lights in your
skies.
You know now that we are here, and that there are more beings on and around your Earth
than your scientists admit.
We are deeply concerned about you and your path towards the light and will do all we can to
help you.
Have no fear, seek only to know yourselves, and live in harmony with the ways of
your planet Earth.
We of the Ashtar Galactic Command thank you for your attention.
We are now leaving the plane of your existence.
May you be blessed by the Supreme Love and Truth of the Cosmos...
_______________________________________
>>Btw, this was 1977, and do you know the correct date that referred Age of Aquarius
starts?
- 28 March 2013 (The Start of the Sixth Sun).
- Its starting to make sense. Does it?

Anyway, there is something that this “Elite” is afraid. They are not afraid of any human or
alien factor. In fact they build their underground world above one that allready existed that
hosts ETs that are here for a long time. Many of them are not friendly. So the ultimate enemy
is not human factor. It goes deeper then that.
I will not go into details about this subject, and most of you that are searching for something
important (you don’t know exactly what you are looking for, but you feel that you are waiting
for something, and that once you will see it you will know that it was that – the right stuff you
were looking)!
It comes to red pill-blue pill choice.

For all of you who are reading this, in high military installations, underground, everywhere,
and you can do difference, please make a wise choice before its too late. Look deep into
your heart and see what is telling you.

The rule “Need to Know” is deliberately put there, so you don’t know what other projects are
doing, so you do not see the big picture and what exactly this Elite is doing. You have
children too, think of them. Do you think they will be safe down. DON’T count on it. It’s a
mistake and not just one in a life time but one in thousands of years.

I know you are scared and you don’t know who to trust, and you feel that something is
terribly wrong. Fear Not, but act responsible and do what you can. We all risk a lot for
bringing this out, but if we as humans do not do what it takes and I don’t know if someone
overthere will intervene in our behalf. Reject the system, find similar people and do what is
right. Its not enough if you are good in heart but you are not doing what is moral and right,
you are equal as them if you do not accept your responsibility. You are all in a places where
you were suppose to be and to do your part in this complicated Matrix Scenario.

So wake up. Don’t be afraid to do something because if we do not do, we will lost not just
our bodies, but our planet and our souls.
We are also in the middle of a spiritual conflict, the Dark Side is deceptive and powerful but
its wrong option. First thing is to reject the system. Video files like Zeitgeist 1 and 2 and
similar provides a lot of clue what is going on.
As I was saying earlier, this ruling Elite or Shadow Government is afraid of what is coming
this way. With the last wave that arrives on 28 March 2013 they will all pay for they did
because against the Will of the Creator no one can.

They have flying technologies that can go to Moon, Mars and far beyond that but they can
not escape the mirror of their actions done in the past.
SO, WHAT IS SMART TO DO?
Many things. But mostly, to stay alive till the arrival of the first few beams. They will
become visible on Dec 13 2012, and the first one will arrive after 8 days exactly on 11:11
when the alignment will take place.
- After the arrival of the first few beams from the Galactic center, we are safe.

They will be strong enough to clean the astral plane, and afterwards it doesn’t matter
even if we lose our physical bodies. We are safe. The Nexus will clean all the dirt in it.
Advice 1: if the things went as they will, don’t go to the underground facilities that will be
offered to you. It’s better to stay outside then to hide underground. The Way Down leads to
New World Order – distorted idea that stretches all the way back to the ancient Atlantis.
Besides that, there is a big question with tectonic anomalies like previously presented as
gravitational pull from the Super Massive Black Hole in the Center of the Milky Way, our Sun
and the huge celestial passing body close to our solar system, will something be left of
what is build under the Earth’s surface.
At first look, people will say, this is not the first time its happening, underground structures,
basses and tunnels will survive again. Wrong, this time is different. This time we can free
ourselves or we can lose much more than our physical bodies.
Advice 2:Around the World a certain percentage of people are more or less informed about
2012 scenario, and they constantly check the new info about 2012. They connect with each
other through what is called “survival groups”.
This and similar Forums on the Web are doing great Job in informing the people. It’s
the only thing we can use to communicate. But they will introduce some major internet
restrictions soon, so I do not know how long we can surf on this huge library of knowledge
and information.
Perhaps you join one of those groups and start preparing. Its not early it’s just around the
corner. Despite, those groups are preparing solidly, both technically and financially and they
look for location high in the mountain ranges, choose wisely. What Europe is concern,
whatever scenario takes place, it will be under deep water.

There will be tearing apart of the tectonic plates in the region of Ex Yugoslavia, Adriatic
Sea, Italy, and down to the middle Africa.
In fact two tectonic plates will brake on the same line.

Euro-Asian and African Plato.
It will be a huge opening and you can imagine the earthquakes of 10.0 + on the Richter
scale in the surrounding area.
There was some channelling that New York City will have nuclear blast in 2012. It could be
related to the 2012 June 06 (Transits of Venus).
Will this really happen, remains to be seen. We really don’t relay on channelling but there
are people outhere that are really gifted. Far more gifted and skilled that the 14 Oct 2008
Event.
When those people are trained with special programs, you get some extraordinary results.

Advice number 3: fallow the input that comes from the crop circles. Through them all the
safe locations will be shown.
It is up to every each of you to choose will you believe those messages or not. Whatever
you choose it’s your choice and the benefit or consequences is yours.
The Divine Creation will make sure that the right info reaches every one who is worth it, but
the choice is yours.
There are many websites with good update of the new crop formations and as far as I know
there are some good engineers working on decoding those messages.
If you want to learn to read crop circles, start to learn Sacred Geometry. It has to do much
with fractal geometry, free energy source and even building a space craft. From my point of
view, if someone has bad intentions it is not in his/her/its benefit to give you a knowledge,
how to build technology, to alert you about the cosmic events and etc, but it is in his/her/its
benefit to keep you in the dark.
The more you are a sleep and you do not understand anything the more easily you can be
manipulated. So, makes no sense. They are trying to help. So learn the Seed of Life,
Flower of Life, learn Sacred Geometry, learn the mathematical language and read what they
are trying to pass to us.

Anyway if you want the see if the crop diagram is real or not, one of the ways is to use
software to spin them. The creators make their signature – it’s usually pentagram, cube
or some 3D shape if the input is concern microwave or instructions for building technology.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nKy358q8RCk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q6PjF...eature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xAhwi...eature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KwGaZDeAWqU
http://video.google.com/videoplay?do...40261221&hl=en
http://video.google.com/videoplay?do...26989180928496
Did you notice that they are shooting them down and most times immediately the craft
appear above the crops, black helicopters with no marks are released to shoot them down
or to chase them away.
Here is a link to one of the biggest crop circle archives:
http://www.x-cosmos.it/cropcircles/
However, the communication with the “friendly ETs” becomes more frequent and there is a
huge UFO activity. There are many Orbs, which are living multidimensional entities who
are trying to help.
Is in it pathetic, that we are getting help from above and our own human government are
laying to us?
Summarized, there are is a heavy positive and negative ET presence at the moment.
Both sides are doing their own influence on this world so the human kind has to be aware
of this fact.
Advice 4: In the past times they also were facing similar events. They build huge Arcs to be
safe them selves:
Here is a link where they are:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6cvlzXz17A4
perhaps those locations will be of some use to us, but the one in Australia does not count
anymore, because (according to the channelled data) in the moment of the heaviest
gravitational pull from the Sun, the most of the continent will break and sink under the water.

We are hopping that the channelling is wrong…but.
The Queensland’scoastal cities will be flooded and only the central regions of
Queensland along the inner area of the mountain range together with a part of New
South Wales will remain.
The breaking line of the continent is between Adelaide (Port Augusta) and Normanton on
the other side of the continent.

Central and Western part of the continent will sink down, the coastline of Eastern part
will be flooded, the mountain range will redirect the coming water towards Indonesia,
just enough a part of land to stay in one peace and intact.

For the first time in my life, I hope the channelling is wrong. Anyway I passed to you so
what you make of it, its your own choice.
There are other places that are safe, but most of others will probably not sustain suitable
climate, because after this Global Warming process we are facing Ice Age in most part of
our planet.
That is why they build the Underground World. It’s already 90% operational but if the
Norwegian politician is correct it has to be finished by the start of 2011.
But they are all wrong. Besides it is build with the “other” technologies and with the help of
the renegade aliens, this cycle is different.
The Shadow Government is deceived by those entities.
Isn’t ironic?
They had deceived all human kind (their own kind) but soon they will face that they also
were deceived by the negative ETs and have not been told the truth and the real purpose
why underground world is build.
As I was saying earlier: YOU CAN NOT BARGAIN WITH THE DARK SIDE. AT THE END
YOU ALWAYS LOSE.
IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU REMEMBER THESE WORDS WHEN TIME COMES!
So, for all of you who will read this. Wake up! And do what you heart is telling that is moral
and right to do.
Can you see? I’m not an enemy. I just want to help! But I can not do it alone. We all have to
unite to one rhythm of consciousness and to step out of the system and to say NO…This
has to Stop! We are not playing your game anymore. We don’t need you. We don’t need
politicians to tell us what to do. We do not need police and army to defend us. Defend us
from what? The elite groups in the military and police institutions are the worst criminals.

See this link of Dr. Bill Deagle lecture:
http://video.google.com/videoplay?do...52945040630461
As Phil Schneider, David Icke Michael Tsarion, Maxwell Jordan, Alex Jones and
others…he is determined to take his responsibility and to step on the other side of the circle.
And how more and more of us will awake, more and more they will be stepping to the other
side of the cirle. And it’s about time.

Advice 5: Do not ever allow you or your child to be injected with vaccine. Not ever
and not at any cause. I will not comment further on this.
Advice 6: Under “certain circumstances” I had left the physical body before the beams
had arrived? What now?
-In this moment the astral space of this planet is not safe “if I may say that” and not many
beings can go safely out of it.
There is high chance that (we have to be open to all possibilities) that the most of the
population with the coming events, after leaving the physical bodies will come directly to the
astral dimension.
The adjustment of the consciousness has to be done as soon as possible. I would not
recommend entering to dark tunnels with the light at the end. This could be easily one
more manipulation from the multidimensional entities that are not friendly to us.
If you are not sure, do not get “friendly” with any entity before the beams from the galactic
center arrives.

There is a possibility, that on the astral plane, huge ships will be parked, with a plan to
use their advanced technology to trap as many consciousness they can. The same
consciousness that were previously in human bodies, and then to cut their awareness, to put
them in dream like awareness so they will not know what is going on, (believe that they
have technology and the skills to do that) and then to put them inside the energetic
containers, then transported to other systems and finally to put them in other bodies so the
manipulation and the explanation of the generated energy field called aura which is result of
the fusing of our consciousness with the energies in the surrounding space, can continue.
We also are multidimensional beings, but something happened that lefts us with this
double helix awareness, which is enough for reading, testing and perceiving this physical
reality (although limited only on five senses) and partial awareness of the astral plane in
a form of dreams, lucid dreaming, and partly conscious out of the body experience.
That is why it is advisable physical dislocation to zones that have multidimensional portals
above the ground, places with strong and dense positive energy. Put in simple words –
places on the physical plane where the astral dimension is save and secure.
I know that all this is probably hard to swallow for most of you, but its happening.
For few of you, still open minded, the Shield that is keeping our consciousness attached to
this planet, its weakening and with the right determination can be penetrated and
consciousness can escape.
Leaving in any direction, means infinitive choices, but I recommend redirecting your
astral body directly towards the center of the Milky Way, high speed astral flight in that
direction and intercepting the beams that are coming this way.
It the only place, that I’m sure it’s safe!
Please remember all this, before they remove this from the net!
If your astral skills are not so good, try to stay awake in the astral plane and avoid any
tunnels, vortexes and etc., in the astral plane. Resist any outer pressure from anyone
overthere to enter into craft, portal and etc., and wait for the Nexus to arrive.
If you stay while in the astral dimension, you will soon use to this new density and if that
happens don’t wait, but leave this planet and go directly to the directions of center of the
galaxy. The moment one of the beams of the Nexus touches you, you are safe!
Will the aliens land officially on Earth before 2012?
- I have no clear answer for that question. Many of those races are here all the time,
many penetrate our plane of existence from time to time, doing their own agendas
and they leave. Will some of those races will decide to come to open before the 2012,
remains to be seen.

-In any case, many of this is still an open book, and like in a chess game, depends on the
moves of the Malevolent races, Neutral and Benevolent races present in this solar
system, Illuminati, Shadow Government, Increase of the level of the awareness of the
global population etc.
- Is there is a possibility that nothing of this happens and that all this 2012 scenario is only
very good loaded New Age Scum?
- From the best that I know, no. Not just that is going to happen, but its already happening.
Just look at the evidence around you.
Climate change, Pole Shifts of other planets, increased of brightness of the planets (search
Google for increased brightness of Venus and Jupiter, and tell me that this is normal and has
happened before), and I can go on and on for hours just to make a list of evidence.
- There are some indications that Shadow Government is conducting some kind of
experiment using the “other technology” to move through time with the intention to
stop this 2012 event?
- Waste of time. No one can stop what is coming.

- Should we be afraid?

- No. The Cosmic reality is bigger that we are. We are on the start of the change which is
natural culmination of things. We should fear ignorance and prejudice. Only the true
knowledge will set you free and it will be there for you when you will need it the most.

- If some entity is trying to communicate with me, how should I know if he/she/it is
positive or negative?
- Try to feel what you feel deep inside of you. Try to sense the vibration that your heart is
sending to you, and that is your answer.
- Are we on a door of something extraordinary?
- I believe Yes. All our troubles will soon be over and soon we will exist fully conscious on
higher density and become aware of our true nature and the true nature of all things in the
Universe.
- What else is smart that we do?
- Look back to your lives and see where obstructs and where you find unpleasant mark. Fix
the mistakes that you have done, be brave to apologize where you need to and to ask for
forgiveness where you need to.
From every enemy in your life try to make friend or it that isn’t possible make effort to gain a
neutral relationship with that person which will automatically lead to disintegration of long
time generated mental energy.

Remember, we are all connected. We just don see it, because of this five sense limitation
we have.
We are one giant conscious organism, one being but because of the DNA degradation
we don’t feel it and we don’t see it.
The beams will reprogram our DNA and you will see what I’m talking about.
Do the things that you wanted to do for a long time. Give yourself a time-out. Spend time
with your family and bring joy and happy moments.
Clean your life.
Try to avoid doing evil in any form.
Turn to your cosmic nature.
Stop to eating flesh, because by consuming it you approve what is doing to our race.
Make a change. Turn to the nature, meditate, expend you perception.
That is smart to do. The rest will be done by the beams.
- Should we be joyful that we are present here in this moment in time, just before the
end of a long cycle?

Yes. If you look with the eyes of your common sense and intellect, you see Pole Shifts,
unavoidable catastrophes as result of natural cosmic conditions and laws. But if you look
with the eyes of you heart, the picture looks different and deep inside yourself you know
that in the end, everything will be Ok.
- Something about the future?
- Stay awake. Fallow the path of Love and the Universe will open its paths that will take to
safety. Just open your heart and listen where it points.
- How do I picture the form of the Creator and how this form will look like inside the
Nexus?
- What shell I do when time comes?
- It makes no difference how you imagine the Creator. It is important that you create
space deep inside you that can accept the Creator. That space is called pure heart.
Once the beam of white-bluish light strikes you, everything will come by itself.
-How will I know if Am I ready?
-You are ready. Otherwise the Universe wouldn’t bring this information to you.

-Who are they?
-The Will and Choice of the Creator.
-Will they be experiencing a better reality than the ones that will left the physical
form?
-Unknown. Lets say that the both sides will be cleaned from the darkness, so the both sides
will be affected by the evolution.
-So we don’t have to worry about? At the end everything will be right?
-Yes, but I will recommend staying with full consciousness till the cosmic beams arrive.
-Are the beams coming this way, for sure?
-Yes, the beams of the Nexus are coming. The scientific community is just starting to
understand the true nature of this phenomena.
If you do not have the both components in balance, both intellectual and spiritual, you do
not see the true reality of the Universe and how it functions.
With the beams also is coming the transformation of the Matrix. Put in other words, the
beams will bring extreme transformation of the configuration of the DNA molecule of
every living thing that is touched by them.
- Will there be some kind of adjustment or will it happen suddenly?
- Yes, there will be a vibrational acclimatization. That is why they will arrive one after
another. The last one will arrive on 28 March 2013 and it will mark the completion of the
evolution of the DNA of life in the region of the Cosmos.
- How long will the change last?
- Long enough, so we can forget that there was a time of sorrow, pain, anger,
jealousy, hate. Long enough so we can start to love again and to start to respect the
life in the Universe.

At the end we are all ONE.
Respected friends, I have nothing else to add to this. You will probably not hear from me
again. I’m hoping you will be able to see what is coming this way with open mind and open
heart.
At the end, as David Icke clearly put it : Love is the Only Truth Everything Else is
Illusion.
My job is done. I have passed the information. Now it’s up to you.
May you be blessed by the Supreme Love and Truth of the Cosmos...

I love you all

Astralwalker

The left side of the rectangle is the breaking line.

The dark green area along the east coast is completely flooded.

The lighter greenish area inside the borders of the rectangle in the previous picture is the
safe area that will stay intact. The best area is around Queensland fields. It will sustain a
suitable climate for life after all this is over.

Update >> Many people were asking if there is a possibility that I can deliver a more
precise map, so here it is:

Now, you don’t have to do anything, it’s your life and your choice. If NWO is not introduced
and there still will be a freedom of movement, many people can find safety to those areas.

The Pole Shift will not happen instantly. It will probably happen in two or three days as a
result of slower and slower rotational speed of the Earth around its axis before it reaches the
zero point time on 21 Dec 2012. The Earth will roar, and you will notice that despite it has
passed midnight outside is still a day or vice versa.
If you are smart you will notice these changes long before this time frame. This is the logical
culmination from the Climate Change that we all ready experiencing. Its so obvious and it
stays before our eyes, but we just don’t want to see.
When the Ice around the South Pole Entrance melts more and more, this water will have to
go somewhere.

http://www.nasa.gov/mov/133778main_FUV_640x480.mov

It’s like a glass of water with ice cubes. When those ice cubes melt, the water will flood the
top of the glass.

The balance of the sea level it’s already distorted on a planetary scale and even a small
change in this equilibrium causes drastic climate changes. Anyway everyone knows what
the huge melting of the Ice ****s leads to…

This is 1992-2002…What about 2008?

The safe zone that is shown, when time comes, it’s large enough for evacuation of the whole
population of Australia and surrounding areas. Its lot better then the underground shelters
that will be offered to some of you. Just know this, everyone that has to be there, will be
there. The colour of the skin, nationality and all the rest of the social illusions, fill fall. For
anyone who thinks that he/she is above the others and that he/she is more worthy to survive
then some other one…its wrong approach that leads to doom!

Just remember this: When everything goes out of control, and our governments thinks only
of themselves and you are wondering where it is smart to go and where to take shelter…
here is your answer.
If I’m wrong…it makes no difference. But think what if I’m right?
In that case, this info will be essential to your survival...

Respected Friends,
Divine Love will show all the safe locations everywhere and for every continent.

Just fallow what appears in the crops around the world.
Don’t worry and do not fear. If your heart is pure and you are good person you have nothing
to fear. You are already safe and the Divine Light will show you the way and bring the right
information that will lead to safety.
Take care
Astralwalker

A FORUM MEMBER SAYS....WE ARE NOT!! PASSING THROUGH THE EQUATOR OF
THE MILKY WAY SO GOD KNOWS WHAT THE REST OF THIS NEWS FLASH'S
ACCURACY IS GOING TO BE.
WE ARE HOWEVER MOVING INTO THE HYPER DIMENSIONAL POWER STREAM OF
19.5 DEGREES SO YES WE MAY EVOLVE, TRANSCEND DEVOLVE??!
SO PLEASE EDIT YOUR ERRORS AND GIVE TRUE COORDINATES, EVERYTHING
HERE WE COULD ALL WRITE, MANY OF US HAVE BEEN ON THE SAME JOURNEY,
BUT ALL THIS IS PRESENTED AS FACT WHEN IT IS VERY LOOSE.
SORRY, THE CROSSING OF THE DARK RIFT/ PHOTON STREAM WHATEVER WE
WOULD PREFER IS WRONG, IF YOU THINK IM WRONG ASK DAVID WILCOCK (AS
SOMEONE YOU MAY BELIEVE OVER ACADEMIA.

This are the strongest opposing “mainstream science” arguments about Dec 21, 2012:

- Maya never really made a prediction about a galactic alignment for Dec 21, 2012. This
idea was born out of attempting to figure out why the Long Count ends on that date.
- It is true that the winter solstice Sun will fall into the Dark Rift also called Cygnus Rift on
Dec, 21, 2012, but the closes to zero degrees (longitude/latitude) that we will come, already
happened on December 21st, 1998.
- Where will the Sun be relative to the galactic equator in 2012? - Precession is moving
the winter solstice Sun further form the galactic equator. So it will not be in exact alignment
on Dec 21, 2012. We are actually at this point 78 light-years away from the galactic equator
and we are moving further away from it. So actually, its only 3 million years ago that we
passed the galactic equator and we wont be back to it for 60 million years.
- The Dec 21, 2012 Winter Solstice Sun will not be in exact alignment wit the Galactic
Equator. Its actually moving further away! This alignment already happened in 1998!
-No evidence that ancient Maya predicted the End of the World in 2012 (discussible)
-No exact alignment of the Winter Solstice December 21st 2012 Sun with the Galactic
Equator and No Crossing over the Galactic Equator by our Solar System

Those are all Nice
conclusions!
But they are all False.

Lets start with this:
- According to their arguments this alignment already happened in 1998. True...but that is
not essential to this 2012 scenario.
This means that we already passed that point and we are moving away from the galactic
center. True…but. There is also something else that has to be considered here.
We are influenced by new energies from the Galactic Center. The proof is everywhere.
http://www.crawford2000.co.uk/planetchange1.htm
The Sun entered the galactic equator during the Winter Solstice of 1980 and will have
completely cleared the galactic equator on the Winter Solstice of 2016. The years between
1980 and 2016 is called the Galactic Alignment zone or era-2012.

>> Did this triggering of Hunab Ku energetic Nexus start in 1998 and not 26000 ago? – Still
unknown. Possibly that in the moment of the alignment in 1998, there was some kind of
Aetheric portal opening, inside the center of the Sgr A*, from where the energy shot
appeared, and is now traveling this way.

If this is true, this Aetheric energy is moving with speed that is way beyond of our current
perception and understanding.
As “ETs” clearly delivered, we will “visually” see this phenomenon from Earth on 13 Dec
2012.
On the other hand, not everyone in NASA is polluted. This is the update they put on about
the appearance and location of our Sun according to the location of the galactic center:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:2...-annotated.jpg

Now, let’s add some more power to this.

I will land on the scientific field so that we can be completely “equal and legitimate” inside
the ring.
Not to be misunderstood, I’m not against science, but I’m against the false science or at
least deliberately false presented science from NASA and ESA which as we all know are
own by the Elite.
Hmm…here is the interesting link.
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=208935
You have to log in to see some of the things. Most of the physicists are ridiculing the 21 Dec
2012 and considered it as nonsense, but there is also a nice star chart of the night sky on 21
Dec 2012 seen from a location near Philadelphia in USA. And its about all that we need!
Its a screenshot of Starry Night for 21 Dec 2012.

The Sun, viewed from earth, is 6 degrees, 38 minutes away from being aligned with the
galactic center. It is how the Milky Way will look like on the night sky.

Now let’s get back to that 1998 alignment. The real alignment is not goint to happen by
continuing on the same course away from the galactic center, but its going to be about the
increasing of the mass of our star, increasing Sun’s energy output and also extreme
gravitational pull and than as a secondary result a change in the Earth’s orbit. Also there is
evidence that in the all atmospheres of the planet there are drastic changes and this
includes the increase of mass.
In any case, the change in the conditions as influence of the unknown form of galactic
energy that radiates from coming Nexus which arrives in 2012 will generate the perfect
alignment. I believe that NASA had already figured out but they are silent about this.
In other words, in this scenario we have a straight line between our planet, the Sun and the
Galactic center.
Once more lets see, the pictogram that appeared Avebury Manor on July 15, 2008.

Now, let’s compare the Update that arrived on 22 July 2008.

And if we utileze the downloaded data… lets see:

Hmm…we still have no perfect alignment.

True…but, if we add here that because the Sun will get so large scaling to a central point of
planet Venus, we have unseen gravitational pull that certainly effect the geological and the
magnetic poles of our planet. This new influence of increased gravity from the Sun will make
Earth out of its nominal orbit, just as little so we have a straight line.
21 Dec 2012 Time: 11:11:11

Way… The ETs are clear about this.
There is your perfect alignment.
The only error in all this that I presented can be that the 21 Dec 2012 is actually a 22,23
Dec 2012 as depicted in the Crop formation. That means that on the Gregorian Calendar the
Mayan Long Count Calendar end on 23 Dec 2012 and not 21 Dec 2012.
However, we are talking about a difference of only two days. Does two days difference
makes any difference to you? (No, Of Course Not!)
But, on the other hand, I have seen data in the crop formation that clearly depicts the Dec 21
2012.

Summary:
The new input is suggesting that very soon we will have a transmutation of genetic material
of this solar system, including our own DNA, or if I can say some kind of “special bath” in
galactic light emanating from our own Sun, acting as transducer of the Galactic Centre itself,
passing directly to the Earth.

In other words we are talking about Evolution!
Evolution of the consciousness that will take the life forms to a higher level of existence
when the cosmic beams start to hit our Sun and when they did our Sun will project a white
blue beam of beatufull light that will hit the Earth.

Respect to all,
Astralwalker

And little zoomed out 21 Dec 2012 night sky from another location:

Plus add the little change of Earth’s nominal orbit as a result of our star gravity, and
there you have it – the perfect alignment!

Please take in consideration that Mars is not burned by the expansion of the Sun, but
together as Earth stays dangerously close to the Sun. What you make of this info is your
choice.
But this is what “they” insist that we understand!
And the dates are all there depicted in the crops. You can check them all on NASA’s Solar
System Live:
http://www.fourmilab.ch/cgi-bin/Solar/action?sys=-Sf
I have not much to add to this information. Please if someone overthere has extended
knowledge about this, he/she is absolutely welcome to extend this info.
Once more, we are only transit phenomena. The Cosmos is bigger then us, our reality and
our lives. This isn’t either good either bad. Its just is…
I believe that there is nothing that we have to fear…At the end of 2012 we are facing
something remarkable. We are facing something beautiful and something
extraordinary.
We are facing our Creator and we are going home.
It was about time…
Respect,
Astralwalker

Quote:
I have a question regarding an apparent contradiction . If the energy emanating from the
galactic centre is so high and as a consequence we are going to roasted , what's the point
of the genetic reprogramming that is supposed to happen with the wave ?
Our DNA structure does not stand only for our physical bodies. It goes way beyond
the physical. I will try to explain this.

We are consciousness, an intelligent life force that exist in this Universe.
Now…It doesn’t matter if you believe that there are only 7 dimensions or planes of
existence or 22 or infinitive number of them it simple doesn’t matter.
Every one of those dimensions, frequencies, worlds or planes, possess different
density and different speed of vibration. We are on lowest which is most dense and
with the lowest speed of vibration.
As we go higher, towards etheric, astral, mental, causal plane and higher, the
inviroment gets less dense and more subtle and the speed of the vibration gets
higher and higher.

Every next dimension you are in, extends your abilities, understanding, it brings you more
extended perception and wisdom if I may say. The more you climb up the more you
understand yourself and the purpose of your existence in the Universe. The more you learn
and grow the more you become aware of your responsibility and what is your task or how
you can help in the Divine Plan.
Now…
For our consciousness to move inside every of those planes of existence, it needs a
suitable vehicle or a body that possess the same density and the same speed of vibration.
For your consciousness to be capable to be consciously present on these higher realities,
you need something which is called fully activated DNA structure.
You can call it 12 strain DNA functionality, and you will not make a mistake.

Because if you look at the crop circle data, they usually insist that we understand and pay
attention to the germ, seed, flower, and the fruit of Life.

That is…that we pay attention to the Sacred Geometry.

I’m sure that you have already noticed that this relation of forming the Germ of Life,
Seed of Life, Flower of Life, and the Fruit of Life, it’s exactly the same what is
happening inside the DNA. The nature is manifesting its self through the
mathematical language which has precise geometrical patterns starting from germ,
seed, flower, and then developing to the fruit of Life and on and on to infinity.

It doest matter if you are a flower, fish, alien, tree, human, animal, bird or whatever you had
been created from the same geometrical pattern starting from the germ of life to the fruit of
life.

The Fibonacci sequence is present everywhere and it is found in everything in nature.

Anyway, I do not have time to go too far with this … what I mean is that when a human
being physically dies, that does not mean that the DNA is destroyed.
It means that the DNA stays with consciousness because it has many subtle bodies that are
attached to it, and which the consciousness can use as vehicles for moving through the
higher realms.

The only part that fades when the event we call physical death happens is the harmonic
that matches the physical vehicle.
The higher DNA harmonics are still with the consciousness because as I said earlier is
capable of multidimensional existence or capable of moving through different dimensions
using suitable vehicles.
The astral body matches the astral frequency, mental body the mental frequency or plane of
existence and etc.
Note: Please consider that I’m using here terms that are understandable for most people.
You can consider all this differently:

The consciousness, possess a suitable subtle vehicle, to be in all this dimensions and all
this is the DNA structure.

I does not take long, that we can determine that the more DNA is activated the more we can
reach towards other planes of existence and fully conscious.

Now, let’s get to some heavy discussion.
Scientific community had split the composition of our Universe to Normal Mater, Dark Mater
and Dark Energy. They were comfortable with Normal Mater observations but when you ask
about Dark Matter and Dark Energy they just stick their finger in the mouth and if they are
honest they will tell you…we simple do not know what is going overthere.

Also they call it a vacuum and they tell you that is empty. But, its not. How can a space
vacuum can be empty when all around we see that all energy is radiating to. Vacuum is not
empty but exactly opposite full of energy.
We now know that 99% of atom is empty space. This is where science usually stops. But
there is much more beyond that.
In fact we are living in the Universe which is contracting to infinity in a fractal matter and
expanding to infinity by constantly getting larger and larger.

I can elaborate on this much much more, but my time is limited.

Now how all this have to do with the coming Nexus 2012?
-Simple.

All this Cosmos or Universe (if we use scientific terms) that consist of normal mater, dark
mater and dark energy, is interwowen and all dimensions or planes are connected. The
intelligent Force behind all this is what is called Aether. It creates galaxies, stars, planetary
systems, comets, everything that we see etc.
This Aether can be summarised as direct creation force that manage the balance between
all the dimensions and express the will and the purpose of the Creator Himself.
Now, in normal conditions, when a human from Earth, dies, consciousness lives the body
but because of the low progress, still attached to consuming flesh, still used to bring pain to
others, polluting and destroying the nature etc, the vibrational state is still low and can only
use the DNA harmonic that matches the astral plane. In most cases the consciousness is
unprepared for this new density and it takes a while before it get use to this new reality and
starts to use the astral body.

Now…The Nexus represents the higher energy. The higher purity. The Most Divine.
Because it’s higher, for our consciousness to be able to sustain on that frequency in a nexus
body, all the DNA harmonics including the higher must become functional.

And the only way that someone can progress is through Love, Compassion, Selfdetermination, self-respect and respect of all other life forms in Universe, respect to the
Nature itself as living organism and understanding that we are all equal, we have the same
potential and that we are all ONE.
Inside the NEXUS you can not exist as individuality. It’s just Oneness!

No one is better then the other…it’s all illusion. We are all connected and we are all part of
the same.

If that is the case, who needs fighting and who needs contest?

The only things that can free us is harmony with ourselves and with the nature. When you
find a central point inside yourself, the point that is hollow and that contracts to infinitely
small you know that in that small dot you are one with the Creator.
In that moment all the fears disappear and you are not afraid any more.
The Nexus is something extraordinary.
I’m not sure about this, but there is a possibility that as soon we penetrate, we will teleported
(the billions of consciousness will become ONE and that ONE will be transported back to the
galactic center and through the point of the Singularity it will be taken to another Universe
with even higher cosmic DNA harmonics from this one.

At the moment the atmospheres of all the planets in the solar system are changing. They
are becoming bigger as we receive more and more out side energy. The bigger the
atmosphere, the more prana or mana is present, and the more prana the more DNA strains
can be awaken and utilized.

But we have to stop destroying everything we touch, and turn to our cosmic nature.
In simple words, the reprogramming of the DNA structure is necessary for activation all DNA
harmonics that can support our presence in all planes and most of all to support the fusing
of the consciousness into one ocean of consciousness – into oneness.
We will separate from the physical mater as a race and not as individuals. And that my friend
is what makes all this so extraordinary.
Why do you think they give you E-codes, aspartame, fluoride, use frequency weapons as
HAARP and similar, vaccines, mediums, creation of fear and low emotions?
They are trying to stop what is happening my friend.
We are in the middle of something extraordinary, so don’t stay in the frequency that all that
will happen is that you are going to be roasted.
Its only physical harmonic, we are much more then that.
So do not fear…
If we fear we vibrate low, and the quickening and evolution inside the DNA can not proceed.
The beams will do the most part of the genetic engineering but small amounts of cosmic
rays are already hitting the Earth and are changing everything in the Matrix.
Stop consuming drinks and food that pollutes your physical body and are stopping the dna
awakening. Turn to meditation and to nature. Return to yourself.
As, I was saying I believe we are on the door of the Evolution of our race.
However, this only my perspective.
What you do with this info its your choice.

This is what I know and what I feel.

Respect,
Astralwalker

Koyaanisqatsi wrote:
Quote:
as we approach and transcend 2012 and this cosmic energy imparts maximum effect
during that time are you thinking that no humans will remain here?
all present will be taken through singularity to another octave?
What is unclear is what will happen to the ones that will sustain to vibrate low.
Some beings have done terrible things and they are still not considering changing their
behaviour no matter of the influence of the Great Awakening that is happening in this
moment. They simply can not comprehend these new vibrations, and those are heavily
attached to 3D reality and the old ways.
What will happen to them I do not know.
The rest, normal people will experience the Shift in Consciousness, a reprogramming of
the DNA structure, will leave the physical matter and will join to one Consciousness.
Than this ONE Consciousness will regain all its lost memory, it will assimilate all the
experience that each individual previously had, it will regain its power and wisdom and
in the end it will leave this Universe through the point of the Singularity that is located in
the Center of the Sgr A*.
Regards,
Astralwalker

To figure out the 2012 event we must figure out many things...
Among them this also:

The East Field 'DNA double helix' formation. 648' long and 89 circles.

hmm...

A triple DNA helix. Interesting…

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hekKx...eature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l_Lzb8fdJaA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-6Wim...eature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6M6vP8-SbU0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KRvWR...eature=related

Respect,
Astralwalker

Despite the fact, that its only my perspective, if the human kind wants to understand the
2012 coming scenario, which is what all those hidden messages in the crop circles are
really about, the humans have to able to change their brain frequency, to trigger DMT
creation in the pineal gland and to be able to tune with their consciousness into to this so
called planetary Psionic energy field or should I say better to the planetary Psionic
internet.

From here they can generate much more useful input, about what is going on here, and
what to be done. I know that all this is difficult to comprehend for most of you, but I believe
that in this state of only double helix of our DNA and the five sense limitation we are seating
ducks…for races who are taking the advantage of this our current state.
Tuning into this frequency is only the beginning and humans can go deeper into this
Universal Psionic Field, induce completely control out of the body experience, and bring
useful data from there.
This is very similar to what is commonly known as remote viewing, but what I’m talking
about is incomparable much more then that.

Here how this can be done.
I will explain one of the fastest ways how you can train your consciousness to able to
perform this.
Let’s start with basics:
Remote viewing is a term in parapsychology that describes a process in which the
psychically gifted person is watching some kind of astral television based on a program that
he/she has chosen on his/her own.
This process enables a well-trained remote viewer to focus on his/her mental screen where
psychic visions start to appear and the viewer uses mental efforts to catch those psychic
pictures, which in fact are astral reflections of places that he/she wants to observe.
This ability is actually related to the human’s third eye that makes it possible for the
consciousness to see things that are not visible to physical eyes. Therefore, the simple
definition of remote viewing would be - observing the physical, etheric and the astral area
without leaving the physical body.
However, many anomalies that can distort much of the results of the remote viewing might
appear in the early stages of the development of this extraordinary ability.
That’s because a beginner strongly focusing on scanning some area is unable to hold
his/her consciousness unattached longer, and often becomes emotionally attached to
his/her individual feelings and opinions concerning the things he or she is watching.
Those individual feelings and opinions will have major influence on the already very weak
astral reflections of the chosen area, and it will distort them or even trigger observation of
some other area, which suits mostly his/her suppressed desires.
Therefore, a student on the start line must learn to shut down his/her own personal feelings
and attitudes first if he/she wants to succeed mastering the remote viewing ability. One
should become an empty receiver to be able to absorb major amount of data, classify them,
filter or analyze them.
In other words, once one succeeds to catch the astral radiation of the target area, he/she
has to remember them and analyze them later. Later the student will learn another approach
to the analysis.
All this etheric and astral radiation that streams through the mental screen is provided by the
third eye and projected directly to the consciousness. Any invisible physical place becomes
visible for the third eye if the consciousness succeeds to dive deep into the etheric or the
astral matter and remains there long enough.

Nevertheless, as I mentioned before, the etheric and the astral plane are almost infinite
areas full of infinite radiation. Thus, in the beginning, the mental screen of the remote viewer
is flooded with hundreds of other reflections coming from those planes in the shape of
psychic pictures or visions.

Anyway, practice has shown that as far as the radiation that appears on the remote viewer’s
mental screen is concerned, I am positive that mostly it has its origin in the astral plane and
much rarely in the etheric plane. I know it sounds contradictory, and logically it should be the
other way around, but the fact is, it is the truth. It is simple, because our third eye absorbs
the sensitive images that come from the astral plane filled with thoughts better than the ones
that come from the etheric plane mostly filled with vital energy.
However, every student must understand clearly that remote viewing is ability hard to
achieve and that it will take some time before one is capable of selecting the target astral
reflection from the infinite number of other astral reflections appearing on the mental screen.
Thus, in the beginning, one’s consciousness must become a clear mental surface open to all
the astral radiation coming from the astral area.
Then, by using the third eye one must learn how to focus the consciousness on chosen
targets and block all other images visible to him/her. This is a hard period for every student,
but in time and with practice it can be achieved. Long ago, I personally had some difficult
time mastering it and I will try to explain how the whole thing works:
Before the student even tries to achieve the remote viewing, first of all he/she must learn to
create mental shapes, forms and images of the places in the consciousness helped by the
ability of visualization and concentration. Then, the student must learn how to keep them
frozen for as long as he/she wants to, not letting them disappear from the mental screen.
Therefore, at the very beginning of the mental creation process, the observer must become
capable of holding the selected target in his/her imagination. To achieve that, drawing the
place on a sheet of paper for at least 30 times, and practicing the visualization of the place
for at least 7 days for about 10-15 minutes would help a lot. That would help the observer to
“imprint” the picture of the selected area deep in the etheric matter below the astral plane.

Anyway, after a few days of previous visualization exercises, the student should sit in some
comfortable half lying or lying position, in some quiet place where he/she can work in peace
and silence. The potential remote viewer should close the eyes and start to observe the
mental screen. At this stage, the viewer does not have to imagine or force a mental creation
of some kind, but to become a passive observer. The effect that will follow will be very
similar to watching a movie in the cinema. The only difference is that this time the screen will
be in his/her head.

The secret lies in becoming a silent witness, without getting emotionally attached to things
that will start appearing on the mental screen. In time, the astral reflections will start to enter
the consciousness and the remote viewer has to put some mental effort to remember them.
The training with the zener cards can also help the student activate the mental screen.
Besides the zener training, a constant focus on looking straight up with eyes closed can also
trigger the awakening of the third eye (Ajna chakra), and because of that, the mental screen
will become more visible.
In the beginning, in front of the student’s eyes only total blackness will be visible, which in
time will become foggy, and then as the third eye becomes more and more awaken, it will
become an open mental screen where the astral pictures will be coming. It is interesting to
mention that the third eye is the one doing all the work and the consciousness is only the
boss in the whole process.
Anyway, it is not necessary for the student to visualize the third eye becoming shiny or to
take some shape like circle, triangle, etc., only to remain a passive witness of the astral
visions streaming into his/her consciousness.
Here how the blackness is altered by the open mental screen:
From the depth of the blackness of the mental screen slowly but surely, some unclear
figures and contours will start to appear. In time, the student will notice an unclear picture
appearing and it will be gone in a split of a second.

Then, if the student’s consciousness remains calm and only focused on the mental screen
without any emotional attachment other pictures will come.
The color of the pictures will be unclear and mostly black and white in the beginning, and as
the time passes by, images will become clearer and somewhat colorful.
The duration of these astral pictures will vary and it will be determined by the student’s will to
hold them or reject them on the mental screen.
Later, when the remote viewer reaches an advanced level of psychic observation, the
pictures will have clear colors. When the student reaches this level of development, he/she
will start to hear sounds in the consciousness connected to the related astral vision almost
instantly. Eventually, the pictures and the sounds will become perfectly clear to the observer.
When that starts to happen, the student will know he/she has reached the point where from
he/she can try to find the selected target of the carefully chosen place.

The whole process at this stage will appear as somebody presenting the student infinite
series of pictures of people, animals, close and distant places, houses, buildings, space
images, underwater images, pictures from another time, etc.

In time and with practice, those pictures will become motion pictures. Thus, the remote
viewer faces another task and he/she has to learn how to freeze the chosen picture, and
analyze it without vanishing from the mental screen. The analyzing process should be done
strictly mentally and without using words in the thoughts and with no emotional response
towards the astral picture; otherwise, the picture will vanish from the mental screen. It is not
advisable to even think in pictures because that will surely influence the sensitive mental
screen.
If the remote viewer is capable of reaching this point of observation, I suggest a further try
for observing the astral radiation by using a higher level of consciousness. By a higher level
of consciousness, I mean consciousness of the consciousness itself. One consciousness
exists in the average consciousness, and observes filters and analyzes all the data coming
and leaving the remote viewer’s mental screen.

In other words, the remote viewer adapts to this new part of the consciousness and when
this is achieved, the viewer can easily think and make choices in a higher and subtler way
not touching the sensitive astral pictures. Then, all that needs to be done is to focus on the
selected area and in a few seconds, it will become visible for the remote viewer. Once the
viewer catches the astral radiation of the target area, he/she can easily move and observe
everywhere and everything just by using a small mental effort. Here is one example of how
the remote viewing process is done:
Let us assume that a picture of a large apartment appears on the mental screen of the
student. To succeed with the remote observation of the apartment, the student should use
some mental efforts to partly enter the mental screen by pulling the picture towards the third
eye.
While this process is on, the remote viewer’s consciousness must remain maximally calm
and under no circumstances to become emotionally attached to the picture, because if it
does, the picture will be altered by another one more suitable to his/her emotional charge.
The next step is to locate the astral reflection of the target and to “freeze” the picture on the
mental screen. Once the student succeeds that, he/she has to pull the picture closer to the
third eye using strong mental efforts to slip into the picture at the same time. In other words,
the student has to magnetically pull the picture in and to use mental efforts to push
him/herself out and walk through the picture at the same time.
The whole secret at this stage is in the balance of these two forces – the outer, which one
pulls towards him/herself and the inner, which he/she forces out. In this particular case, one
has to pull the picture of the entrance room of the selected apartment towards the dot
between the physical eyes, and walk through the entrance of the apartment visible on the
mental screen at the same time. Once the student succeeds to pull that off, he/she is free to
observe the other rooms in the apartment.

In other words, the remote viewer adapts to this new part of the consciousness and when
this is achieved, the viewer can easily think and make choices in a higher and subtler way
not touching the sensitive astral pictures. Then, all that needs to be done is to focus on the
selected area and in a few seconds, it will become visible for the remote viewer. Once the
viewer catches the astral radiation of the target area, he/she can easily move and observe
everywhere and everything just by using a small mental effort. Here is one example of how
the remote viewing process is done:
Let us assume that a picture of a large apartment appears on the mental screen of the
student. To succeed with the remote observation of the apartment, the student should use
some mental efforts to partly enter the mental screen by pulling the picture towards the third
eye.
While this process is on, the remote viewer’s consciousness must remain maximally calm
and under no circumstances to become emotionally attached to the picture, because if it
does, the picture will be altered by another one more suitable to his/her emotional charge.
The next step is to locate the astral reflection of the target and to “freeze” the picture on the
mental screen. Once the student succeeds that, he/she has to pull the picture closer to the
third eye using strong mental efforts to slip into the picture at the same time. In other words,
the student has to magnetically pull the picture in and to use mental efforts to push
him/herself out and walk through the picture at the same time.
The whole secret at this stage is in the balance of these two forces – the outer, which one
pulls towards him/herself and the inner, which he/she forces out. In this particular case, one
has to pull the picture of the entrance room of the selected apartment towards the dot
between the physical eyes, and walk through the entrance of the apartment visible on the
mental screen at the same time. Once the student succeeds to pull that off, he/she is free to
observe the other rooms in the apartment.

By using this method of achieving the extraordinary ability known as remote viewing, very
soon you will become capable of observing distant places helped by your third eye with
major precision without leaving your physical body.
Now, we were speaking about observation. Now let’s speak about connection with
intelligence that is making those crop formations and give us those instructions. If you
become skilled enough with this, you will soon find out that from time to time some kind of
download comes to take place to your consciousness. It will appear in a geometrical forms
exactly as it appear on the crops.
The only difference will be that you will feel also a telepathic streaming and emotions that
are describing those images. Those beings that are more awake, will start to get the
download about 2012 sooner then the others.

Then more and more individuals will start to receive them, because the DNA structure is
changing as everything else in this solar system. We are already exposed to new outher
energy and the most sensitive of us are starting to feel it.
The more and more people are fusing and they intuitively are starting to be aware of this
connecting and tuning into this Oneness, a responsibility becomes visible, that we all have
to work together to figure the big picture before its too late.
On the other hand there are many that are still heavily attached to 3D reality and to the old
ways, they are supposedly search for some kind of spirituality but the truth is that they do
not want the change and they are still not ready. Anyway, besides many of you will probably
disagree, but I feel that we have been given a choice to take a side.
One leads to evolution of Oneness that will be transformed to Light through the 2012 Nexus
and the other leads to staying in the 3D reality and generating the experiences that are
missing, although it possibly means a thousands years new manipulation from other being
who have benefit from this option.
The option of Oneness means end of all fights, it means Evolution to Divine existence and to
understanding of the deeper mysteries of the Cosmos.
The option of 3D means, staying to physical matter, experience of pain and suffering in
infinitive forms, limited perception as five sense reality. Those beings will be probably be
taken to other systems before the Nexus arrives because once it hits the Earth we have at
least 5000 years time of divine vibration which is not compatible with the vibration of those
beings.
That is why, we have split in the understanding of the human beings.

The ones that are trying to do everything they can to make some difference and who fight for
freedom and harmony, for cosmic existence and balance, can absolutely not be understood
by the beings who despite the DNA progression from the new coming outside cosmic
energy, are still vibrating low and are still hunger for consuming flesh, cigarettes, alcohol,
drugs, simple to the old ways.
Nevertheless, we as a race are growing. Both intellectually, both spiritually.
For all ones who disagree, and who are seeing blackness everywhere they look…my
apology, please skip this post.
For all ones, who sense that you can use something from this post, there is your way to tune
to this psionic field of planet where you can come to direct contact with the Gaya and to find
out who you are, what you doing here, what you have to do and where all this is going…

Anyway, the choice is yours…
Respect,
Astralwalker

Quote:
I was just wondering - when I go into remote viewing mode, and let the images form on the
screen I am always transported right out into space somplace, really quickly.
>>
As soon as you stop thinking in words and you had made a strong command that your
consciousness must remain completely empty and without thoughts, the frequency
starts to change.
In front of the blackness of the mental screen, images start to appear.
You do not go to those places in this stage, you just tuning to this frequency as receiver
with the antenna that tunes in different radio wavelengths.
In fact your pineal gland starts extending its receiving frequency range and your
consciousness can perceive higher realities.

If you maintain your concentration and exclude a logical and analytical thinking, more
and more pictures will start to appear on your mental screen.
It’s like a watching a movie, but this time the screen is in front your closed eyes.
The more you practice to maintain your consciousness in this frequency, the pictures
become more and more clear, more colourful and alive, more and more vital with a
sound, and after a while you get a sense that your vision is extending more then your
mental screen.

Regarding your question, this time you are close to projecting to that place, and if your are
skilled enough you can magnetically pull this picture to you and you can force yourself out
through the picture, with intention to penetrate this place in the etheric or astral dimension.
Quote:
Is there a way I can slow down these images? Or even try and determine where I am
viewing?
Yap, no point doing this if you can not control it.
You can slow them with the power of your consciousness. You have to use will, to do
this. In the beginning because the consciousness its not use to, it looses those pictures
as soon as the concentration break down and you start to analyze them using word
thinking.
The mental screen closes immediately; it becomes black again, because the pineal
blocks the extended receiving frequency range. In fact the pineal stops producing DMT
compound a necessary chemical compound responsible for ESP, as a result of your
consciousness switching back to its nominal beta brain patterns (analytical thinking in
words).
Now, to try to determine where you remote viewing, you have to pull this off:
While the basic observation process is on, and the pictures come and go in your mental
screen, you have to concentrate to a place you want to visit.
Not with words but with using simple visualisation or focus. In fact, I’m talking about
awareness inside awareness. It may sounds like difficult to comprehend, but its not,
when you get some practice with this, you will perfectly know what I’m talking about.
I

In basic, while you are observing those images on your mental screen, give command with
your consciousness (not with words), or express a clear desire what do you want to see or
visit.
For example, you are observing places of your city, you see a motion pictures of building,
streets, people walking around, traffic jam, sounds of vehicles, etc, you want to skip this
concrete reality, you just want (the desire has to be honest) to observe a lake or some
similar landscape, and those images of concrete reality are immediately changed with
another motion pictures of beautiful lake or the desired landscape.
That’s also not so advanced stage. This mental control is still weak. The more practice
and time you put into this tuning of the planetary psionic field, your consciousness is getting
more and more use to this new frequency and the observation becomes more precise. Very
soon on your mental screen the precise desired location will appear.
The more advance level provides tuning to the observation of the exact place of the
planetary grid of Earth’s Psionic field so precise, that is so attractive to the military, and its
has to do a lot with marking the exact coordinates.
Anyway if you get this far, you will discover all this by default. The experience will be your
teacher.

If you want to explore deeper, you can penetrate to the astral dimension through some
desired image on your mental screen, which in most cases will trigger a kundalini rising
accompanied by a strong zooming sound, but this time to move through this new density
you will have to your another vehicle – known as astral body.

In other word, the Remote Viewing process stops, and you are there on that place
completely, in one of your subtle bodies.
What then it’s a whole science.
But my point is that you can find out about your self, what is going on, and what has to be
done, lot more that you will find out from any medium that exists on Earth. It’s like an
internet connection with the Universe. And I can assure you that the things look much
different from there...

I hope some of this data will be of some use to you.
Regards,
Astralwalker

Thank you AstralWalker, this helps greatly.
Quote: Not with words but with using simple visualisation or focus. In fact, I’m talking about
awareness inside awareness. It may sounds like difficult to comprehend, but its not, when
you get some practice with this, you will perfectly know what I’m talking about.
Awareness inside awareness. This immediately brought the thought of when you are asleep
and dreaming, then you realise you are dreaming. Usually you wake up at that point or the
dream ends but on a couple of occasions you get a chance to do some stuff that would not
usually be possible.
Do you know where we are at that point? When we know we are dreaming?

Thanks
Best Regards
Iain

CONNECTION BETWEEN A.P. AND DREAMS
Great emotional outbalance when dreaming, can easily change the structure of a dream
itself. In most cases, this automatically leads the consciousness of the dreamer to an instant
conclusion that he/she is dreaming. When this happens, the person is only a few moments
aware of being in the middle of a dream.
During these few moments, one has a chance to take an advantage of the situation and to
awake on the astral plane because while dreaming one’s soul is already in his or hers astral
body. So, let us see what happens during these few moments while one becomes aware
that he or she is dreaming:
-Instant physical awakening (If his or her consciousness is not trained and very weak)
-The dream is continuing as if nothing has happened and the awareness that he or she is
dreaming is fading away (If his or her consciousness is not trained and very weak)
-Biolocation of his or her consciousness: A part of his or her consciousness is still in the
dream and a part of it returns to the physical body. If one manages to stay awake
somewhere in the middle, he/she will become conscious in the astral body that in most
cases is very close to his/her physical body. (Fully conscious state that can usually be
induced if he or she is trained, but it can happen to him or her naturally because of the
momentary strong and vital consciousness)
-Disability of physical moving through which one’s whole body is paralyzed but the
consciousness is fully awake: The whole process is followed by a strong zooming sound as
a result of the Kundalini energy rising. Although it is a creepy feeling, if the consciousness is
not in panic it can easily slip out of the physical body. (Fully conscious state that can usually
be induced if he or she is trained, but it can happen to him or her naturally because of the
momentary strong and vital consciousness or as a result of some extraordinary
circumstances on the astral plane near his or her physical body)
-Instant awakening on an astral plane: Let us suppose that someone is dreaming of falling
down from a very high building. In the moment of the falling down, one becomes aware that
he or she is dreaming and that in fact he/she is on the astral plane, and cannot be hurt. As
soon as that happens, one fully awakes in the astral body, the falling stops and he or she is
free to explore the astral plane. (Fully conscious state that can usually be induced if the
individual is trained and very rarely happens spontaneously as a result of the instant astral
awakening caused by strange circumstances in the dream)
All of the above mentioned states of consciousness can happen to us during our dreaming
time. Unfortunately, it is a big question whether our brain is programmed or not to remember
such experiences. In fact, the achievement of the astral projection is not so hard, compared
to the difficulty of remembering the things we have seen and heard while being conscious on
the astral plane.

From one point of view, the memory we bring from the astral world can be compared to the
memory of our dreams. The moment we awake physically, we remember the whole or at
least the biggest part of the dream, but as minutes go by, the dream starts fading away from
our memory until it is completely gone. That is why keeping the diary is so necessary.
Our brain is usually not programmed to keep and archive the data that we bring from the
astral plane. When we dream we are already on the astral plane and when we wake up
physically, the brain recognizes the experiences we have collected from there, as not
important, not real, etc. Classified as unimportant data, the brain erases them from our
active memory.
Anyway, right exercises and keeping the diary can help us reprogram our brain to start
registering these “out of the body” experiences or at least the events happening to us in our
dreams on the same level it does with the experiences that happen to us in the physical
reality.
This reprogramming of our brain is very important for a student who practices astral
projection, because there are many methods for achieving the astral projection through the
control of the dreams. Most of them are based on the programmed awareness about
detecting the small anomalies that can be seen in a simple dream. Therefore, I will give you
two simple dream control methods I have used so many times and I can freely say that they
work almost always.
The first method tracks for some anomalies in your dream. For example: you dream you are
walking in your room, but something is not right. The television is upside down, and one of
the windows is broken. These anomalies are the main switches that can awake you on the
astral plane because as soon as your consciousness detects them it will become clear to
you that something is not right and that you are probably dreaming. In that instant,
everything will change and some of the states I have mentioned above will happen to you.
So, in those few moments that offer you a chance to awake in the astral world fully
conscious, all you have to do is this - say to yourself: “I am (your name), I’m dreaming and I
want to awake in the astral plane”.
If you do this, in those few moments of awareness you will awake in your astral body and
from there, you will be free to take an astral adventure.
The American shamans have developed the second method, which can awake your
dreaming consciousness.
It consists of making some effort to see your own hand while dreaming. When you manage
to do that, you will become aware that you are dreaming, and during those few moments in
which the astral portal is still open, you will have to put just some small effort to stay in the
astral world. Where do you go from there, is your own choice.
Take care,
Astralwalker

Quote:
Originally Posted by Astralwalker
Despite ridiculed by whole world this 1977 Vrillon message is authentic.
The message is authentic, and its your choice to believe is it genuine or not. There are
many scientific and technical data that can be brought out to prove that hijacking five
major UK transmitters in fashion that was done, is extremely hard technological
achievement in 1977 and that was not done by us but from beings that have
multidimensional flying crafts.
The one place I have a concern, is that the "message" from Vrillon was very non
specific. I've always felt, if there ARE other entities wishing to be in contact with us,
they'd open a two-way continual dialog where ANYONE could contact them, by phone,
by radio, by email. If they're advanced enough, that should be simple enough for them.
AstralWalker, I appreciate your post. I would be very interested in knowing who you are
by description… what occupation do you work in, what education you’ve had and in
what line of study, where do you live (continent, general area by city). Could you also
tell us how you obtained all this information and where you got all the photos? Are they
your photos? - Kathy

Re: 2012 Nexus Event – Unknown Form of Energy comes our way!

Respect to you all,
Astralwalker

very interesting post. enjoyable.
found some of this in the process of poring over the mountains of information.
250 acre 70 "string" cosmic antenna due to be complete by 2011
heart of gold, snippet from discover magazine mentioning curious facts about the makeup of
earth's core and assumptions about planetary collisions.
use of silver and palladium nanoparticles in clothing to fight illness and prevent ill effects of
pollution.
any thoughts? - Snodome
Respected Sno dome,
Thank you for the info. It’s great.
I will share few thoughts with you about this issue, as soon as I can.
Kind regards,
Astralwalker

Respected Kathleen,
Thank you. I really appreciate.
It’s not difficult to see that the increased flow of Aetheric energy into our solar system is
changing the DNA structure of life.
We are all experiencing some form of awakening our DNA.
The more pure emotions a being can manifest the more it becomes the DNA starts to
become functional.
The gate for allowing higher streams of this Aetheric energy to come to us, is to stop the
emotional frequency we call fear, and to be able to sustain more and more into emotional
frequency we call peace, love and friendship.
Put in other words, to achieve an equilibrium and harmony with the cosmic that is in every
each of us.

To be in the balance with ourselves and with the world around us, which leads to learning
and understanding of the true nature of everything… \
In fact, it’s huge Cosmos and the process of learning never stops. The more you learn
the more you become aware how small you are and how big the Universe is.
It’s a privilege to be here.
Let the Light shine upon you all,
Astralwalker

AstralWalker,
Here’s what I think.
You’ve posted a long series of messages, with a large number of photographs. It is as if you
were writing a book, or a magazine article. I was interested in knowing your background,
your education and line of study. I also asked you privately where you got all the photos, and
were they yours. Your answer to me was that the photos were NOT yours and that it didn’t
matter about all the rest.
I think it does matter. A good writer will give references to all things that don’t originate with
themselves, so that it doesn’t have the appearance of plagiarism. You have a lot material,
ideas, and photography, but you do not indicate on the specific items or photography as to
where you got them.
If the ideas are yours alone, then we’ll have to judge it as that.
This forum is accessible by the public. I think the moderator’s need to advise you about
copyright laws. Every photo on the internet, whether indicated or not, is copyrighted. Don’t
believe me? Check it out here. http://www.photosecrets.com/tips.copyright.html and
http://www.photolaw.net/faq.html
Every one of the photographs that you are displaying should have a source reference listed.
I’d suggest you edit every one of your messages and 1) either remove the photography, or
2) obtain permission from the owner if necessary and cite the original source location.
This will be the only way for any of us to verify the authenticity of what you write about.
Kathy T

Hmm…should I copy-right you for all that you have read here? Or for all that time and effort
that take to create this to be understandable?
- Why do you come here?
- Do I ask some of you, who you are, what you do, where do you live, what’s your number of
shoes…do I study you under microscope?
- I hope you will have strength to look at all this with better eyes. Nothing that is posted here
is for money or profit; it’s for shearing the information.
Information that is very important and useful to many.
So don’t tune to that frequency…I risk a lot to put this on the net, because the data is lost on
thousand places. If you do not solve the puzzle combining the peaces you do not see the big
picture and what this reality is all about and what is coming. It’s far from the true one, but it’s
something and its a start. We have to start figuring out this, because soon it will be too late.
Since we leave in the ocean of energy and thoughts, it’s like 100 monkey syndrome. If one
being figures out, through the DNA antenna, the rest in his/her species are getting the same
download.
So please, let me do what I came to do…
Respect,
Astralwalker

AstralWalker, I agree with you that you are free and welcome to do what you came to do on
the forum and please , let us enjoy you and what you offer as long as you want to share.
Thanks again for this wonderful thread ,
Jenny. Project Avalon Moderator
__________________

Thanks Jenny. I really appreciate.
I have problem finding time, but as soon as I can I will share some other data that I come up
with.
Regards,
Astralwalker

Greetings to All in Peace
Astralwalker, Your Presentation is most Remarkable. Very well researched. I also appreciate
the additional Links you provided, which do give greater insight.
Allow me to share one more Link here for You, and for all other members and reeaders
here...:
http://futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_M...act_Report_229
Within the events recorded in these PREDICTIONS of the Prophet Jeremia, is found the
following passage...:
"But it will be too late for fear, for an enormous destruction will rage, and the earth will be
covered far and wide with desert. And there will also be mighty waters that become deeper
and deeper, and at certain times and days, the waters will flow violently to such an extent
that, like a deluge, everything will be swept away, destroyed and annihilated, and the lives of
innumerable human beings will be claimed. Through the human beings' destructive rage, the
air and sun will become poisonous and dangerous, and for this reason the bodies of the
weak will be burned." {Jeremia speaks here of OUR Time} J Rod 7

Thanks guys. I really appreciate.
As soon as I can, will post some other thoughts and conclusions. I believe they can be
useful too.
I love you all
Astralwalker

This is the best thread I've read to date on this site.... Thank you AstralWalker.... You have
helped me overcome my blocks in accepting that leaving our 3d boddies in the 2012
catastrophes is not a thing to be feared.
I have read much about the "Cosmic wave" in the Barbara Marceniek "Bringers of the
Dawn /Earth Changes series of books... She refers to the "Wave" as the "Cosmic party" and
sugests it a party we definatly want to go to. I had forgotten it of late and become obsessed
with trying to susrvive the floods or the solar flares or the winds whatever but now I'm
reasured that there is work to be done on many dimentional levels and that maybe being in
astral or fifth dimentinal form is a better place and an easier place to get to that "Cosmic
party"... obviously I'm not contemplating suicide here..and I will do all I can to survive each
catistrophe as it arives but if I have to leave... then I can get up to all sorts of exciting things
over there too..I'm looking forward it all... What an adventure eh? I'm feeling the love...
Antonia....

CLAIRVOYANCE

If someone is interested in 2012 RV and tuning into the Planetary Psionic Field, here
is a good method for developing clairvoyance, increasing the power of the
consciousness and utilization of the higher harmonics in the human DNA structure.
It will make the Remote Viewing and Astral travel completely under control which is
essential for the 2012 scenario. As soon as the mental screen opens, you will be
connected to the Universe and from there “input” that concerns the purpose of your
incarnation here, will come.
It will come as a contact with higher intelligences or with the Gaya itself.
So here it is…

Clairvoyance is a mental ability closely tied with the remote viewing. The human’s third eye
has the leading role since it enables the consciousness to see through the mental screen.
There are many methods to develop the third eye. I have chosen to present the method I
have mastered a long time ago and am completely sure it works.

The method is universal and most of the psychic abilities can be developed through it. This
method, which in fact is a system of exercises, consists of seven stages starting with the
zener cards and as each stage is completed, the training gets harder and harder.

However, before I go any deeper into the subject of the psychic training, it is better to clear
up some things first concerning the zener cards. The zener cards, also known as ESP cards,
are the basis of the modern parapsychology. Although most people consider them just a
useful tool for ESP testing, they are much more than that.
The use of the zener cards is also a powerful tool through which individuals can awake and
develop their third eye with a special training. One deck of the zener cards consists of five
symbols multiplied five times - star, waves, plus, circle and square.
All of the 25 cards are totally black on one side and on the other side there is white
background with bolded black colored symbol. In the beginning, the task of the student
helped by an inner sense is to feel or see the symbol on the card.
Because during the training the student is blindfold, while the sense of the student’s physical
sight is off, the other senses increase and sharpen more. However, the purpose of this
universal method is not to sharpen the other senses, but to awake and develop a
(figuratively speaking) “new sense”, which contains the other five senses in it and much
more.

It is completely irrelevant how you call this new sense – third eye, sixth sense or Ajna
chakra. You will not make a mistake, because it is the same thing. Once this new sense
starts to awake, most of the psychic powers can be achieved, cultivated and made ready for
everyday use. The system of exercises to follow will lead you to a point where you will
become the master or your mental potentials.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uoKGO...tija_3886.html
The universal method is so complete that each of you willing to sacrifice about two or three
years of your life can achieve higher mental powers and develop your psychic abilities
beyond words. Nevertheless, although some authors promise you that you will develop your
psychic powers in weeks by some specific method, I will not give promises like that and I will
give you only the time that took me to develop them.

It must become perfectly clear to every true student that it takes major self-discipline, top
determination and persistence to keep up with the everyday hard training.
____________________________
STAGE ONE
As for almost everything else in psychic practice, the student must find a quiet and isolated
place to be able to work undisturbed with an assistant. It must be done in pairs because the
student must be blindfold all the time during the training, and will need somebody to put the
zener cards behind him/her and inform the student about the accuracy of the answers.

The whole process in this stage works like this:

The blindfold student must sit on a chair and the assistant should sit two meters behind him
and put the cards one by one on a smaller table. In the beginning, there must be some clear
space between the student and the table where the zener cards with the symbol up will be
put.
Since it is going to take about two to three hours of practicing, some instrumental music
cannot do any harm to the training process and it will provide a smoother training. However,
it is important that the music is with relatively slow rhythm and pleasant for hearing. Some
sounds from the ambient or meditative music enjoyable to both of them will do just fine.
However, the quiet and slow instrumental music can bring only benefit to the training and if
somebody likes to practice in silence, it is perfectly OK, and can work in silence.
The assistant should reshuffle the deck well, and put the cards one by one. The table,
except for the only one card, which has to be put in the middle point, must be completely
clear of any other objects. For now, the side with the symbol of the card should be up
because it will allow the student to feel or see it more easily. If during the process of
practicing, the assistant forgets to remove the deck from the table, it will be a major mistake.
The rest of the cards in the deck, though turned on the side with the black background up,
will surely influence the student’s efforts to locate the symbol of the target card, which is in
the middle of the table. For that reason, the assistant who can seat on a comfortable sofa
should split the deck in three piles.
All those parts should be put on the sofa and by no excuse on the table where the target
card is. The first pile should contain the wrong answers, the second the correct answers and
the third one normally, the cards which remain to be put on the table.
When the mental scan of all cards of the deck is over, the assistant informs the student of
the correct answers and notes the result in a notebook, which can be used for monitoring
the student’s progress.
Then, the assistant has to reshuffle the deck well and when that is done, the process goes
on with the next deck of cards.

The student is allowed only one answer, and the assistant (at least in this stage of the
training) should confirm the result of the student’s answer with a simple Yes/No, or
True/False.
The black fold around the student’s eyes should be neither too tight, nor too feeble.
Student’s clothes should be comfortable like tracksuit or so, to be able to sit in the chair for
hours without feeling uncomfortably. Before the training starts, it is advisable to try to sit in
one position on the chair that mostly suits the student’s body and to “freeze” in that position.
The student can put his/her arms on the knees or thighs, but he/she should try to hold the
head, neck and spine in straight line as much as possible.
Until now, I have explained the basic rules of the training, and now I will explain the inner
procedure to be performed in the consciousness. The inner process, which will be
performed in the student’s consciousness, requires great ability of visualization,
concentration, and focus on the inner psychic force and by all means great ability of the
consciousness to move out of the physical body.
Before the start with the first deck of zener cards, the student must calm the consciousness
by entering the meditative state similar to the one I have mentioned in the “deep peace
meditation”. After having calmed his/her thoughts and reached inner peace, the student
should concentrate on the inner energy, which flows through his/her body. When the student
feels the streaming of pleasant bioenergy, he/she is ready for the training and can give the
assistant a sign to put the first card on the table.

Then, the student must completely free his/her consciousness and to try to pull out the inner
sense, which lies deep down in him/her to feel the objects that are around. The first thing the
student must concentrate on is the streaming of the energy between him/her and the chair.
The student has to feel the chair as a part of him/her the way a driver feels the car while
driving it. Then, he/she should redirect the psychic feeling following the pattern: – between
him/her and the carpet (if there is any); between him and the legs of the table; the whole
table; the target card; and at the end between him/her and the card’s symbol.
The secret lies in establishing some kind of emotional bridge between one’s self and the
symbol of the target card.

The rest will come by itself.
The establishing of this kind of an emotional bridge should be done very slowly and with no
rush because it will produce contra effect if done otherwise. In other words, the student
should not keep a feeling of impatience within since it will surely lead to a wrong answer. On
the contrary, the correct answer comes as a result of patient psychic touch between the
student and the symbol of the card.
In time and with practice, the student will surely reach the level of being capable to easily
move his/her psychic touch onto the objects that are around. The inner feeling will develop
greatly and it will become so sharp that sometimes the student will feel almost equal as a
physical touch with the card. After the student reaches 70% of accuracy in the answers,
he/she should repeat this score with the next five decks.
Note: Under no condition, no matter how well the training goes, it is not advisable for the
student at this stage to start working with two cards at the same time. That would be a big
mistake, which will cost the student much more than he/she can imagine.
If the student tries to feel two or more cards in the same time, he/she will soon lose the
psychic touch and will have to work very hard again to reach the same point of development.
In other words, the student will lose two months of training just in a few minutes and will
have to practice even longer to reach the same level of accuracy.

Please, believe my words, because I have passed the whole training myself and
encountered the same problem. The practice with more cards will follow in the next stages
when the student is ready for it. Thus, the discipline of practicing is one of the primary
objectives that will lead the student to progress.
When the student succeeds to reach the result of 70% accuracy in the previous five decks
only by using the psychic touch, which usually takes two or three months to complete,
he/she is ready for the next stage. Still, this is only the weaker manifestation of the third eye
and now the student must work on the visual part of it, which is much harder to achieve.
____________________________
STAGE TWO
In the second stage, training should be extended from three to four hours a day. After the
completion of the first stage, average time to complete the second stage varies from four to
six months.
The training starts exactly the same way like in the first stage, with the student’s
achievement of 70% accuracy only by using the inner sense of psychic touch. A new
element, which the student has to add to the training, is focusing on the mental screen in a
similar way previously described in the remote viewing process.

The student should become a passive observer and wait for the mental screen to become
visible. When the level of concentration is reached and the mental screen is visible, the
student has to change its location.
That can be done by using mental efforts to pull the mental screen from the location in front
of the student’s closed eyes to the back of the head. Perhaps, in the beginning, the student
will encounter some difficulty to achieve that, but with practice, he/she will succeed to hold
the mental screen on the back of the head.
The best way is to visualize that the mental screen has become transparent, to look for the
counters of the table and to try to catch the rectangle form of the zener card, which is in the
middle of it.
The most important thing for a student is not to forget to lose the psychic touch with the table
behind even for a second.
Both processes should be done in parallel mode, and the mental screen should be frozen in
the right direction by the guidance of the psychic touch. Next thing that the student should
do is to try to observe through the mental screen towards the table where the card is.
At the same time, the student has to free him/herself from all the other thoughts or emotions
and to concentrate on the observation as best as possible.

With the intensive concentration, the contours of the table and the card, which is on it, will
start to emerge from the depths of the student’s mental screen. The student’s consciousness
must be completely stable and frozen on those very weak counters appearing on the mental
screen on the back of his head.
The primary process in this stage will be similar to making a hole in the back of one’s head.
The stronger the mental pressure on the back of the head becomes the stronger and more
visible the mental screen becomes. By mental pressure, I do not mean physical grip of the
neck or the head. I mean psychic pressure which is psychical 100 %, and which is a natural
result of the strength of the consciousness reached by previous training with the zener
cards.
In other words, the student guided by the psychical bridge between him/her and the table
behind must force the consciousness with enormous amount of mental strength to make a
psychic fissure in the back of the head. The appearance of this psychic fissure is the first
sign that the third eye of the student has started awakening.
This period of training is very important because the actual thing that is happening is
creation of the fissure in the etheric matter and the third eye will be learning to observe
through it. Anyway, the student will know when this fissure is present if he/she experiences
these effects in the consciousness:
Because of the major mental effort during focusing on observation through the mental
screen in the direction of the table where the zener card is with the symbol up, one will soon
feel that something has changed in his/her inner sight.
The darkness of the mental screen will be altered by some illumination. Then, as the mental
pressure on the zener card starts to hit stronger, it will become gray. Next, the gray color of
the mental screen will start to express some foggy characteristics. Stronger concentration
with the mental force through this foggy background will make the dot with less density
visible on the mental screen.
Finally, in this small dot something similar to a small fissure will start to appear. Everything
around this small fissure will remain foggy, but some light will start to appear in it. If the
student continues pushing the mental force through this small fissure, he/she will realize that
he/she is seeing something. At first, one will see unclear contours but in time and with
practice he/she will develop his/her psychic observation.

Once the psychic fissure appears, the consciousness of the student must not become
weaker not even for a second, but to keep the fissure open all the time. The fissure can also
appear in some other direction like table legs or so, and the student should put some mental
efforts to relocate the fissure directly above the surface of the zener card. It is very important
not to become over-exited from the newborn situation but to remain perfectly calm, stable
and focused on the training.
In case the student becomes overwhelmed with excitement, starts to fool or jump around,
the psychic fissure will close instantly, and the student will have to work twice harder to
achieve the same level of development.
Very soon after the student freezes the fissure above the zener card, the symbol on it will
start to become visible.
However, in the beginning the images will be only black and white. With further
concentration on observing through the fissure on the mental screen, the color will start to
appear. It will be coming slowly, but it will come. The moment the color starts accompanying
the psychic sight of the student is a good point from which it will not take long before the
student manages to scan all of the 25 cards correctly.
Perhaps, in the beginning through the fissure, some anomalies will be visible like seeing a
square, which in reality is a circle, but they will vanish in time. Under no circumstance, the
student should try to extend the psychic fissure until he/she has reached the score of 25
correct answers with five decks in a row. If the result is 24, it is not good enough and one
has to work until he/she reaches the top score of 25.
Note: Jumping into the next stage of the third’s eye development, without previously
achieved perfection is a major mistake. Because of that, the student must be patient and
wait until the result shows full readiness for the next level.
____________________________

STAGE THREE
This stage covers the gradual extension of the psychic fissure and observation
improvement. The training time extends from four to five hours a day. It is very important for
the student not to miss a single day of training because the painstakingly achieved level of
development is still very sensitive and it can easily retreat. Average time for completing the
third stage varies but usually it takes two weeks to a month.

Stage 3a
After the student has achieved the result of 100% of accuracy in minimum five decks
watching through the tiny fissure, the assistant is allowed to put two cards at the same time
in the middle of the table. As before, perfection is top priority and the student has a chance
to no more than just a single answer.
Now, the assistant puts two cards on the table and the student has to put strong mental
efforts to extend the psychic fissure for at least as much as to have both cards in his/her
psychic sight. Soon, though maybe not at once, after the student succeeds to extend and
freeze the psychic fissure, he/she will reach the result of 100% accuracy with two cards at
the same time.
Because his/her inner sight will be constantly frozen on the surface of the table, the student
will soon notice that from time to time he/she is able to catch the movement of the hands of
the assistant.

In contrast to the previous experience, now the student can watch strictly in color. At this
level, the fissure will allow the student to feel and watch in more subtle way. Although the
third eye is developing very fast and the student is capable of feeling and seeing the next
cards in the deck, it is advisable (at least in this stage) to concentrate only on the two target
cards.
Sometimes, the psychic fissure will get foggy but with the right mental pressure, it will get
clear again. When the student has managed to perfectly see the five decks with two cards,
the assistant can add a card more and now the student has to observe three cards at the
same time. As before, one has to use mental efforts to extend the psychic fissure even
more, at least as much as to be able to have all three cards in the psychic sight.

Usually, this is the part of the stage the student achieves very easy, because now his/her
third eye has become very active and the consciousness has only to use just some small
mental effort to focus on the task and to solve it. The rule of five-deck accuracy with 100%
applies here as well, and before achieving this result, one cannot go any further.
The moment the student has reached the needed result he/she is ready for nine cards at the
same time. Now, the assistant has to put nine cards on the table in a formation of three rows
with three cards. Both the student and the assistant have to agree and clearly determine the
rules of the next task.
Whether it is going to be from left to right of the row or the opposite, or the first row is going
to be the row closest to the student or to the assistant is completely up to them.

Again, using some mental effort, the student has to extend the psychic fissure, for at least as
much as to have all nine cards in his/her psychic sight. At this level of the stage, the student
has made a larger psychic hole and is no longer experiencing an observation through the
mental screen, which is on the back of his/her head, but is experiencing an experience as if
watching directly above the table.
In a way, the student’s consciousness has departed very close to the border side of the
psychic fissure and the student is watching through it. Once the part with the nine cards is
over, the student is ready for the fourth stage.

Stage 3b
____________________________

STAGE FOUR
When the student is done with the nine cards at the same time, put in a formation of three
rows with three cards, the assistant has to put all cards on the table. It has to be in a
formation of five rows with five cards. Logically, bigger extension of the psychic fissure is
required for the student to be able to see all of the 25 cards.
It is different now, since the student now gains the ability to move the psychic fissure on his/
her own will. In this stage, the psychic fissure does not retreat and because of that, the
student is capable to freeze or unfreeze it wherever he/she likes in the room.
Soon, other effects will appear in the student’s consciousness like hearing the assistant’s
thoughts, feeling of floating, all sorts of astral visions coming from the astral plane, etc. All
these effects in this stage of development have to be put aside and the student has to focus
only on the observation through the expanded psychic fissure.

When the student has finished with all of the 25 cards in a formation of five rows with five
cards with at least five decks, the next task is three rows, which contain 10 cards in the outer
rows and 5 in the inner one. To test the student’s ability to perfectly see with his/her inner
vision, the assistant should turn a few cards in different rows upside down.
The student has to locate the cards turned onto the other side and to tell which cards in
which rows are with the black background up, with their symbols, of course. It will be a good
checkpoint for both of them to get the real picture of the accomplished so far.

Watching through the black background of the zener card will not be difficult for the student
at this stage. However, if it is, the student can solve the task only by using stronger mental
pressure on the black surface of the card and the symbol will immediately become visible for
him/her.
As the training advances, the assistant should test the student’s clairvoyance more often by
putting harder and harder combinations in the rows like five circles in one group in the same
row, or lots of cards turned upside down, etc., and to ask the student: “What do you see
now?”
In other words, the assistant has to put the hardest combination of all of the 25 cards, but
now, the student can do amazing stuff and probably, he/she will solve every task that the
assistant assigns very easy and very fast. Once they are done with the testing and the
student does not miss any more, the assistant should go in another room and put all the
zener cards on the floor.
To achieve the observation in the other room, the student has to move the psychic fissure
through the wall, which separates the rooms and to freeze it above the floor where the zener
cards are. When he/she successfully solves all 25 cards, the assistant should take a pen
and point to different cards. Now, the student has to see in which row the card is, and
normally, what is the symbol touched by the peak of the assistant’s pen.

Stage 4
When all this is achieved, the student is ready for the next stage of the training. The time
necessary for completion of the fifth stage varies from one to three weeks.
____________________________

STAGE FIVE
In this stage of the training, the student continues to further develop the inner sight, and if
everything goes, as it should, eventually, he/she will be capable to read with the physical
eyes closed. To complete this stage it usually takes 7 to 9 days. Before one begins with this
stage, he/she has to repeat all of the previous stages.
Since the student is now in great shape, he/she will finish them incredibly fast. I assume this
so, because having reached this level of clairvoyance to repeat all of the four previous
stages it will take the student less than 20 minutes. When that is done, the assistant should
bring other deck of cards, which will contain all the letters of the alphabet.
By size and shape, they have to be the same with the zener cards with the only difference
that where the symbols of the zener cards have been, the letters stand on the letter cards
now.
Just the same, as with the zener cards, the assistant has to reshuffle the letter cards well
and to put one letter card in the middle of the table. The task of the student is to try to see
the letter helped by the psychic fissure.
The procedure is just the same, as with the zener cards. When the student finishes with
100% accuracy with one letter card in minimum five decks, the assistant can put two cards
and when that also is completed, they can start with 3 letter cards at the same time. When
they reach this level of the fifth stage the assistant can combine some shorter words like
day, sun, one, car, etc.
The student should not have any problems with the reading now, because his/her third eye
is very active and the inner sight is very close to the clearness of the physical eyes.
Then, the assistant has to combine some four or five lettered words and when that is done
as well, to start with more complex and longer words. It is amazing for both of them to
participate in live in this kind of event, and it is an unbreakable proof for presence of the pure
mental power in the room.
The training continues with long and complex sentences, which will require other decks with
letter cards because sometimes (for example) the letter E will repeat itself in the sentence
more than 7 times. Very important to be mentioned is that the student’s consciousness will
surely be exposed to all sorts of phenomenal effects like direct hearing of every assistant’s
thought, many astral visions that come and go incredibly fast, the loss of the physical
feeling, etc.

The student will have to restrain from exploring those effects, which come because of the
high level of the third’s eye function.
Also, the student will experience a strong spinning feeling around the chair to the level that it
will look like he/she is going to lose consciousness and fall into a complete blackness. The
above normal mental power awaken by the third eye produces that effect and the student
has to get used to it and to learn to control it.
Now the student’s consciousness is very strong and the student will soon discover
awareness of the processes that are running through his/her physical body never dreamed
of before as possible to be sensed.

Stage 5
After the student manages to perfectly solve all the tasks assigned in the form of sentences
to be read, the assistant should mix the two decks, the one with the zener cards and the one
with the letter cards and put them on the table in many rows. This time all the cards have to
be closed or with the black background up, and the next task for the student will be to see
them all. The assistant now has to take the notebook and record all the data the student
tells. The successfully solved task of this kind points clearly that the student is ready for the
next stage.
____________________________

STAGE SIX
In the sixth stage, the student will experience something as never before. He/she will be
able to see exactly the same as with his/her physical eyes and much more. The student will
achieve what most people consider impossible in this very advanced stage.
Example:
Shaun Tan - a Mentalist was totally blindfolded when he demonstrated his skills. To ensure
that he really cannot see, a thick black hood was placed over his entire head.
He was blindfolded at the wheels of a Pajero and drove the 5km distance - from Dataran
Merdeka to KLCC - in 15 minutes.

The mentalist, who undertook the fund-raising daredevil attempt to prove his power of
"positive thinking" and raise funds for the National Council for the Blind Malaysia, was
assisted by 40 traffic policemen.
They guided him at every turn of the route, and half of them escorted him along the way.
Shaun arrived at KLCC around 9.30am and walked, still blindfolded, to the fourth floor, to
thunderous applause.
It was his first attempt and he cautioned others not to mimic him as "it is very dangerous".
However, he said his achievement proved everyone has the power to overcome and
achieve.
This event is just one of so many. This one happened at the end of January 1999. To be
more precise, he drove through the heart of Kuala Lumpur on 24th January 1999 wearing a
blindfold and with a hood over my head! Over 40 policemen were involved, with beautiful
model and actress Angeline Tan in the passenger seat.
"It was just like a normal drive!", she said.
This is not special. You can learn to do it too. They only thing that stops you is your belief
system and a solid mental practice. There are at lest 200 well documented events about
similar ESP performances in all parts of the world but all this is blocked and continue to be
blocked by the Elite because they simply do not allow this to come to worlds leading media,
or they simply ridicules those persons...
Anyway, lets go on...

However, before the student becomes capable of doing far greater extraordinary things,
he/she will have to develop the inner sight even more by learning to observe deeper into the
physical matter.
The stage begins with the assistant reshuffling the whole zener deck and putting it in the
middle of the table. Now, the student is assigned another task and will have to see all of the
25 of the zener cards at the same time penetrating through the whole deck. To achieve that,
the student will have to change the frequency of the inner sight and to visualize all 25 cards
placed in the astral space one above another.
When the vision of the whole deck levitating in the dark astral space in front of him/her
appears in the consciousness, the student will have to use some strong mental effort to
deeply penetrate through the whole deck. He/she will have to tell the assistant the answers
for all of the 25 cards starting from the first to the last one and the assistant should not touch
the deck, not even once. The assistant will have to record the student’s answers in the
notebook and when all the 25 answers are given check the results.

It is relevant to be mentioned that this is a difficult task and in the beginning, the student will
surely encounter some errors. That is because the student does not use psychic fissure but
uses another frequency of perception instead.
A little patience will enable the student to get used to this new way of seeing and he/she will
surely learn how to do it. He/she can achieve the deeper scanning visualizing his/her astral
hands removing and seeing one by one all the cards on the astral reflection of the physical
deck, which is in the middle of the table behind. In other words, the student will have to
visualize him/herself astrally picking one card from the deck visible on the dark astral space
in his/her consciousness.

Then, turning it upside down the student has to try to see the symbol if it is not already
illuminated and to throw the card away. Then, he/she has to repeat the same procedure with
the remaining 24 cards.
When the student reaches the level with 100% accuracy with the deep scanning in minimum
five decks one after another, he/she is ready for the next thing to be mastered. Now, the
assistant will have to reshuffle the deck again and to ask the student to tell which card is (for
example) 19th, counting from the top or from the bottom card. To solve this task the student
will have to reach again within his/her consciousness and to find the whole deck, which will
be levitating in the astral space.
Then, the only remaining thing to do is to count and when he/she reaches the 19th card, the
student will have to remove it from the deck and to see the symbol on it. It is as simple as
that and there is no other secret for this task. The assistant will have to ask the student then
about the symbols of the rest of the cards in the deck and when that is nicely done, the
training continues with 2-5 cards at the same time. For example, the assistant can assign
the student to tell the symbols on the 5th, 11th, 18th, 21st and the 23rd card.

Usually, when the student reaches this level of the sixth stage, the astral light will illuminate
the symbols of the target cards and he/she will not have to count them one by one to solve
the tasks. I have mentioned the way the procedure can be done anyway. The next step in
this stage is deep scanning through the deck of letter cards.
The procedure is the same as with the deep scanning of the deck with the zener cards.
Once this is also accomplished, the assistant mixes those two decks into one and the
student has to see them all starting from the top to the bottom card. This is a very good
exercise or should I better say test, and when it is completed the student is in a real good
psychic shape.
The next level of the sixth stage is mastering the zoom ability of the student’s inner sight.
Including a book into the training should do the trick, so the assistant should put it in the
middle of the table and open it on some page. Then, the assistant will have to choose one
sentence from the page and to encircle it with a pen.

The task of the student is to move the inner sight through the psychic fissure above the
surface of the book and to start to zoom it until he/she reaches clearness to read from the
page. To pull this off, the student will have to work and train hard because maximum
concentration and full control of the psychic fissure is required. The student will have to find
out the number of the page of the book and to read the sentence circled with the pen.

When the student achieves this, he/she is capable of seeing so much clearer and better
even to pull this off when the task of reading is in other rooms. In this stage, the student has
to tear apart the psychic fissure by using the maximum strength of the consciousness. In
other words, to do that, the student will have to use ultimate mental efforts to extend the
psychic fissure to infinity until he/she experiences that the psychic fissure is starting to tear
apart.

Furthermore, he/she has to put final pressure until the fissure is torn apart completely and
until the student gains an ability of seeing exactly the same as with his/her physical eyes.
Once the psychic fissure is torn apart, the student will see completely normal no matter to
where the student points his/her head. It is an amazing experience and only by using certain
mental efforts, this new inner sight will be accompanied with other supernatural abilities.
This is a very high achievement of the student and his/her third eye is awake. From now on,
the real effects of the astral force will start to appear and the student will have to learn to
master them all.
____________________________

STAGE SEVEN
The seventh stage is the most interesting. Further, the training continues with the student’s
practice to project him/herself into his/her astral body and to perform an observation in other
locations. In this stage, the student needs two assistants to give the assignments, one to
stay in the same room with him/her and one situated in another apartment.

The first thing that the assistant in the other apartment should do is to take one photo and
put it on a table with the image up. Now that the psychic fissure is torn apart and the student
watches with the consciousness just the same he/she would observe with physical eyes the
student faces another task. He/she has to leave the physical body and to take a short astral
trip to the other apartment with the purpose to see the photo that is on the table.
Then, he/she has to return to the physical body and to tell the first assistant all the data
collected from the out of the body experience. Both assistants should be in touch by cellphone all the time during the seventh stage to exchange the data and clarify the accuracy of
the student’s observations.
The best part is that the time has come for the student to explore all of the psychic effects
that have been coming into his/her consciousness a long time. Because of the great
strength of his/her consciousness, the student is capable of leaving the physical body in less
than five seconds. It is enough for him or her to use some mental effort to astrally project at
least two meters up front. Then if one turns around he/she will find him/herself sitting on the
chair blindfold.
As soon as the student does that, the perspective of the inner observation changes, he/she
will lose the physical sense and will find him/herself in a new body standing two meters in
front of him/herself. If he/she looks upon him/herself, the student will see that he/she is in a
transparent body, which is a complete copy of the physical carrier.

The student will also notice the tiny white line, which is representing the human contour and
some smaller or larger blue illumination around it. The whole room will be perfectly visible to
his/her astral vision and he/she will soon discover that he/she can see much better and
deeper than being ever able with his/her physical eyes, of course if that is what the
individual wants.

Perhaps in the beginning, the student will experience biolocation because of not being
experienced enough to hold his/her consciousness on the astral plane but in time one will
learn to control the new, immaterial body.

Now is the right time for the student to learn to use the astral body, starting with a strong
command to leave the apartment. As soon as he/she does that, the student will realize that
his/her astral body reacts on even tiniest wish or command.
To reach the apartment where the second assistant is, the student can concentrate to find
him/herself directly in front of the table where the task is and his/her astral body will teleport
there immediately. It is also possible to do the same by the standard way of penetrating
through walls, entering into other apartments, going out and flying until reaching the target
apartment, etc.
However, after the student has reached the target apartment, he/she has to look around and
walk to the table where the photo has been placed. It is appropriate to try to remember as
many details as he/she can about the apartment and all the things seen on the way there
and back, before he/she returns to the physical body.
After the student regains the physical feeling of sitting on the chair again, he/she has to
describe the photo to the first assistant with all the data noticed during the astral excursion.
Then, the assistants have to compare all the data from the student’s statement by their
mobile phones. When the second assistant confirms the accuracy of the data in the
student’s statement, the first assistant is writing down the result in the notebook or a laptop.
The student has to repeat the same procedure by reading a sentence from some book,
which will be put on the table of another apartment. The reading should not be difficult for
the astral vision of the student because of the previous experience with it.
However, it can take some time to master this to perfection. Then, the tasks will become
increasingly difficult and chosen on the second assistant’s free choice. For example, the
assistant can put some thing in a closed box somewhere in the apartment and the student
using the astral body has to find where the box is and what is in it. All the results will have to
be constantly monitored. A good exercise for the astral development of the student would be
to work with both assistants at the same time.

Reading 10 digit numbers, one that will be in the same room in front of the first assistant and
one that will be written on a sheet of paper in front of the second assistant is the content of
this exercise. The best test for the limits of the student’s power will be to solve tasks that are
very distant from his/her physical body by taking astral trips to other countries if he/she has
some friend to assist him/her with the training.
Note: When the student has reached the level to read with his/her physical eyes closed and
by using only the inner eye, the student will have to develop his/her mental skills more and
more. In time and with practice these abilities will increase and the effects of the mental
power will be beyond average human understanding.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iUD2W...eature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9pdpy...eature=related
http://www.metacafe.com/watch/1061954//
As far as clairvoyance is concerned, I will have to note that it is not complete until the third
eye is fully open and active. However, now the very advanced student who has mastered all
these seven stages has also made tremendous step forward, but a long and unknown path
still has to be walked ahead.
I have presented all seven stages designed for the awakening and developing of the third
eye. In this particular case it is the clairvoyance ability through the step by step opening of
the psychic eye from which the sixth and the seventh are the most appropriate for
developing many other psychic abilities like telepathy, psychometry, psychokinesis, etc.
http://english.pravda.ru/topic/Boriska-30
http://farshores.org/pmag2.htm
http://www.harryprice.co.uk/Famous%2...harryprice.htm
Presently, our solar system is gaining powerful energy from outside, and that outer
energy is changing entirely the Matrix structure of this region.
And I mean on every level and on every harmonic. This change as was previously
presented will finish on 28 March 2013.

So probably this method that took me long time to complete, under this new
conditions that we are exposed to, and the obvious DNA awakening on a global
scale…it will probably be achieved much, much faster.
I hope that all this that was posted, will be useful to someone.

Best regards,
Astralwalker

Hollow Planets

Respected Sno dome,
Still having difficulties finding time. I’m almost done here.
Here is some material that can trigger some thoughts. The data is not filtered and
analyzed. But I will try to do that as soon as I can.
..................Under Construction................
Saturn's Polar Aurora

This image of the northern polar region of Saturn shows both the aurora and underlying atmosphere,
seen at two different wavelengths of infrared light as captured by NASA’s Cassini spacecraft.
This image is a composite captured with Cassini’s visual and infrared mapping spectrometer. The
aurora image was taken in the near-infrared on Nov. 10, 2006, from a distance of 1,061,000
kilometers (659,000 miles), with a phase angle of 157 degrees and a sub-spacecraft planetocentric
latitude of 52 degrees north. The image of the clouds was obtained by Cassini on June 15, 2008,
from a distance of 602,000 kilometers (374,000 miles) and a sub-spacecraft planetocentric latitude of
73 degrees north.

Jupiter
Bright, star-like beacon that sends rays streaming from the exact center of Jupiter's north
pole in the midst of the circling polar winds.

Cloud formations on earth's north pole analyzed by NASA, leaving an unexplained dark
hole...

This image shows newly discovered "hot spot" on Saturn's north pole and the mysterious
hexagon that encircles the pole. Image credit: NASA/JPL/GSFC/Oxford University

While scientists already knew about the hot spot at Saturn's south pole from previous
observations by the W. M. Keck Observatory in Hawaii, the north pole vortex was a surprise.
This are conclusions from respected Sepp Hasslberger:

The concept of a "hollow earth" has been around for centuries. Today, it is debunked as a
mere scientific curiosity, as in this article by John H. Lienhard, from which also comes the
following illustration by William Reed published in 1906.

http://blog.hasslberger.com/2007/12/...e_whirlpo.html
Is there any evidence for this and why haven't we seen it?
If this line of thought is to turn out correct, we should be finding evidence that planets and
stars are hollow shells that possess polar openings and a luminous point at the center.
There are some strong indications that this may indeed be so, but it seems that data is not
freely released. Where some evidence does become available, it is explained away or
simply not discussed - it does not fit the prevailing view.
We should see polar openings leading to the hollow interior of our own and other planets,
only we don't - at least normally. Very few published images actually show the poles directly.
Many of those present signs of having been manipulated. Try and find images that show the
earth's north pole. You will see a blob of "white-out" or the electronic equivalent of it - a white
spot that has been airbrushed into the picture.
Here is an example of an image of the north pole, where a large portion of the polar area is
covered by ... ice you might say, but it really isn't ice as you can see by comparing the
completely white area of the polar ice with the much more structured and darker color ice on
adjacent Greenland.

I realize that there will be strong feelings both for and against, but I am bringing this forth as
a matter for consideration, and in the firm expectation that time will prove that I am not out
on a limb here.
1) both planets and stars show variously sized openings at the poles
2) a central luminous feature will be visible when looking straight at the polar opening of a
planet and reflections of this "internal light source" will cause luminous phenomena visible
under certain conditions to observers who are not aligned with the planet's axis.
3) Planets are habitable (hospitable for life) not only on the outside but also on the inside of
their "shell".
4) More heat is radiated by planets than is received from the outside.
5) As the planetary vortex continually collects and brings in more particles of matter,
planetary shells will be found to be slowly expanding.
....................
Mars pictured with South pole either cut off (first four images) or covered by a large circular
black patch in the last image

Another image of Mars showing a polar feature that is said to be ice, but may well be a polar
opening...

Earth

The Eskimos say the Vikings had migrated further and further north, then one day their men
found a paradise in the north -- a place the Eskimo had always known about but stayed
away from because they believed it to be inhabited by evil spirits. The Viking explorer parties
had came back and had told the rest of their Greenland colony of their wonderful discovery.
All promptly packed their bags, and singing songs, departed suddenly northward and never
returned. The eskimo tradition is that over the ice towards the northwest, in the direction
Admiral Peary sighted Crocker land and Cook sighted Bradley land, is a ..."land that is
warm; is clothed in summer verdure the year around; is populated by fat caribou and muskox. It lies," they say even to this day, "in the direction of the coastal trail-route north."
Lt. Green shows that trail on his map. It is located on west side of Greenland, and goes up
around Ellesmere Island, and out over the pack ice in a northwest direction towards the land
he claimed exists in the "Unexplored Area." That is the same area I have estimate the North
Polar Opening is located.
Jan Lamprecht has a map on page 193 of his book, HOLLOW PLANETS, showing the
location and directions of sightings of mirages of anomalous lands in the arctic, which are
not found on any current day maps. Taking these sightings and triangulating them towards
the points towards which they were observed and from the locations in which they were
sighted, gives us another indication where the center of the North Polar Opening most likely
is located.

North from the New Siberian Islands the Russians sighted the mirage of Sannikov land.
Northwest of Ellesmere Island was the sighting of Crocker land by Admiral Peary, Lt. Green
and MacMillan. Bradley land was also sighted in that same general direction by Polar
explorer Dr. Cook on his way to discover the pole. From Alaska, from Harrison Bay, was
sighted land also towards the north west by Captain Keenan. If we draw a line from each of
these locations towards their respective directions in which anomalous land was sighted, we
arrive once again at the location I have determined must be the location of the North Polar
Opening centered on 141 E Longitude, 84.4 deg N Latitude.

This is a comment from a new energy list I am copying here as very relevant to the subject:
The statement is I suppose referenced to the Sun. The basic assumption for the past about
80 years has been that the sun was doing thermonuclear fusion. Unfortunately there is
absolutely no data to back this up. Here goes for the proofs.
(1) If the sun is a thermonuclear fusion furnace as postulated it will produce the neutrino
output associated with the reactions. (The have not been found. I know the excuses but
fudging doesn't fix a theory!)
(2) If the sun core is the source of solar heat, it will be hotter near the core and cooler as one
extends outward. (In fact the sun gets hotter going out towards and past the photosphere.
The temperature of the surface that is seen is about 5,000 C to 10,000 C. The corona
temperature reaches 2,000,000 C. The heat is going the wrong way folks! )
(3) If the sun core is the source of solar heat, the "solar wind" will be fastest as it leaves the
sun and slow down as the ionized material exits the sun and goes far into space. This is
defined by the laws of motion and by the laws vapor pressures, ionization etc. (In fact the
solar wind accelerates going outward to a great extent. The solar wind varies but has been
observed to leave at about 10,000 km/hr and to pass earth going about 83,000 km/sec. The
same event saw the material pass Saturn going nearly 150,000 km/sec. And yes I do know
that the speed of light is 300,000 km/sec.) -- That ain't possible by the fusion theory of the
sun!
So we have 3 big undeniable violations of the process. But it gets deeper. The concept of
the construction of a star by nebular condensation which follows the rules in (3) says that as
soon as a star went critical on its fusion reactions, the result would blow the star to bits. We
would never see anything but a trivial emission from a star because it would stop collecting
matter if it cranked up.
Now the spectrograph has actually told us quite well what the sun was for 250 years. It is in
fact a body largely of Iron and Nickel with a thin Xenon atmosphere with hydrogen and
helium in it. Thin here is relative to size.
The issues then come up. How do we power the sun and what evidence do we have of this
power and then what are the results of it.

If you divert to the FARADAY basic design for a generator you find that you have the basic
prototype for any body in space that is spinning. It generates current centered on a mid
latitude band near the equator and at both poles. These currents will enter the disc as vortex
structures of plasma. This is exactly what we have seen with the Stereo B mission to the
Sun. It is exactly what we see with the aurora on earth and it has been observed on the sun
as the concentration of the opposite charge appears on the polar zone also somewhat
separate of the pole. This is typical plasma physics. The only problem with the Faraday
design is that it provides a massive torque load on the spinning body. However; De Palma
solved this in the 1950's. If the magnetic field bias is allowed to float with the spinning disk,
you get all the current and none of the torque loading. So now you can get the energy of a
spinning earth, sun or whatever without a torque stopping the spin. This is the observed
Storms and Aurora on the earth and is the observed sun spots and polar aurora on the sun.
It has been observed on Saturn, Jupiter and Uranus.
This predicts the flow patterns observed and temperatures observed. The surface of the sun
would be much cooler as it would actually have little current passing it. The exterior would
be hotter and the solar wind would sustain increasing velocity so long as it is connected to
the disc. Similarly the earth would have such high altitude heating and ionization. It does!
The sun and all bodies in the universe operate the same way and this is standard electrical
physics and plasma physics industrial rules. This explains a lot and doesn't need the funky
physics and dark matter etc that says we cannot see what is going on.
Now there is only one problem with this prediction set. According to the Gravity theories of
the Universe, the high mass of the sun predicted by the intensity of the discharges on it and
the mass predicted by the spectrograph demands a mass of the sun be about 100,000 times
that observed. This would seem to be a theory killer until you run into the work which has
been experimentally demonstrated and is published on CERN. This is the work of Fran De
Aquino of Brazil. It turns out that these massive plasma flows in space gravity shield the
mass of the sun from us. As a result the sun can and probably does have 100,000 times the
observed mass by Gravity effects.
Thought you might like to know. There is absolutely no evidence to support the nuclear
theory of stars. I know that this blows up nearly all the pet theories of cosmology and such.
But it opens the door to understanding the structure and operations of the universe. This is
what Tesla called the Wheel Work of Nature.
One of the curious facts of Gravity shielding is that the inertial mass of an object is
proportional to the G. That is if you shield to 1/100th G you have 1/100th inertial mass. The
oddity here is well described on Fran De Aquino's website. If you read it, it tells how to build
an interstellar space ship motor and power it. This is pretty simple stuff so don't get lost in
his heavy math.
......................................

Vortex as an 'accretion' force
I am proposing a different, more or less diametrically opposed view of star and galaxy
formation to the theory held today. Stars are formed by vortex action. It is the spin that
initiates a vortex that is the seed for star formation, not gravity.
What is today called an "accretion disk" is actually a sign of dissipation. The work of
accretion in star formation is done by the concentrating forces of a double vortex. That
vortex accretes interstellar gases like a giant whirlpool and it is vortex action that is causing
the accumulation of matter - not gravity as generally assumed.
Spin is the causative force in forming any agglomeration of matter. It is the seed for the
formation of galaxies, stars and planets. Spin forms a double vortex, which is responsible for
concentrating matter that is finely distributed in the universe. Spin is also a telltale signature
of the energy of life.
Spin stresses and distorts the fabric of space forming a helixactually a pair of vortices.
Those vortices, like two huge whirlpools, induce a flow of space and the matter contained in
it, towards the center point of torsion, the star seed. At the point of impact of the two
opposing in-flowing vortices, incoming matter collides and, in an explosive fireworks display
that forms a plasma ball, is thrown outwards in roughly spherical symmetry.
At a certain distance out from this central point of impact - how far depends on the rotational
strength of the star seed - the outward motion of the particles accreted by the vortices is now
stopped by growing gravitational influence. The matter so collected starts to form a hollow
shell of first gaseous and later solid matter. That shell is roughly spherical - with openings at
the poles where the vortices are free to bring in further material.
What is generally called an "accretion disk" today is formed by matter that escapes along
the shell's equator due to overwhelming centrifugal forces. In the case of a star, this
becomes a protoplanetary disk, a flat equatorial disk of rotating matter that provides the
material needed for the formation of planets. Planets coagulate around their own planetary
seeds of spin, in a similar manner as the original star. A planetary vortex pair attracts matter
from the protoplanetary disk to form a planetary shell. This hollow planetary structure
coagulates around the point of equilibrium between centrifugal forces and gravity.
Instead of only gravitation, we have several forces at work in star and planet formation: the
centripetal (concentrating and accelerating) action of vortex, the explosive, expanding action
resulting from two opposing streams of matter violently impacting at the central point,
gravitation which tends to stop and compact matter that tries to escape from the exploding
center and finally centrifugal force which provides a counter to gravitation, and which is
responsible for the formation of any "accretion disk" which is really a disk of matter that
escaped gravity through overwhelming centrifugal force.
The firework at the point of impact of the two opposing vortices is a permanent feature, a
source of light and other radiation located inside both planets and stars. In planets, it
remains a hidden feature only occasionally giving rise to a halo of light we see as an aurora
around the polar openings. In stars, that firework is what determines a star's luminosity.

The postulated fusion reaction of hydrogen into helium is not what drives heat and
luminosity of stars. It may be a secondary reaction to the real source of the star's luminosity,
which is the violent impact of two vortices at the center of the star.

..................Under Construction................
An image of the earth's north pole where a large area appears "airbrushed" in pristine white
- to cover up ... what?

The Cassini spacecraft has sent back to earth an interesting image of Saturn's north polar
aurora. According to the Hollow Planet theory, auroras on all planets are caused by the inner
suns within each planet emanating their solar winds out through their polar openings. Until
scientists realize that all planets are hollow with interior suns, they will be mystified by these
auroral lights on other planets. Read their report here.
There are four reasons that the auroras cannot be caused by our outer sun. First, the solar
wind from our outer sun is not powerful enough to light up the auroras on any planet
including earth. Second, the magnetic fields of each planet prevents the outer sun solar wind
from entering the atmosphere and lighting up the auroras.
Third, the auroral radiation has been observed to emanate FROM the planet following the
electromagnetic field lines of the planet AWAY from the planet. Fourth, variations in the
auroral displays occur at both poles at the same time strongly indicating that the solar
radiation causing the auroral displays originates from the planet's core.
(Ed Note: The Cassini image included by Astralwalker on Project Avalon would not copy to
this document).
...............

Mars

Map showing the thickness of Mars' south polar layered ice deposits(purple represents the
thinnest areas; red the thickest). The dark circle is an area where data could not be
collected.

Regards,
Astralwalker

Thanks Oneness. I really appreciate.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0wE5J...t=44268&page=5
Respect,
Astralwalker

Nexus Part Two

More Crop Circles
Hi Marian-Librarian,
Thanks for the link. I really appreciate.
We had been monitoring this site from the very beginning. It’s a nice website.
You can also check the crop formation archive:
http://www.x-cosmos.it/cropcircles/
Regards,
Astralwalker
Hi Tez,
Thank you for the link. I really appreciate.
I had analyzed the data and my opinion is this:
I have been monitoring the scientific results that comes Russian Academy of Science,
especially the ones from Russian physicists Alexej Dimitrijev who was in charge of a project
concerning changes in the all planets of our solar system and 2012 scenario.
Also I know about the bio-chemical research of Dr. W. C. Levengood concerning the crop
samples inside the crop formation.
I totally agree with the magnetic anomaly present inside the formation.
I agree with laser beaming the DNA sample, mapping the Junk DNA and founding language
patterns and the results that they come up with.

But I disagree with these conclusions:
According to Fosar and Bludorf therefore this natural energy is brought about by
hypercommunication via magnetic wormholes in the DNA. The crop circle is a group
consciousness phenomenon.
The geometrical and philosophically significant shapes of the crop circles can be explained,
as pointed out by Fosar and Bludorf, in terms of Jungian archetypes in the collective
unconscious.
This also of course explains a very essential element of crop circle phenomena, namely that
they seem to interact with the psyche of the human observers.
______________________________
- The crop circles are mainly made by extraterrestrial intelligence capable of multidimensional
travel. Despite that the messages have hypercommunication nature they are not made by
human collective unconscious but from intelligent beings.
- If they are materializing via thought manifestation, then how come they send helicopters and
jet to chaise them away. And they are traceable on the radar.

If you notice, they are visible on infrared before they enter the atmosphere and because of the
Star Wars weapons targeting them, they dematerialize and vanish from the infrared which
means they disappear from the physical-etherical plane to astral or higher and when they
passed this line of “defence” they materialize above the fields when they again become
traceable for radar.

They usually use etheric portals which are marked with large stone horses on the ground (I’m
speaking mostly UK).
Other thing is…from time to time I receive this download too…so I can assure you that are
solid and not a product of archetypes in the collective unconscious.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cM2_dcH_NNA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X5bG0UVVEEk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e0jpU...eature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kdeJr...eature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ATd3-2sslbs&NR=1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d1h_0ZWLECs&NR=1

Namaste!!!
As you are so knowledgeable in astronomy, my question is have you heard of Coral Castle
in Homestead , Florida?? The builder of this was from Russia and built this using levitation.
Many are wondering what multiple reasons it was built. Many feel that he hid Tessla's coil in
shape of walls.(To be used as a free energy capacitor) Pls see this site:
www.code144.com by Jeremy Stride
Then I came across another clip of Jack schmidt from apollo 17 flight to moon and shows
shapes of a Hedgestone and a similar structure to Coral castle!!!(On moon surface!!!)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q7enBCfQ1uc
If there is more to this than a free energy capacitor,as he has alignments in stone , pls let
me know!!! I feel he knew (ED Leedskolnin) that there was another structure on the moon. It
was not randomn sculptures!!!
I am awaiting what you may think!!
Blessings!!

Aloha Astral Walker,
I've spent quite a few hours going through your thread as I was so impressed by your
research data that I wanted to download it and give it to my husband as a Christmas gift.
Subsequently, I've also spent many hours editing it down into a readable format. All 157
pages so far.
I've also been going through the pictures collecting the original links to post under the picture
for reference and can easily do that here if you wish.
After reading all of this data my question is this... how do you know it is a blue white light
eminating out from the galactic center on 13Dec2012 and that one would be safe in the
open with hopes of the light coming in contact with them. Given the angle of the planet
during that time of year I would think only portions of the planet may be exposed to the
galactice rays while others would not be exposed.
In addition, I'm also curious as to what happens upon contact. Does one become
transfigured where the physical body gets to come along on the journey (only transformed),
or is it dropped and the soul is free to soar into the astral plane while waiting for the glacitic
dimensional shift to occur?
In fact, my curiousity is aroused as I wondered just where did this particular information
come from?
I love science but also studied as a mystic years ago so am personally familiar with
interdimensional travel. And during a few near death experiences, as my soul was beginning
to flow out and away... it did seem to know where to go.
However, your information tends to conflict with other information I've read about portals. As
I also have friends who are contactees, the information is very varied depending upon the
type of contact experience they've each had.
As I've had personal conversations with a number of these people, my curiousity is stoked
as to who is really giving correct info.
How do we know that this information with respect to the harvesting of souls is accuracte?
Again, I want to thank you and let you know how much I've appreciated what you have
shared here as it is clearly evident to me this has taken many, many hours of research and
is a labor of love.
Mahalo nui loa,
Carol
__________________

Aloha, thank you, do jeh, toda, arigato, merci, grazie, salamat po, gracias, tack, sukria, danke schoen,
dank u, mahalo nui loa

Aloha Carol,
Thank you that you have use from the material. I really appreciate.
Quote:
After reading all of this data my question is this... how do you know it is a blue white light
eminating out from the galactic center on 13 Dec 2012 and that one would be safe in the
open with hopes of the light coming in contact with them.
Scientific research have shown that the core of the active galaxy can shine brighter
then the galaxy itself. We are talking about the cosmic rays electrons braking away
from the galactic core, close to the speed of light which produces a bluish bright
light.
When this happens the bluish bright light is so bright that it starts to produce white light
also.
The Divine Creation expresses its self in this holographic Universe mostly through light
that can sustain the most high vibration. The most pure energy can stream in bluishwhite light. It’s a colour of the Creator as 777 is his mathematical divine code.
Despite the fact that Divine Creation exist in all colours, its everywhere and in
everything, other colours are only less or more, conductors for energy of Love.
For example Cosmic Love can not easily move through black and red colour because
the vibration is not suitable, but can move more easily through yellow, light green, and
the most though light blue and white.

You see, whoever created this animation can not feel from the hearth. The Sry Yantra is the
depiction of everything we have to know about our Universe, but the person who created this,
has put light flashes that do not resonate with peace and harmony but it disturbs you.
On the other hand, this simple image emanates with much calmer and balanced energies and
resonates with your inner divine.

The observations of so many other galaxies through the Hubble Telescope and Chandra Xray Observatory, we can see that bright bluish light from the active galactic cores.
On the spiritual side, the Hopi Indians spiked about blue star in sky that shines so bright that
illuminates everything and that was visible on the sky for a long time.
As the results of long years existing research of my friend Dr. Paul, what he calls a Super
Wave Event and I’m calling it a Nexus, triggers extreme climate changes.

Dr. Paul is aware that Super Wave Event is coming but he has no evidence what date in the
future they will arrive.
I on the other hand, went on different areas of research and I get different input from most of
the people.
Quote:
After reading all of this data my question is this... how do you know it is a blue white light
eminating out from the galactic center on 13 Dec 2012 and that one would be safe in the
open with hopes of the light coming in contact with them.
- The pictograms had clearly shown that on this date from Earth we will see those
beams in the sky coming from the direction of the center of Milky Way. Also on this day
we will se a bright comet in the sky. How long it will take before they reach our Sun and
this expands to the scale of the centar inner sun of Venus and projects a beams toward
our planet I can not tell precisely. My guess is 21 Dec 2012 or 23-24 Dec 2012 like
depicted in the crop circle formation.
- I do believe that we will have better input next crop circle about this event and lot more.
Now people starts to look more openly to this messages and we are going somewhere. I
believe that we will be ready on time and do what we have to do.
Quote:
After reading all of this data my question is this... how do you know it is a blue white light
eminating out from the galactic center on 13Dec2012 and that one would be safe in the
open with hopes of the light coming in contact with them.
- The Ancient records clearly stated that those who are one with the Creator, fears nothing,
no man, no evil, no phenomena, no event etc.
- You are possibly right, it will be safer inside because climate change and other things will
start to happen long before December 2012. Its posible (its only my opinion) many of us will
experience unpleasant moments.
The Elite will try to reduce the population and they already started to. They are shooting at us
with everything they got. From vaccines, aspartame, fluoride, electronic pollution, subliminal
technologies, and everything you can and can not think off. So we have to build a balance to
that force a grid of consciousness a new awareness that will connect humanity. Time is
speeding up and everything starts to unroll much much faster and soon it will be obvious what
I’m talking about. More and more people will start to receive the same download and what
have we do. I will elaborate on this when some time off comes.
However, its smart that people start to preparing and exchange experience and ideas about
eventual survival groups. I believe it will be a one or two save zones on every continent and
the ETs will show the correct ones. Will people choose to believe them or not, its their choice
and everyone has to reach deep down where the heart shines the most brighter and to feel
what choice it points. In the times that are coming, our only compass will be our heart and our

saviour will be combining into one stream of consciousness which aligns with the stream of
the Universe.
Summarised, do what you feel that is right choice for you…in any case the Matrix will show
you the way…that’s how this info come to you…
Quote:
Given the angle of the planet during that time of year I would think only portions of the
planet may be exposed to the galactic rays while others would not be exposed.
- The whole planet will be exposed on Hunab Ku bath through our Sun, so it will not
make difference about which side you are on the planet. Besides if you look around you
in the solar system you will notice that all the planets are getting brighter and brither and
this will continue to a point where our solar system will become so bright that will be
incredible. I know I can not back this up in the moment, but it will come.
Quote:
In addition, I'm also curious as to what happens upon contact. Does one become
transfigured where the physical body gets to come along on the journey (only transformed),
or is it dropped and the soul is free to soar into the astral plane while waiting for the galactic
dimensional shift to occur?
- There are opinions that because of change in the Matrix, the physical vehicles will
become half etheric which is probably true for ones that will stay on this 3D plane of
existence. All the rest will fuse into Oneness and that’s what makes all this so unique.
You can feel it in your heart and you know it is true.

Quote:
In fact, my curiousity is aroused as I wondered just where did this particular information
come from?
- Its coming from everywhere. The nature speak to us, the Gaya speaks to us, the
changes of the solar system speak to us, higher intelligent speak to us, the Cosmos is
speaking to us. But we have to tune into higher wavelength to be able to hear see and
emotionally touch all this that I’m talking about. Some people are awaken and already
connected with the Universe, and everyday more and more are awakening.
The Dark Side is powerful but it can not stop what is happening. And what is coming is
remarkable. As I stated before, if you see with the analytical eye or yourself you see
disasters as product of natural cycles and energy movement but if you see with you heart
the things look different. We are much more then this. We belong to the Cosmos and its
our true home. What will happen after the Nexus brings as back through the center of the
Galaxy … I just do not know.
Quote:
However, your information tends to conflict with other information I've read about portals. As
I also have friends who are contactees, the information is very varied depending upon the
type of contact experience they've each had. As I've had personal conversations with a
number of these people, my curiosity is stoked as to who is really giving correct info.
- I only share what I know and what I feel in my heart that is truth and nothing but the
truth. What other people get as information I can not comment. Its their existence and
everything they do its their path and I respect that. I’m telling what I concluded, what my
star friends are telling me and that is what I’m passing.

Quote:
How do we know that this information with regard to the harvesting of souls is accurate?

- You don’t. I'm just shearing my conclusions based on my experience and my knowledge
and the download that I receive from my friends.
But your heart knows what is the truth and what is not. You can not lie to your heart. It can
feel what is truth and what is false. From my perspective, the most important thing in the
moment is to return to yourself, and to connect to the Planetary Psionic Field. When this
happens you will receive all the download you need.
But your heart has to be clean and you must be ready for it from inside. That means that you
will start separating with this physical reality already. The more you dive into this Psionic Field
the more a new higher world opens before you. You have to become a Fire of Love, Oneness
with everything, a Power of Everything and ability to read what is known as hidden codes
inside the Matrix.
And most of all you have to be moral and understand that everything that exist has the equal

potential. Everyone’s experience and knowledge is precious and contains a missing peace of
the huge mosaic that we all are trying to assemble. We do not see this purpose but we feel it
deep inside ourselves and we feel it the Divine Plan that is behind.
Everything in nature is in balance. The two primary forces in this Universe are Shadow and
Light. We had enough from the Darkness and its time to move towards Light.
It is interesting, respected Arthur C. Clarke figured out long ago and presented in his novel
“Childhood's End” this oneness…a separation from the mater not as an individual but
as a race.
And that is what I believe awaits us in the time frame between 13 Dec 2012 – 28 March 2013.
Mahalo nui loa,
Astralwalker

Ed Leedskalnin – Rock Castle

Namaste
Respected Samarkis,
Thank you for your words my friend. I really appreciate.
About the case of ED Leedskalnin…I had read about his connection with levitation and
psychokinetic influence on the rocks and all this is quite extraordinary.

Honestly it was a long day for me, and this subject deserves more analyzing so I will analyze
the links you gave me about him and the moon connection tomorrow and I will be able to
discus more about this issue.
Thanks for shearing this with me. Its very interesting. I will back to you as soon as possible.
Blessings!!!
Astralwalker
“AussieG says) I pirated this from David Icke's forum Your thoughs please
A Giant Breach in Earth's Magnetic Field.
Dec. 16, 2008:
NASA's five THEMIS spacecraft have discovered a breach in Earth's magnetic field ten times
larger than anything previously thought to exist. Solar wind can flow in through the opening to
"load up" the magnetosphere for powerful geomagnetic storms. But the breach itself is not the
biggest surprise. Researchers are even more amazed at the strange and unexpected way it
forms, overturning long-held ideas of space physics.
"At first I didn't believe it," says THEMIS project scientist David Sibeck of the Goddard Space
Flight Center. "This finding fundamentally alters our understanding of the solar windmagnetosphere interaction."
The magnetosphere is a bubble of magnetism that surrounds Earth and protects us from solar
wind. Exploring the bubble is a key goal of the THEMIS mission, launched in February 2007.
The big discovery came on June 3, 2007, when the five probes serendipitously flew through
the breach just as it was opening. Onboard sensors recorded a torrent of solar wind particles
streaming into the magnetosphere, signaling an event of unexpected size and importance.

"The opening was huge—four times wider than Earth itself," says Wenhui Li, a space
physicist at the University of New Hampshire who has been analyzing the data. Li's colleague
Jimmy Raeder, also of New Hampshire, says "1027 particles per second were flowing into the
magnetosphere—that's a 1 followed by 27 zeros. This kind of influx is an order of magnitude
greater than what we thought was possible."
The event began with little warning when a gentle gust of solar wind delivered a bundle of
magnetic fields from the Sun to Earth. Like an octopus wrapping its tentacles around a big
clam, solar magnetic fields draped themselves around the magnetosphere and cracked it
open. The cracking was accomplished by means of a process called "magnetic reconnection."
High above Earth's poles, solar and terrestrial magnetic fields linked up (reconnected) to form
conduits for solar wind. Conduits over the Arctic and Antarctic quickly expanded; within
minutes they overlapped over Earth's equator to create the biggest magnetic breach ever
recorded by Earth-orbiting spacecraft.
The size of the breach took researchers by surprise. "We've seen things like this before," says
Raeder, "but never on such a large scale. The entire day-side of the magnetosphere was
open to the solar wind."
The circumstances were even more surprising. Space physicists have long believed that
holes in Earth's magnetosphere open only in response to solar magnetic fields that point
south. The great breach of June 2007, however, opened in response to a solar magnetic field
that pointed north.
"To the lay person, this may sound like a quibble, but to a space physicist, it is almost
seismic," says Sibeck. "When I tell my colleagues, most react with skepticism, as if I'm trying
to convince them that the sun rises in the west."
Here is why they can't believe their ears: The solar wind presses against Earth's
magnetosphere almost directly above the equator where our planet's magnetic field points
north. Suppose a bundle of solar magnetism comes along, and it points north, too. The two
fields should reinforce one another, strengthening Earth's magnetic defenses and slamming
the door shut on the solar wind. In the language of space physics, a north-pointing solar
magnetic field is called a "northern IMF" and it is synonymous with shields up!
"So, you can imagine our surprise when a northern IMF came along and shields went down
instead," says Sibeck. "This completely overturns our understanding of things."
Northern IMF events don't actually trigger geomagnetic storms, notes Raeder, but they do set
the stage for storms by loading the magnetosphere with plasma. A loaded magnetosphere is
primed for auroras, power outages, and other disturbances that can result when, say, a CME
(coronal mass ejection) hits.
The years ahead could be especially lively. Raeder explains: "We're entering Solar Cycle 24.
For reasons not fully understood, CMEs in even-numbered solar cycles (like 24) tend to hit
Earth with a leading edge that is magnetized north. Such a CME should open a breach and

load the magnetosphere with plasma just before the storm gets underway. It's the perfect
sequence for a really big event."
Sibeck agrees. "This could result in stronger geomagnetic storms than we have seen in many
years."

Impressive input. Thanks for shearing. I really appreciate.
The presentation clearly shows the presence of sacred geometric science all over the
Coral Castle. The same knowledge can be seen in Giza and originates from Atlantis, and is
also depicted on the walls of the Freemason temples.
www.code144.com by Jeremy Stride

We are facing the sacred geometry again, architecture that is defined by precise numerical
patterns. In the Coral Castle there is a heavy presence of 144 code, Phi ratio, Golden Ratio
etc.

Meanwhile you can also check this links. It may interest you>>
http://www.themeasuringsystemofthego...es/Page380.htm
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homep...5/gravity2.htm

I had read about Ed previously, but the presentation you suggested triggered my interest and
new perspective to his work again.
Just for the record his Moon block weights 23 tons and his Jupiter block weights around 30
tons.

All the stones in the structure have a combined weight of over 1,100 tons.
My opinion is that he was some kind of alchemist. No matter that he obviously used
magnetics, he understood very clearly that this works only if the correct components are
balanced: sacred sound, sacred geometry and sacred sequence.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64NR8gIcaD0
Still, the option of using mental power is not totally excluded. The use of technology based
on ancient knowledge is obvious, but even so, it points to a person who also was initiated in
hidden knowledge of psionic abilities. The witness testimonies are speaking of transporting
huge stones through air like they are balloons without touching them.
This is just an observation of mine, nothing more:
He was using his technological devices to generate electromagnetic field that altered the
electro-atomical properties of the stones he was moving. Then they started to levitate, he
was pushing them with the hands and placing them on the desired locations and when the
place was much higher than he could reach he was using sticks or ropes to put them where
he wanted.

This option has many holes and one of them is how he managed the stones to regain their
normal electro-atomical properties and to become heavy again on his command.

Was he using some kind of controlled electromagnetic field to pull this off, I can not say for
sure, but it’s possible. I will read his book and I will try to look through his work and the
evidence from witnesses again to see what can I find.
or…
He managed to generate what is called prana or mana energy from the surrounding space
by using sacred ancient technological knowledge, stepped in the center of this force field,
which provided Edward a mental power that allowed him to use it to move, shape and rotate
stones that weight many tons according to his desire.

It is interesting to be mentioned that only this gate of the Coral Castle weights 9 tons.

This 8-foot-tall gate is perfectly mounted and balanced so that a child can open it with
the touch of a finger.
Impressive indeed…
Regards,
Astralwalker

Humbly submitted: the enclosed link... scroll down the page until you see Montalk's post on
2005-11-10 19:05:00
http://forum.noblerealms.org/viewtopic.php?id=2425
He writes: "the link is HERE".. click the word 'here' and print out the pdf formatted article...
it's entirely a worthy read while reclining and at your leisure w/hi-lighter pen in hand.
The dots are well connected.
It's 47 printed pages.
My humble best.
S
__________________
The Truth Will Set You Free But First It Might Tick You Off

Respected AussieG,
Thank you for shearing. I really appreciate.

The original link is from here:
http://science.nasa.gov/headlines/y2...tm?list1049613
http://www.nasa.gov/mpg/297403main_THEMIS_svsLG.mpg
They are changing their theories in NASA so often, lately, that its starting to look that in fact
many previous and present theories are false, and that we are just on the begging stage of
understanding the true dynamics of the Universe.
All the solid theories are starting to fall one by one, as new input comes along.
http://blog.wired.com/wiredscience/2...breathing.html

The other reason why their theories are starting to malfunction is because the conditions in
our solar system including our Sun are changing and we are getting more outside energy.
This outside energy influences the dynamics of our star, not to mention the obvious and
detected changes in the magnetic structure of all planets in our solar system including Earth,
producing increased brightness – the planets are starting to shine brighter in the night sky,
then visible climate changes, this outside energy also is altering the structure of all DNA
harmonics etc.
A part from everything, I believe that we have a small time to figure out what we have to
accomplish.
They burn us a CD in the 2002 crop formation and using ASCII computer code people
succeeded to decode the message.

Deciphered, it reads:
"Beware the bearers of FALSE gifts & their BROKEN PROMISES.
Much PAIN but still time.
There is GOOD out there.
We OPpose DECEPTION.
Conduit CLOSING [bell sound]"
Much PAIN but still time.
The question is: time for what?

What do we have to do before it’s too late?
I believe the first steps for all humanity is to awake, to stop all conflicts, to unite, to start
rejecting the ruling system, to become aware that our world is changing and so are we, to
come together and to discus what we have as a solid evidence of coming events, to become
aware that the ETs are worning us about the expansion of our star and that cosmic beams are
coming towards us from the galactic center in 2012.
We have to do this people…we have to get together and solve this out before its too late…
Regards,
Astralwalker

Respected,
Humble Janitor, Mudra, Carmen, EpiphaMe, Efields, Mulder,
Thanks my friends. I really appreciate.

It was not yesterday, it is not in the future…it is now that we must step forward, unite and do
what we as humans can do, to protect Gaya from the Evil that is upon her…

I love you all
Astralwalker

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LjrKM...ICR-080803.php
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tKp7Dm1Y2KE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vyyn6...eature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0mesS...eature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y9T5b...eature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZhA3W...eature=related

“Unlimited Mind” Wrote:
thank you astralwalker. i have spent several days studying this and want to thank you for the
care at which you have shared your wisdom and experiences.
it is always nice to hear the 'how-to' from someone who has the wisdom of their actions, as
the subconscious mind immediately registers it as truth and the information has little
resistance.
here is a link that folks might find useful...
http://cassiopaea.org/
here is a link to read the first of 6 books about The Wave
http://cassiopaea.org/cass/wave_i.htm
thanks for the spin !
much love
__________________
http://www.thesynchronicitygrid.com/...othetribe.html

Much PAIN but still time.

I believe this is what they are referring to…

Present Longitude is WRONG
First…

We have to map all the correct places of the ancient energy grid.
The present 0° longitude is wrong.

The Elite moved the starting meridian from the center of the Great Pyramid to Greenwich
(current planetary 0° longitude).

If we can not see the connection, we do not bother to see the geometry and the geomathematics which is far advanced then the one we all use in the public arena today. Not to
mention the connection to the monuments on other planets in our solar system and beyond.

As clearly showed in The Code, the ancients used completely different method then we today
in the public arena. As we today can not duplicate those achievements with all the precise
angles you soon discover which mathematical approach is more advanced.
Anyway, the truth is this: The real zero Meridian is in the center of the base of the Great
Pyramid.
The ancient Egyptians were calling the Great Pyramid the center of the World.

Seen from space, the Great Pyramid is located on the exact center our planet, or if you
prefer better, in the center of all the landmasses.
In any case, if you start from Great Pyramid as correct 's center (true 0° longitude), and you
start to draw lines, all the ancient sites like:
Stonehenge,

Pueblo Bonito,

Teotihuacan (Mexico)

Cuicuilco Pyramid,

Angkor Watt,

Pyramids in China,

Eastern Island structures,

Machu Picchu,

and many other ancient sites, temples and pyramids around the world are in the exact
place forming some kind of energetic acupuncture of the planet.

Those places are very important for all of us. In fact much more than we realize. They all
speak to us…and we are just about ready to hear what they have to say…And to learn once
more.
The evidence from decades of analyzing the sat images, geolocations, geo-mathematics,
correlation between the temples, pyramids and ancient sites, had shown that the ancients
were aware of those magnetic streams bellow the planet's surface and they build the
monuments on the spots where this energy is the strongest.

The ruling Elite knows all about this ancient knowledge and had put obelisks on the exact
locations around the world to gain their evil acupuncture results.
Now let’s proceed…
Those places are very important for human beings who are on the side of Light because they
can be utilized to stop the evil of our planet and to unleash healing process of our planet. The
statistics is showing that our planet is dying, the leading media are suppressing the
catastrophic percentage of dying species, and every month more and more are gone, and
more and more death ocean zones are appearing. The climate is almost out of control, so we
have to take steps, now.
Fallowing the pattern of their chess moves, they are forcing Shadow Government to proceed
their plan of destroying the planetary economy possibly around spring 2009, so that means
that it want be long before they start showing us their real face.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Q5I7AqBwWw

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mjee-...eature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=79qeC...ext=1&index=31

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ee3bl...next=1&index=1

- We have a little time to unite, organize, figure out what can we do and act.
Waiting for the final minute I believe is a wrong option.
Now let’s forget everything else and concentrate what we as humans can do.
As you probably conclude, I believe that one of peaces of the puzzle lies in this knowledge:
Info of geo-mathematics “The Code”, by Carl Munck.

We have to learn math from the first grade again, and this time the correct math not the one
that brings confusion and not logic in all universal laws and expressions.

http://vids.myspace.com/index.cfm?fu...deoid=21513766

http://www.pyramidmatrix.com/
The only way out this is through unity and team work, so I believe it is smart that people
create a map of all sacred places that are part of the true ancient planetary grid.
We don’t even have to go very deep into this mathematical knowledge, it’s enough if we
look for the location of every ancient sacred site on every continent and start marking the
spots, draw lines toward others and find new ones that was in the shadow before.
Once the new planetary acupuncture map is finished we can proceed further.
Second:
Another peace of the puzzle I believe can be extracted from this info: James Paul Furia Geomusic expert.

I will explain about him shortly, but let’s continue further.
The next step, which I believe is smart to do, is gathering of the people who feel and
resonate with this idea and purpose, in these ancient sites, which are part of the planetary
energy grid.

It is better that most of the people have already experience in the meditative arts and altered
states of consciousness.

There are many who can lead the group meditation and they should organize the group and
explain them the basics and the purpose that we try to accomplish. When thousands of
people come to one of the locations marked using the Code, they will all have to seat and
have to enter a state of inertia and stillness. In fact this will work only if millions gather on the
same day and on the same time - adjusted to time zones, and all tune to this psionic field of
our planet with the focus to make a change.
And it will work!
On the sites also we have to assemble some audio equipment.
Then the audio engineers can press the play button so the music according to the Latitude
and Longitude of their exact geographical location can be heard by the meditators loud and
clear. See the work of James Paul Furia – fusing geomusic with geomathematics of the
ancient sacred sites.

Why do you think the Elite is desperately trying to suppress what happened in the History?
This is why, and if we discover this and utilize this ancient knowledge the game will be over
soon.
The exact audio frequency will generate the vibration that all meditators will soon tune to,
and a powerful field of clean mental energy will manifest as result of that. In this point this
force can be focused.
In other words, with previous experience in meditation and helped by the precise audio
frequency that will activate the pineal gland, the group will be able to tune into the same
wavelength, to materialize a clean psychic force in the surrounding space. We have to the
best of science and the best of Esotheric knowledge to achieve this. The balance between the
intellectual power and spiritual power.
The key lies in the middle of those two. Ones you can see it in your consciousness you start
to understand its dynamics and you tune into this new frequency.

The nature recognize this and its start to help you and you become a channel of Divine Plan.
>>
This has to be done on every spot of the planet. The audio engineers will create the correct
musical file that corresponds for every place in the continent. I think, at least 7 places in one
continent are minimum that we can accomplish this.
The best ratio is 7000 people on 7 biggest ancient sacred sites on every one of the 7
continents.
In other words: 777
The balance to … you know which mathematical number and which vibration.
But, that’s not important. We have to gather as much as people we can. The more come, the
better. This 777 ratio will surface in the end because simple in this holographic universe
everything is defined by numbers and codes.
We just have to remember that everything is energy.

We are energy and we are flowing in the ocean of energy.
If done how it should be, we can change the state of the four elements and lot more. Only if
we understand this on time. Every thought contains energy. Imagine if we can do this on
planetary scale.
We do not need guns to defeat evil, we just have to stop excepting evil to be a part of our
reality.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GpkfC...AD050&index=14

Now let’s get back to Mr.James Paul Furia - Geomusic expert!
Geomusic is a formula connecting geometry with sacred sites, earth measures and music
knowledge.
Inspired by the research of Carl Munck, researcher and composer James Paul Furia
demonstrates a relationship between the notes of the musical scale, the locations and shapes
of hundreds of ancient monuments, and the exact distance and location of stars, planets and
constellations.

Furia combines the art of music, mathematics, astronomy, the study of the pyramids and
ancient cultures revealing stunning correlations between colour, frequency, physics and
consciousness. His program reveals a glimpse of the interconnectedness of everything in our
reality reflected in our awareness, our ideas, how we express ourselves and shape the world
around us.
In the link bellow you can see video file of his work. He is musician and composer but he has
some extreme powerful leads that humanity can use in the constructive purpose if can
understand and utilize the true meaning behind between sacred geometry (the correct
location on the planetary grid) and the sacred sound.
In the Part 1 if interested you can see his presentation:
http://maya12-21-2012.com/2012forum/..._next=next#new

I also have a friend in Canada who is audio engineer and who is building something
remarkable on the same Geomusic formula principles as respected James Paul Furia.
He is working on something called a harmonic lattice, the first prototype of which will cross
the tactile, auditory, and visual sensory bands. The periods of the waveforms will be
phaselocked and the intervals will all be tuned to whole number ratios, none of this Equal
Temperament nonsense.
It's not exactly the same as Pythagorean tuning or Just Intonation, and he had to work his
own system out from something called a Lambdoma Matrix, all the intervals can be found in
a 16x16 matrix, except for the illustrious tritone (if you know the history), it tunes interestingly
enough best to the square root of 2.

The frequencies in the tactile and auditory vibrations correlate to colours in the visual band,
whereby violet wraps around back to red so that all frequencies have a unique hue.
Some auditory parameters correspond to texture (ie a sawtooth waveform would have a
rougher texture, square less, sine would be very smooth), while other parameters like
numbers of notes played, spacing, correspond to visual geometries in 2D and 3D.
He had a near death experience, and he calls it total synesthesia. He was astraly travel to
the center of the Milky Way and before he reached Sgr * he was stop by higher intelegence
and explained that he had to go back to Earth to do some important things concerning 2012
Nexus scenario.
We discussed many aspects of the coming events and we agree in more then 98% of them.
I have seen his sound laboratory, the presentation that he gave me and the ideas what his
work is trying to accomplish. I can conclude that its impressive and that he will finish this
technology on time.
His work also included using high-tech to induce controlled ESP and out of the body
experience. In other words to use latest technology like retinal display imaging or video

glasses for visual, in-ear reference monitors for audio, and say a chair with subwoofers built
directly into the frame, so someone would not have just a virtual reality experience, but an full
conscious out-of-body experience. Astral excursion that can be used to bring important input
from the higher planes of existence. And to be functional every time when this technology is
used.
But this is just a small range of his ideas.
He is targeting something on a planetary scale something that has to do with the correct
planetary locations found by the Carl Munck in his work known as The Code.
So we have few top audio engineers, who understand the purpose and can create the
necessary audio frequency which is needed.
Let’s go on…
Using the best of what pineal gland can provide, a single group will have to convert this
energy into a clean Light. A strong beam of blue-white light filled with creative emotions of
love and harmony and directed as protection of GAYA, will have to penetrate the Earth’s
surface and reach the highest point in the Earth’s atmosphere.

Remember the research of Japanese scientist Dr. Masaru Emoto who discovered that
crystals formed in frozen water revealed changes when specific thoughts were direct towards
it. We carry extreme natural mental strength but we are just programmed from the social
system not to use it.
People just have to break the old belief systems to peaces, remove all chess figures and start
from the empty board.
To start from the beginning.
Unfortunately it has come to that. But we can still do it.
Much pain, but still time…
Let’s proceed …

This energy is similar to a one that you experience on major concerts when thousands people
are singing as one.
You can feel the power that is generating in the surrounding space.
In places that are part of the planetary grid, where there will be no people who are introduced
to those arts it will be enough that they all sing the same song loudly and as one.
The song has to be emotional and noble and to generate the most divine emotions of the
person. The only difference from the previously mentioned concert experience, is that you are
not singing for fun, but for the survival of Earth and the protection of the all life that exist here.
But this would be a weak point in the energy field so experienced instructors who knows what
are doing, have to reorganize and went to those places and it has to be done by the right
audio sound which I mentioned before.

It’s like music, no matter you have 100 professional musicians, if one or two of them does not
know to play the instrument like it should, the listeners experience this musical off balance
immediately.
But if all play their instruments very good, the public greatly enjoys the musical experience
and vibrate with the same.

We have no time for mistake. If people agree with this idea I can assist with all this.
Luckily, today there are rare ones who have not heard what meditation is and how to tune into
at least as little as deep relaxation.
What ever I do, from time to time these lines from the 1977 message are coming back to me:
_________________________-

We come to warn you of the destiny of your race and your world so that you may
communicate to your fellow beings the course you must take to avoid the disaster
which threatens your world, and the beings on our worlds around you.

This is in order that you may share in the great awakening, as the planet passes into
the New Age of Aquarius.
The New Age can be a time of great peace and evolution for your race, but only if your
rulers are made aware of the evil forces that can overshadow their judgments.
Be still now and listen, for your chance may not come again.
All your weapons of evil must be removed.
The time for conflict is now past and the race of which you are a part may proceed to
the higher stages of its evolution if you show yourselves worthy to do this.
You have but a short time to learn to live together in peace and goodwill.
Anyway, the Nexus is coming for sure, but we have lot of work to do, before it arrives.
And no one else can do it for us.

It just doesn’t work that way.
Therefore, to achieve this I believe we have to do this:

This beam of light, visible in the consciousness of the few thousands human beings that are
meditating on the same place, will have to connect to all the rest locations in the planet where
other groups of human beings will be in deep meditation.
If done properly, every group will feel emotional and telepathic connection with every other
group and in the end, all groups will tune into one giant rhythm of conscious energy.
As previously explained, this has to be preformed in the exact same time no matter the time
zone you are in.

First as described before, the audio engineers have to play the music sound according to
the Latitude and Longitude of the exact geographical location.
Then after an hour or so, they all have to tune to Shuman resonance and to start influencing
the reality of the four elements. Please remember we can use technology to generate sound
or light but it is the most divine inside our beings that will save us and our planet.
Many of you are still asleep and you are on the opinion that we don’t have to do anything…
that everything will work out by default…but that’s wrong. There is much that we have to do
and in such a small period of time.

The awakening is quickening, and the Dark Side is aware that very soon the critical mass of
people will start to see through the clouds of their deception.
That is why they are in hurry to brake the economy around spring 2009, to cause a problems
on a global scale, and normally send the military to solve the problems they caused

themselves and that’s how it will started with the primary goal – >NOW< one world ruling
government which will wipe out 5/6 of the current population, small group on the top, and all
the rest as slaves and turning this planet to a real dark place.

That is why we have to start preparing and grouping now.
Tomorrow will be too late. Today is tomorrow. If we do not act today, tomorrow is difficult to be
seen. But the Divine Intelligences are watching us, waiting for us to grow, to remember, to
understand and to solve our puzzle.

So, there is hope…
We have to step forward, not with guns, not with their ways, but with higher consciousness,
with transcendence of the Law of Attraction, with visualising that we no longer want any evil in
any form or shape to be part of our reality.
If two argue and fight, and one realizes that the fighting is useless, no matter what the
opponent is saying, the words does not reach him/her because he stepped out of it, and has
erased this person from his/her life permanently. It’s a plastic example but that’s how simple

is, if we awake and do this.
The higher Divine does not expect from us to get guns, that leads to the Dark Side, it expects
from us that we awake, that we remember, understand, transcendent and to evolve and to
stop the Dark Side.
Make no mistake; the Dark Side is aware what is coming, so if we DO NOT DO THIS it will
probably be over for most of us and our planet, before the Nexus arrives.
That is why they are trying showing us the way through the crop messages.

I hope you people will have wisdom and clear sight to see what I’m seeing.
I believe that, this is what we as humans, have to do, with all my heart and all my soul.
Once more,
-People have to map the exact sacred places. It’s easy they are all over the place as
ancient giant temples and pyramids.
-To discuss this idea and purpose in every continent where there is Light workers and
who understand the importance of this.
-Once the beginning time is set accordingly to all time zones, the planetary group
meditation can begin. It can not be done at first. People have to practise this many
times before reaching the satisfactory level. We have to ask the audio engineers to
construct the sounds for every place so that we all can tune into the higher harmonics
of Gaya. So we have to do this now. Before the audio files are ready, it can be practice
with one melody that has pure emotions but it has to be played the same in all world
and in the same exact time, no mater if it is the day or night in the time zone you are in.

Groups has to consist of thousands of people who are able to meditate or at least able
to seat in stillness with their closed eyes. The melody that brings emotions to the
surface will do its magic. That is why the melody has to be the correct one and which
brings inner fulfilment, emotions of love and friendship to the surface.

-Then the people have to visualize the blue-white beam materializing above them
towards the highest point of Earth’s atmosphere and penetrating down through the
surface to the inner Sun that is in the center of Shamballa.
-The meditation has to proceed with connection with all other groups around the world.
That is why most of the people have to know all the spots where energy will be coming
and connecting. In practice, you will tune into this field by default because our planet
is hallow and the space between the surface of the Earth and the conductive
ionosphere acts as a waveguide which is nothing more but a structure which guides
waves, such as electromagnetic waves or sound waves. So we will build a wave of
thought-sound-light energy filled with positive emotions that will also penetrate into
the space attracting similar vibrations.
-Once one rhythm of consciousness is established, people have to visualize Earth
flowing in this energy, and all the evil fading away from here. To just visualize
everything that you believe its causing harm in every form and shape, and to use

mental effort to make it transparent, and slowly fading to total disappearance and the
planet is left into Light.

-The GAYA is alive and if we do this it will response back. Also the crop circle makers
and others will respond to the signal. We have to understand the importance of this
people.
- I believe that we can stop the Evil that is upon our planet with the power of our
feelings and that is the ultimate message that Nature and our higher brothers and
sisters are trying to tell us. I believe that only then we will be truly ready for the
Evolution as a race that awaits us at the end of Dec 2012.
Respected ones:
This is only the basic form and it’s still shaping and rearranging in my consciousness.
Perhaps many of you will think of even better solutions. In fact I’m hoping that you do.
In any case, it can be altered as long the purpose and the result is the same.
As more and more people will start to change, they will start to separate more and more from
this 3D reality and become more receivers for this new vibrations, gathering powerful amount
of input, from many sources.

When that happens, many will understand what was known to the ancients … that everything
is connected, everything vibrates, even when you read this you are tuning into my wavelength
and we are making connection.

We have to stop seeing blackness everywhere we look and we have to start seeing our
selves as living fire of Love, Intelligence and Light.
Because, that’s who we are…Oneness of Love, Intelligence and Light…so common please
wake up and do this…
I have started this thread…now you finish it.

Spread the word out…
God bless you all
Astralwalker
Last edited by Astralwalker; 12-22-2008 at 07:35 PM
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------piers2210>>
Quote:
At last I understand there are multiple dimensions beyond our low-vibrational earth plane and
as we raise our vibrational level we can reach these higher dimensions, as we move towards
2012.
I think the following 10 minute video ties into everything you are saying....please can you
confirm/comment? It was posted on the wonderful website www.fourwinds10.com
Its called "The Matrix Matter Creation"....
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i3cHPqIq6Rk
love, light and thanks to you as always, Piers

In a Hologram, the whole pattern is whole and complete on its self. If you take any little
portion of this whole out, and examine it closely, you will see entire pattern repeating its self
again and again to infinity. Anywhere in this pattern if we change one little aspect of the
Hologram, that change will be reflected throughout the entire system.
Amen to that…

All the physical mater, everything we have around us, is the result of a frequency...
If we gather together all around the world and in the same time, if we tune into one stream
of consciousness we can manage to amplify this frequency and change the structure of
the matter.

In other words we can change this reality…
Thanks Piers2210. Thanks for shearing. I really appreciate.
We can do this people!
Regards,
Astralwalker
Quote:

WHEN DO WE GET STARTED??????
We are working on it.

As respected Mudra said, it takes about a month or so for people to gather in all parts of
the word. We will have to provide a map of the exact ancient sites on every continent
where this will be performed. We have contact one of the audio engineers and he agreed
to create the correct musical files for the grid of sacred sites we will determine. I hope
more will come to assist us.

The best is, if someone on the Forum has will and time, to arrange the list of people who
will like to take a part in the worldwide meditation.

So everyone who is interested to send pm to this person and to give his name and
location.
Anyway, it has to be done as soon as possible.
Respect to you all,
Astralwalker

Meditation – How To
Respected StClair,
Thanks for shearing your thoughts my friend. I really appreciate.
I’m most grateful that we have you with us. Your experience is highly appreciated and we
can all learn much from you.
I have some experience with this also, so please allow me to share few thoughts
with you also >
Perhaps many of you will disagree, but for me, the best posture for meditation is Lotus
position. The truth is that only a small percent of practitioners are able to seat in this
posture comfortably.
It takes long time and effort to master this position.
It is the most respected position by yogis, because it helps them to reach the deepest

level of meditation and to achieve the topmost harmony of the consciousness and its
subtle bodies in a way that no other meditative position does.

To keep it short, because we have to concentrate on the task what has to be done, when
you master the padmasana, you are in a position to maintain your physical body stable
for a long time.
Because of the fact that the consciousness and the body are connected and influence
each other, the stability of the physical body will in time bring the stability of the
consciousness .
If the stability of the consciousness has been achieved, the first step towards the deep
meditation has been completed.
The Lotus position can also provide the best control of the breathing rhythm, known as
pranayama in Yoga, and practicing it, a yogi can gain a full control over consciousness
and its bodies with intention to understand and become one with the Divine Creation and
Purpose.
Practicing special pranayama techniques, a yogi can absorb and use the prana, which is
a free vital energy that floats everywhere.
The circuit of prana circulates best when one sits in padmasana and its strength is the
most powerful.
But, currently it can not be achieved by the most, so we have to use another posture.
Crossed legs had to go like this:
First you bend the left leg and then the right leg above it. The left hand should be
upwards like in the image and the right on the right leg as close as the point of crossing
with the biggest finger of the left leg.

The backbone has to be erected as possible and in that position you mast maintain
stillness.
Many of you will probably think that the consciousness is only important and if can
transcendent its experience it doesn’t matter in which position the physical body is. I have
concluded that this is wrong. Please take this only as my opinion and nothing more.
Anyway, the Ancient Rama Kingdom was far advanced in this knowledge.
That is why they all seat mostly in the same position.
They are all tuning into one energy field and vibrate on the same frequency with the
nature.
Not to mention that they were generating high amounts of free energy, chi, prana, mana,
life force, whatever you want to call it and were focusing it to constructive purposes.
We have to learn the same dynamics again.

Together with my wife, we have analyzed over thousands pictures and video files that are
connected with the ancient temples of Rama civilization and what we found is truly amazing.
They left us so many useful leads on the walls of their temples that we only have to look
what they are showing and utilize that knowledge. I had study their ways and techniques for
more then two decades and I can only say that we have so much to learn from them.
Anyway, I will construct few meditative methods that I believe are suitable for what we are
truing to accomplish but the correct sound will do its effect and if the consciousness is ready
and opens itself to true inner emotions, we will do it.
Not much knowledge is needed.
Just the correct geological place that has the correct proportion, geometrical design and
location, all this combined with the correct sound, people seating relaxed in stillness and just
open themselves to the most divine in them and reflecting all that to one beam that goes up
and down from the meditative platform, and connecting with other groups and creating one
energy field of consciousness that will want the change the Matrix of this reality.
Its useless we all talk about this on and on, and we are not doing it.
It is now. We are ready and we all wanted from the bottom of our hearts. We do not need
someone to save us, we become aware that we can do it ourselves.
In fact people do not have to have a lot of experience with this. Its certainly better option if
they do, but if not, it’s ok. We will do it anyway.
It’s like you go somewhere and all of the sudden you hear some music that is so emotional
that whole inner being vibrates with it. You didn’t prepare for it. You have it all along. You just
need a proper tool to bring it out. The music in this case.

Anyway, not to distant myself, too much from what we are truing to do here.
For anyone who is interested in meditation here is one simple way how can be done:
After you have seat in the position I mentioned, become frozen and totally relaxed in the
same time. It’s like you had stopped the time and everything in the matrix, you have entered
total stillness and inertia but in the same time your inner being is calm, relaxed and vital.
After few minutes in that state, become aware of what is going on in your consciousness .
Shortly after you have achieved that kind of awareness, you will notice that your
consciousness is full of inner storms, tensions and all kinds of mental conflicts.
The stronger you concentrate on them intending to calm them down or even neutralize them,

the stronger and more intensive they will become.
To calm all this manifestations in your consciousness you must build correct relationships with
them.
That can be done in a very simple and effective way.
Start observing the thoughts that appear in your consciousness with the eye of a witness.
Do not play with them or even try to analyze them, just observe them.
Watch how they form and pass in their silent way, and maintain the perspective that does not
have at least one crossing point with them. After a while, you will feel the source they come
from.
At that moment you would be able to clearly see how shortly after they took form, they started
to regroup themselves into chains of thoughts. One idea will pull at least few other ideas to
the surface of your consciousness as a logical response to the first one, until some other idea
with completely different context does not appear in your consciousness and again induces
manifestation of other ones related to that one.

These thought chains will constantly be coming from the depths of your consciousness to the
surface always taking different shapes on their way up.
Therefore, do sink even deeper into meditation, it is useful if you start to monitor the changes
that your thought chains are going through from the moment they appear in your
consciousness to the moment they are gone and altered by other ones.
Sooner or later, if you continue to observe these thought chains manifesting one after another
still from the perspective of the silent witness somewhere in your consciousness, you will
notice that they will reduce and after a while they will slowly start disappearing.
This is a completely normal effect because you are not playing their game anymore and you

are no longer attached to them emotionally. If you continue to maintain this concentration your
brain patterns will soon change and that will lead you to an altered state of your
consciousness.
In the end, the last thought chain will disappear from your inner sight and you will find yourself
in a completely new situation. Your consciousness will be moved directly to the present
moment. Once your consciousness finds itself in the present moment, it will instantly discover
that it is empty. Still, the emptiness that your consciousness will see in that present moment
will not be a complete emptiness, but it will contain potential of all known shapes in the
Universe. It might sound strange, but if you manage to get this far, your consciousness will
constantly be aware of this fact.
You will see that in the emptiness in which your consciousness is present, a hidden reality is
becoming visible for you. It might seem as if you are being pushed into the pure reality and
you will experience your consciousness sliding from moment to moment as never before. This
experience will make it clear that reality has a characteristic of sliding from moment to
moment.
When this moment comes, all you have to do next is to attach your consciousness directly to
that present moment and you will find that you are remaining in the pure reality all the time, by
sliding from that moment to the next one. The feeling will be so vivid and so amazing that your
whole being will float in the Inner Light.
You will be here and now, and that’s the starting point for every advanced meditation. From
this point you can proceed with the suggestions that I have gave for tuning into the Gaya’s
Planetary Psionic Field. This is the only true and solid way that you are connected and tuning
into higher realities.
But, we will deliver what and how we can achieve what we plan to, so every comment and
opinion on the meditative methods is most welcome.
Best regards,
Astralwalker
thuras>>
Quote:
What's the purpose of all this if this Nexus-Event happens anyway?
Is it just about warning people to not enter a tunnel if they die in the next 4 years? Or getting
rid of the evil "soul collectors" so people can enter tunnels?
Or is it just for "karma reasons"?
Sry. if this sounds stupid or sarcastic.
Because, the Entity known as “All Seeing Eye”, will not allow us to live. It will do
everything in its power to finish this before the Nexus arrives.

Trust me, I perfectly know what I’m talking about.

If we fail with this…everything that we done before its for nothing.
Quote:
What's the purpose of all this if this Nexus-Event happens anyway?
No, you got it all wrong. The Galactic Nexus is the ultimate purpose.
Dear friend, your questions are logical and everyone has them.
Anyway, everyone has a choice. I certainly will respect yours…
But if you remember, I have point out clearly, that this is for everyone who vibrates with
this idea. For ones that are seeing the purpose of this.
And it’s not useless.

You see, if every water molecule responds to our frequency and emotional charge,
you can imagine what this generated energy field of fused consciousness can do to
this Matrix and Mother Earth.

Take care
Astralwalker
Piers 2210 wrote:

Scientific proof of realms beyond our physical realm:
Physicist Tom Campbell is interviewed in the link below by George Noory on Coast to Coast
am. Campbell worked with Robert Monroe at the Robert Monroe Institute and laboratories
from the 70's, helping to establish Monroe's laboratory for the study of consciousness and to
develop the Hemi-Sync technology used to attain specific altered states. He tells us about
the scientific proof of non physical realms.
http://uk.youtube.com/watch?v=BcLWTu...eature=related
more information is available at www.mybigtoe.com where books and other interviews can
be accessed.
Firstly listen to the 50 second clip of the late Robert Monroe on surviving physical death
http://uk.youtube.com/watch?v=VoZWOL...eature=related
so there's really nothing to fear....so lets get on and follow Astralwalker's thread!
And hope you all enjoyed a day off today.....

Thuras wrote:

Quote:
Originally Posted by Astralwalker
thuras>>

Because, the Entity known as “All Seeing Eye”, will not allow us to live. It will do
everything in its power to finish this before the Nexus arrives.
Trust me, I perfectly know what I’m talking about.
But as you said, we're going to die anyway.. What's the point on this?
Is it important to be alive the moment the Nexus arrives?
Else it doesn't matter if TPTB stay in business for the next few years.
Quote:
If we fail with this…everything that we done before its for nothing.
Why? It doesnt make any sense.
The game will start again for those, who were collected by the "all seeing eye". All the
others are going to be safed as you mentioned.
And if it's not a fight to safe the other souls, what else is it for?
Quote:
No, you got it all wrong. The Galactic Nexus is the ultimate purpose.
Yeah, ok. I got this. But it arrives anyway, no matter if we're smashing our heads,
dancing naked around a fireplace or meditate..
So whats the point when the Nexus arrives? Is it important the earth is vibrating in a
specific frequency?
Quote:
But if you remember, I have point out clearly, that this is for everyone who vibrates with
this idea. For ones that are seeing the purpose of this.
Just because I'm asking questions to understand the meanig of all this, it doesn't say
that it doesn't vibrate with me?
Else I wouldn't be here asking "dumb" questions.
Quote:
And it’s not useless.
I've never said it seems useless. I was just asking questions to understand why we
should do this.
I am willing to help, but I'm not Rambo, running around shooting everybody an asking
questions later. (so to say)

Quote:
You see, if every water molecule responds to our frequency and emotional charge, you
can imagine what this generated energy field of fused consciousness can do to this
Matrix and Mother Earth.
So it DOES make a difference in which frequency the earth is vibrating the moment the
Nexus arrives?
But why? If the Nexus is wiping away all evil, than it doesn't make any difference if
TPTB are in charge or chased away before..
The game has to start again, because we haven't finished our business in this
dimension? But that wouldn't make any sense either, because this happens to the
people who are collected by TPTB and not to them who are safed by the Nexus.
Thx. for your answers.

Astralwalker:

Quote:
But as you said, we're going to die anyway.. What's the point on this planetary meditation?
My friend, look deep inside your heart and you will see the point... Otherwise you can
not.
Quote:
Is it important to be alive the moment the Nexus arrives?
We are always alive.
If you think of physical existence – It is. But if that isn’t possible, it’s important to sustain
in a fully conscious state inside one of immaterial bodies, of who you are and what is
going on.
As I previously pointed out, the lowest layers of Earth’s astral dimension are not safe at
the moment, which is not the case everywhere. This solar system seems to be
quarantined.
Anyway, I will try to share few more thoughts and conclusions that I come up throughout
the years.
Please consider this only as my perspective and treat it only as such…
The lowest layers of the Earth’s astral plane (we are talking about huge area) are not
safe because something had happened long ago here on Earth.
The evidence that I have trucking for so long, points (once again it’s only my
observation, nothing more) that this anomaly happened as a result of using extreme
advance technology in dark purposes.

Atlantis Lemuria
The closest that I come up with, was some kind of destructive technology that was used by
the evil beings from Atlantis. Does those beings responsible for this originated from the
Atlantis or did they come from the stars and took over, I just do not know at this moment.

Anyway, the result was a major break-up, fissure, opening, some kind of sharp cut or what
ever you want to call it, in the lower region of what we today in our terminology we refer to
as Astral Plane.
It became known as Great Void.
It also wiped out almost everything, cities, civilizations and most important of all it almost
destroyed all life on Earth and imprisoned Gaya.

They used large obelisks on the exact planetary spots with a purpose to block the Divine
Energy of what we are referring as life force of the Planet or Gaya.

Just as the same as acupuncture needles on a physical body – the same knowledge just on
the planetary level.
However, let’s continue…
As far as I can tell it happened somewhere between 10500 BC – 35000 BC.
The damage was so great that the planet is experiencing its effect even today.

Compare today’s HAARP technology development and multiply it by 20 centuries further
research and development, and you will get a good picture what kind of weapon I’m talking
about.
In fact this weapon made a large cut in the astral plane so the Divine Creation can not shine
on this plane of existence and that is why now we have so much Evil present on the planet.
But the main damage was that the weapon opened a vortex which allowed powerful Entity of
Darkness to come to this planet.
It allowed a whole legion of mighty dark beings to come over, but this powerful Entity of
Darkness was the worst. And still is.
I believe you are guessing - The All Seeing Eye.

That is why the ones who are "CONDUIT CLOSING" (which gives you the answer for: Is it
important the earth is vibrating in a specific frequency when Nexus arrives?) are insisting
that we remember or at least we understand this.

That is why in the most ancient secret esotheric symbolism is always depicted as being
inside the deep black empty space shining with beams.
After that, what was left on the physical plane of existence, split as Rama from the east side,
and Olmec and Egyptian Empire from the west side.
Rama originated directly from Lemuria and Egypt and Olmec in Central America directly
from Atlantis.

The beings from Rama lived in harmony and balance with the nature, the other ones were
attracted to technology, hierarchy, total control, slavery, blood sacrifices and similar that is
clearly depicted in the Inca and Maya temples. Beings from Rama were living according the
Law of One, and the others were living according that everything is divided, separate from
the source and that everything that exist around serves to fulfil their needs and pleasures, or
simple - the strongest rules.
All this Illuminati vibration, if you start to trace it back in time, in fact originates from Ancient
Atlantis. What we dealing at this moment is building of a New Atlantis based on a idea of the
first one.
I have no time to go further into this huge subject but my point is this:
The Nexus will fix this astral fissure and the Light from higher harmonics of the Universe will
be able to penetrate and shine again.
That is why the ancient records are referring as the Return of the Golden Age. The ones
who will be left in 3D reality after the Nexus is gone, will face a New Era of Light.
It’s like a wire cut off in electrical circuit.

But if you connect the wire again, you have voltage back and electrical current as result of
that. In other words I’m talking about fixing the damage that was done, by rearranging the
whole structure of the Matrix (Normal Mater, Dark Mater, Dark Energy) and allowing
electrical spiritual current to flow top to the bottom of the Universe and vice versa – again.
How the Creator will deal with this All Seeing Eye, it’s above my reach of understanding. But
it will surely reprogram the whole structure of the Matrix where it reaches. And what is more
important we have to play our role in this entire scenario.
For some reason, the Creator usually reprograms the Matrix from the centers of the
Galaxies, and I have combined some of the peaces gathered from everywhere so that we
can see some picture and sound. It’s far from the exact one but we are getting somewhere.
I can assure you that not in any moment I do not consider myself special. In fact I have more
questions that probably you do.
As I stated before, there are no masters in this, no prophets, no messiahs.
We are all equal and we are all ONE.

Its interesting, in this moment, the more you learn about this, the more you realize how small
we are and how big the Universe is.
Anyway, the problem with this Great Void was, and still is, that in most cases when someone
physically dies, the life force had to face this Great Void which obviously has some unusual
properties of cutting the memory of the previous experience, so when you reincarnate again
you do not remember anything before and all your previous assimilated experience and
knowledge is lost.

You still keep it in your DNA structure, in you subconscious, but its still a blackout and in
most cases unreachable.
This is probably very complex for most of you, but is not. Once you learn the basic moves,
you are starting to see a pattern and you learn more and more. But it’s a long way home,
and that is why those cosmic beams coming from the Galactic centre depicted in the crop
formations, are so important for the Life here on Earth.
Quote:
Is it important the earth is vibrating in a specific frequency?
Yes it is. It is essential.
Please consider that I have explained only the basics of the nature of the Nexus. There
is plenty more that I didn’t mention at all, or I only had touched huge subjects on the
surface.
Plus there are things about Nexus that I still don’t understand and I’m waiting for further
input.
Quote:
The game will start again for those, who were collected by the "all seeing eye". All the
others are going to be safed as you mentioned.
I hope I’m wrong about this, but the logic points that the dark entities under the control
of the All Seeing Eye, have to realize a Secret Plan behind the scene.
Btw, all that we see in the public domain is nothing but the theatre. Some are tricked by
it completely, some see through the deception more or less, but the fact is that more are
clearing their sights. When you remove all the layers you start to face what I’m talking
about.

As I was saying earlier, we have visitations from distant places but Orion constellation
surfaces back and back. The Giza Pyramids were exact match of the star map of Orion
10500 BC.

There is one good video file about the investigation of KGB in 1962 in the Giza Plato.
It’s called “The Secret KGB Abduction Files”. Here is a part of the documentary.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v7IpokMjEF8

Lets proceed…The analysis from the M12 papers, thousands of other top secret papers etc,
points that the malevolent race from Orion will try to trap the consciousness of most of the
humanity into giant force fields, souls will be put into blackness or in a dream like hologram
appearance, put in large containers and dislocated on other systems far away from the
Nexus.

The performance and the evidence had shown that those multidimensional beings have the
technology and knowledge to do pull this off easily.
That is, departing the souls of 5/6 of the human kind to the astral dimension and picking
them up from there into huge electro-magnetic force fields, then shipped to large ships and
transported to other systems far away from this galaxy with the purpose to put them in other
cloned bio-computers and continue the needed exploitation.

Most beings stop at this investigation. But there are some who went for it…just to see how
really deep the rabbit hole is. And what they discovered …it doesn’t look nice.

That is why the Nexus is so important. And yes this has much to do with saving as much
souls we can.
And much more…
That is why they started to map the higher planes of existence. That’s how Bardo Thodol The Tibetan Book of the Dead", and The Egyptian Book of the Dead were created.
They both talking about the Great Void but they are pointing to different directions as they
were referring different realities of immaterial word.
In first sight, it seems that one of these books is false.
-No, they were both right.
In this physical reality if you go to Bangkok, Moscow, Kathmandu, Las Vegas, etc., you will
face a different reality, different culture, different life stile, different achievements and
intentions etc.

The Life on Astral Plane
above East and West was different.

I know that this differs from everything you have read in the esotheric books but it’s true. But
it’s another major story, that we have no time to get into at the moment.
Note: Not to be misunderstood. This Great Void is not visible in the average out of the body
experience. A person cad perform astral travel all his/her life in the closest astral layer to the
physical plane and never to detect it, because is simple on other wavelength. But the
Consciousness that has permanently left the physical body is usually by default in a vehicle
that matches the Great Void vibrations and that is why in most cases is pulled here after the
physical ride is over. It is usually experienced as an astral flight through a dark, deep and
long tunnel with the Light on the End.
You are probably guessing what that Bright Light is.
The Eye on the Top of the Pyramid – The All-Seeing Eye!
It’s starting to make sense? Does it?
This is not happening to every case, but … That is why the Nexus is so important.
Anyway, I do not want to focus my energy in this direction too much. Lets live it for some
other time.

Let’s go back…
The both described this Great Void as not a safe place for souls and give instruction how to
pass it safely.
The ancient knowledge that was left in the Bardo Thodol describes the nature of the beams
that are shining in the Great Void and where they lead.
Anyway, to solve the problem of loosing the memory and the assimilated knowledge of the
being that was at the end of his physical path, they used ancient knowledge and technology
to transfer the consciousness from one body directly to another one with bigger proportions.
O yes, there were giants those days.

The atmosphere was bigger; the mana was present in abundance, there were beings with
four, six arms, some half fish-half human, animals grow bigger and the plants were gigantic.

But the evidence points that there was truly five different levels of human consciousness
possible here on Earth.

I came across this in few books but it was mentioned the best in the book The Ancient
Secret Of The Flower Of Life by Melchizedek Drunvalo.
He was saying that he got this input from entity by the name Thoth, which at the time I took
with great reserve, but when we started our own research trying to find the evidence of the
same in the East, and when we started to find this everywhere on the territory of Ancient
Rama it started to spin in our heads.
In short, this is excerpt of his book:
The Five Levels of Human Consciousness and Their Chromosomal Differences
According to Thoth, there are five different levels of human consciousness possible here on
Earth.
These are people who have different DNA, completely different bodies and different ways of
perceiving the Reality.

Each level of consciousness grows from the last one, until finally on the fifth level human
being learns how to translate into a whole new manner of expressing life, reaching Nirvana
and leaving Earth forever!

The primary visual difference between these types is their height.
-The first-level people are about 4 to 6 feet tall.
-The second-level people are about 5 to 7 feet tall, where we are at now.
-Third-level people are about 10 to 16 feet tall.
-The fourth-level being is about 30 to 35 feet tall.
-The fifth and the last is about 50 to 60 feet.

This may seem strange at first, but do we not begin as a microscopic egg and get larger and
larger until we are born?
Then we continue to grow taller and taller until we are adults. According to this theory, the
human adult is not the end of our growth pattern.
We continue through DNA steps until we are 50 to 60 feet tall.
Metatron, the Hebrew archangel who is the perfection of what humanity is supposed to
become, is 55 feet tall!

Remember the giants who lived here on Earth referred to in chapter 6 of Genesis?

According to the Sumerian records, they were about 10 to 16 feet tall. When we look at a
three-year-old and a ten-year-old, we know that they have different levels of consciousness,
and it is primarily by their height that we make this judgment.

According to Thoth, each level of consciousness has different DNA; however, the primary
difference is the number of chromosomes.
According to this, we are now on the second level and have 44+2 chromosomes. An
example of the first level is certain aboriginal tribes in Australia where they have 42+2
chromosomes.
On the third level, which we are about to move to, people have 46+2 chromosomes. The
next two levels have 48+2 and 50 + 2, respectively.
We’re now going to focus on Egypt because Egypt happens to be where the one of two
main mystery schools was located and where evidence of the different-sized humans, and
levels of consciousness, still remain, though generally unrecognized.
Egypt was the area they chose where they would ultimately restore our consciousness, and
the primary area where survivors from Atlantis and the ascended masters were in one place.
Abu Simbel, would be about 35 feet tall, representing the fourth level of consciousness.
They built rooms for these different heights.
This doorway is made for the Venusians—the Hathor race—who are on the third level of
consciousness.
These third-level beings are about 16 feet tall, indicating they are male, as the females of
this race are about 10 to 12 feet tall.
In their section of the building the rooms are around 20 feet high, with ceilings and beams in
proportion to 10- to 16-foot-tall beings.
Next to that room, through a little doorway that looks like it’s made for us, is a little room with
a much lower ceiling.
The Egyptians didn’t make these statues arbitrarily—they never did anything arbitrarily.
There isn’t a single scratch on a single stone; there is not even one, I believe, that was done
unconsciously.
There was a reason and a purpose for everything. And usually it was created on many,
many different levels. The Emerald Tablets, for example, are written on one hundred levels
of consciousness.
Depending on who you are, you’ll understand something utterly and completely different
from other people. If you should go through a consciousness change, go back and reread
The Emerald Tablets
again. You won’t believe it’s the same book, because it’ll talk to you in a different way,
depending on your physical body.

In their section of the building the rooms are around 20 feet high, with ceilings and beams in
proportion to 10- to 16-foot-tall beings.
Next to that room, through a little doorway that looks like it’s made for us, is a little room with
a much lower ceiling.
The Egyptians didn’t make these statues arbitrarily—they never did anything arbitrarily.
There isn’t a single scratch on a single stone; there is not even one, I believe, that was done
unconsciously.
There was a reason and a purpose for everything. And usually it was created on many,
many different levels. The Emerald Tablets, for example, are written on one hundred levels
of consciousness.
Depending on who you are, you’ll understand something utterly and completely different
from other people. If you should go through a consciousness change, go back and reread
The Emerald Tablets
again. You won’t believe it’s the same book, because it’ll talk to you in a different way,
depending on your physical body.

These are Earth beings passing through the various levels of consciousness. In this photo
you see a huge 55-foot-tall being with a statue our size standing by his leg.
This is the king and queen.

Archaeologists don’t know how to interpret this, so they just say that the kings were more
important than the queens, and that’s why they made her little.
But it didn’t have anything to do with that.
The statues are showing the five levels of consciousness.
Every king and Pharaoh who ever lived in Egypt had five names, representing the five levels
of consciousness.
On the wall of ancient Egyptians wall they are depicting the technology they were using to
transfer one consciousness from its body to the next one without loosing any memory and
knowledge of the previous assimilated experience…

Anyway, when we start searching in the East, we found the same exact body sizes and
similar technology for the transfer.

In fact the all Buddha myth is twisted up side down. There was whole race of Buddhas with
long ears and different body sizes.

They build huge structures with a places for meditation of every meditant and through their
sharp antennas they were cutting the natural scalar waves or natural Chi energy and tuned
into Oneness. As I said earlier we have still much to learn from them.

It’s all there; you just have to start searching for answers on ancient sacred sites and
temples. Especially jungles in Thailand are very impressive.
All this knowledge is suppressed by the Elite, but its coming back. Its all math and ritual for
them, so in the critical point of mass awakening they will strike with force. And that is why we
have remember, understand this very soon and to start to utilize this ancient knowledge. So
we do not have to fear, but we have to put some solid input and to see with what exactly we
are dealing with and what can do about it.

Quote:
Yeah, ok. I got this. But it arrives anyway, no matter if we're smashing our heads, dancing
naked around a fireplace or meditate..
So what’s the point when the Nexus arrives?
We have to buy some more time for the planet and for the life that lives here. They are
crushing the economy already which means its already starting.
I believe it’s our responsibility to step forward, to unite and to act now. Not with guns or
violence but with Higher Consciousness.
The pictograms had shown us the way.

They are showing the fractals, the geometry, the STRUCTURE OF THE UNIVERSE!

AND MOST IMPORTANT – HOW WE CAN CHANGE IT!

So, yes it’s essential that we start perfoming planetary meditations.
This is the Checkmate move they are referring to. I hope you will understand this before
its too late.
That’s why I believe we have to start doing those planetary meditations.
And if done how it should be - IT WILL WORK!

Respect to you all,
Astralwalker

Responding to a question about the maps of Australia posted earlier Astralwalker said:

Hey Pep,
The previous images were the closest that I could find on the net to depict the safe area I
received as download from the Crop Circle makers.
The last one I have created after you and other people requested if I can provide more
precise area, since the previous images are just Australia images for showing map of
Australia, Queensland Mining Fields, Tasman Orogen etc.
http://www.international-travel-tour...australia.html
http://www.earthscrust.org/earthscru.../east_aus.html
http://www.codyopal.com/cody0405/aboutopals.htm
As I said earlier, please consider this only as download of mine. I hope I’m wrong about
this, but it is the same that physically appears in the crop fields around the world. That is
why we have to pay attention to the new input that will come in the crop formations.
And most important, to get together, unite in one rhythm of consciousness, and influence
the basic fractal structure of our Planetary Matrix with the intention to prevent any further
damage to our planet and the life on it.
Take care,
Astralwalker

“Samarkis” post: Just wanted to remind all of you-we are fractals of divine creatortherefore,we can never be lost EVER. (Pls see Law of one,pls see
www.michaelsharp.org,pls see www.ramtha.com,www.divinecosmos.com)
Pls do not set limitations-claim it. Claim Ascension.(Pls see Ramtha)
Pls do not fear-Lean towards light & Change!! Pls know that Paladians & Andromedans have
done this Ascension Many,many times before.(Pls see
Bringers of the Dawn-Youtube & Google)
Yes- I feel that the Meditations that Astralwalker wants to set up will "ease" our birthing
pains,and yes it will be a good thing to meditate as a combined Unity,even those whom
cannot make the trip may meditate in sync.
Blessings to all!!

Quote:
Just wanted to remind all of you-we are fractals of divine creator-therefore,we can never
be lost EVER. (Pls see Law of one,pls see www.michaelsharp.org,pls see
www.ramtha.com,www.divinecosmos.com)
Pls do not set limitations-claim it. Claim Ascension.(Pls see Ramtha)
Pls do not fear-Lean towards light & Change!! Pls know that Paladians & Andromedans
have done this Ascension Many,many times before.(Pls see
Bringers of the Dawn-Youtube & Google)
You are totally right Samarkis. We are moving towards the Light and there is Great
Awakening everywhere. We all start to feel the connection between everything. So I
totally agree that we are all Light, that we are all fractals of Divine Creator and that we
can never be Lost. That is why we have to maintain the higher vibrational state, to get
together, to tune into the exact wavelength of the Divine Creation and to assist in the
Cosmic Plan and Purpose as much as we can.

Quote:
Yes-I feel that the Meditations that Astralwalker wants to set up will "ease" our birthing
pains, and yes it will be a good thing to meditate as a combined Unity, even those whom
cannot make the trip may meditate in sync.
Yes. Everyone is welcomed to join the Meditations. If someone can not come to the
sacred planetary sites physically we will greatly appreciate if he/she will join the field
of planetary consciousness from his/her home.
But I still hold the opinion, that those acupuncture points of the planet are very very
important because they are chakras of the Gaya.

Btw, as soon as we will determine the dates, times and finish the technical aspects of
the planetary meditation we will make announcement so everyone who feels that we
have to do this or vibrates with the idea, can join us.
Blessings to all!!
Astralwalker

Firstfruit writes:
Brothers and sisters all the ancient monuments on this world point to something in the
Pleiades system,
The monumental constructions on mars are a star map of the Pleiades system why?
Have a look at the giant stones at Baalbek from the air and you will see a man holding a
key why?
The same key can be found as the ground plan for Vatican City
Stonehenge seen from the air is a da vinci manstar and it represents a star in the Pleiades
star system. As does all ancient monuments here and on mars
The big picture is astonishing
Please look here:
http://www.keyofsolomon.net/
http://oneism.org/
http://www.thehiddenrecords.com/
Peace love and light to all
Lak-ech my friends

Quote:
Blessings to all!!!!
Astralwalker and I have been discussing this. All that would like to go to a specific Point on
the grid,once points are picked may contact me by private msging in Avalon or by my Email at Samarkis@yahoo.com. Pls put Astralwalker in the subject line so I know right away
this is for the Chakra point meditations.
In Joy and Hope and great Love,
Sara
Thank you Sara. We all appreciate.

This is where this part of the copy and paste finished. But there is much more that follows
and it can be picked up at this point on the Project Avalon forum

Additional Resources
This documentary on DVD - “Contact Has Begun” - is James
Gilliland's true story about his life, his near death experiences,
and his contact with higher civilizations.
It includes additional information on Earth Changes including
graphic animations of what will happen to our planet when
the sun unleashes her next round of Solar Storms.
Formatted to play in all regions, shot in High Definition – this is a
DVD you will treasure because it helps alert others to the
concept of abrupt changes that are happening around the globe.
Earth Changes Are Real - And Serious.
"Earth Changes – Mind Matters” is a downloadable
ebook that will save you countless hours of research
while explaining exactly what you can expect to
experience in the next few short years...and how to
survive what's coming. The tools you can use to create
a totally different personal future are revealed in this
work.
"I've read the first page and it looks like the book will be a
"doozie", as they used to say when I was a kid." Dodie Australia
"God - at an initial scan - this is an incredible work!"
Yvonne – South Africa.
"Enjoying the book thoroughly; it's like an 'E-pedia' on
what’s happening in front of our eyes and behind closed
doors." Jace - USA.

“How To Survive...” is an instantly downloadable ebook that answers questions
from "Earth Change Report" subscribers around the world
* about earth changes, economic depression, and martial law.
* Provides factual information that is NOT being presented by the mainstream outlets.
* includes video links to far more information than you'd possibly get in a simple text
document.
"Basic Preparedness “ - The Six-hour 3 DVD Home Study
Course” takes you inside the Whys and the How-To of
Being Prepared...whether it's because of job loss, a shortterm natural disaster, or an extended period of time.
This One of a Kind Home Study Course was filmed before a
live class with presenters who are top specialists in their fields.
The 12 DVD Chapters include:How to look after children;
What you need to know about Bird Flu & Pandemics;
The essentials of General Preparedness;
Food Storage - what's available, what you need, where to
get it;
Grain Mills (you want the best, and at the best price);
Water, Water Storage, Water Filters - (think about volcanic ash and acid rain pollution be aware and prepare....and much much more.
Earth Change Report is a regular free international newsletter that keeps you up to
speed on what is happening around the world...from melting ice caps to increasing
volcanic activity; from strange activity on the sun to “where is Planet X?”
If you have not already done so, you can subscribe here.
Most Importantly, YOU are your greatest resource. With Knowledge and Free Will we all
have the power to create and change our personal destiny.
This information has been made available free of charge thanks to the existence of the
Project Camelot/Project Avalon forums.

Help Yourself and Help The Planet - Subscribe to The Forum

Footnote – Press Release Re Black Hole Under Study
Astralwalker writes:
I come across this link:
http://eu.spaceref.com/news/viewpr.html?pid=26952
_______________
PRESS RELEASE
Date Released: Tuesday, November 18, 2008
Source: European Southern Observatory
VLT and APEX Team Up to Study Flares from the Black Hole at the Milky Way's Core
Astronomers have used two different telescopes simultaneously to study the violent flares
from the supermassive black hole in the centre of the Milky Way. They have detected
outbursts from this region, known as Sagittarius A*, which reveal material being stretched
out as it orbits in the intense gravity close to the central black hole.
The team of European and US astronomers used ESO's Very Large Telescope (VLT) and
the Atacama Pathfinder Experiment (APEX) telescope, both in Chile, to study light from
Sagittarius A* at near-infrared wavelengths and the longer submillimetre wavelengths
respectively. This is the first time that astronomers have caught a flare with these telescopes
simultaneously. The telescopes' location in the southern hemisphere provides the best
vantage point for studying the Galactic Centre.

"Observations like this, over a range of wavelengths, are really the only way to understand
what's going on close to the black hole," says Andreas Eckart of the University of Cologne,
who led the team.
Sagittarius A* is located at the centre of our own Milky Way Galaxy at a distance from Earth
of about 26 000 light-years. It is a supermassive black hole with a mass of about four million
times that of the Sun.
Most, if not all, galaxies are thought to have a supermassive black hole in their centre.
"Sagittarius A* is unique, because it is the nearest of these monster black holes, lying within
our own galaxy," explains team member Frederick K. Baganoff of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) in Cambridge, USA. "Only for this one object can our current
telescopes detect these relatively faint flares from material orbiting just outside the event
horizon."
The emission from Sagittarius A* is thought to come from gas thrown off by stars, which then
orbits and falls into the black hole. Making the simultaneous observations required careful
planning between teams at the two telescopes. After several nights waiting at the two
observatory sites, they struck lucky.

_________
"At the VLT, as soon as we pointed the telescope at Sagittarius A* we saw it was active,
and getting brighter by the minute.
__________
We immediately picked up the phone and alerted our colleagues at the APEX telescope,"
says Gunther Witzel, a PhD student from the University of Cologne.
Macarena Garcia-Marin, also from Cologne, was waiting at APEX, where the observatory
team had made a special effort to keep the instrument on standby. "As soon as we got the
call we were very excited and had to work really fast so as not to lose crucial data from
Sagittarius A*. We took over from the regular observations, and were in time to catch the
flares," she explains.
__________
Over the next six hours, the team detected violently variable infrared emission, with
four major flares from Sagittarius A* . The submillimetre-wavelength results also
showed flares, but, crucially, this occurred about one and a half hours after the
infrared flares.
__________
The researchers explain that this time delay is probably caused by the rapid expansion, at
speeds of about 5 million km/h, of the clouds of gas that are emitting the flares. This
expansion causes changes in the character of the emission over time, and hence the time
delay between the infrared and submillimetre flares.
Although speeds of 5 million km/h may seem fast, this is only 0.5% of the speed of light. To
escape from the very strong gravity so close to the black hole, the gas would have to be
travelling at half the speed of light - 100 times faster than detected - and so the researchers
believe that the gas cannot be streaming out in a jet. Instead, they suspect that a blob of gas
orbiting close to the black hole is being stretched out, like dough in a mixing bowl, and this is
causing the expansion.
The simultaneous combination of the VLT and APEX telescopes has proved to be a powerful
way to study the flares at multiple wavelengths. The team hope that future observations will
let them prove their proposed model, and discover more about this mysterious region at the
centre of our Galaxy.
Notes for Editors
Sagittarius A* is a compact object located at the centre of our own Milky Way Galaxy, at a
distance of about 26 000 light-years from Earth. In recent years, observations of stars
orbiting in its strong gravitational grip have convincingly proven that Sagittarius A* must be a
supermassive black hole with a mass of about four million times that of the Sun.

The 12 m Atacama Pathfinder Experiment (APEX) telescope is located on the 5000 m high
plateau of Chajnantor in the Chilean Atacama desert. APEX is a collaboration between the
Max-Planck-Institute for Radio Astronomy (MPIfR), the Onsala Space Observatory (OSO)
and ESO. The telescope is based on a prototype antenna constructed for the ALMA project.
Operation of APEX at Chajnantor is entrusted to ESO. For this project, the researchers used
the LABOCA bolometer camera on APEX.
The Very Large Telescope (VLT) at the 2600 m high Cerro Paranal is ESO's premier site for
observations in visible and infrared light. The VLT has four "Unit Telescopes", 8.2 m in
diameter, operating with a large collection of instruments. For this project, the researchers
used the NACO adaptive optics instrument on the fourth Unit Telescope, "Yepun".
This research is presented in the paper by Eckart et al., "Simultaneous NIR/sub-mm
observation of flare emission from Sgr A*", to appear in Astronomy and Astrophysics. It is
available online at http://arxiv.org/abs/0811.2753
______________________________________________

More and more evidence will be coming that something extraordinary is happening in the
center of Milky Way. The cosmic beams are coming; they will be visible on 13 Dec 2012 just as depicted in the crop formations.
The situation is becoming ripe, so We have to start preparing!

We are on the door of something wonderful and something extraordinary! So do not fear.
Awake, remember, step forward, get together, unite and let’s do this!
Let the Light from the Creator shine upon all of you!
Astralwalker

